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MOTHER KILLS CHILD
EAST MEADOW, NY.
(AP) — A year ago, her young
daughter developed a brain
lesion that caused mild seizures. The aliment was treatable and surgery was coming
up, but authorities say the
mother apparently couldn't
deal with it." Page 2B.

BULLS VICTORY
CHICAGO — Michael Jordan, who seems to have a personal vendetta against the
Cleveland Cavaliers, went at
them with a vengeance Tuesday night. Page I24.

FORECAST
Tonight a 40 percent chance of
evening.- showers thunderstorms possible. Cooler with
gradual clearing overnight.
Lows near 50. Wind from the
:
north around 10 mph. Thurs
day mostly sunny. Highs in thelower 70s.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY — 68'
359.5, -0.4; below 318.5, -0.8
BARKLEY — 69°
159.5, -0.5; below 321.7, -0.1
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HEALTH CARE REFORM

ones willing to compromise on health care
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Brereton Jones, told he
risked losing his entire healthcare reform bill, softened a key
demand Tuesday.
Jones indicated he might bow
to legislative demands for a
phasing-in of universal health
insurance instead of an immediate mandate.
He remained committed to the,
idea of health insurance for
450,000 Kentuckians who don't
have it, Jones told reporters.
"The question of the time frame
is one I'm willing, to discup"_.
with legislators, he said.
Earlier, House Speaker Joe
Clarke said he told Jones that his
demand for immediate universal
coverage, and a payroll tax on
employers to help pay for it,
would sink' the bill.
Clarke, and House Majority
Whip Kenny Rapier in a separate

• • • •

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
i section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to cotstact. Our regular office howl
are A a.m -5 p.m Monday.
Fnday, A a m -noon Saturday.

meeting, pointed out to Jones that
the House had created some
leverage for itself — a separate,
stopgap bill to continue Kentucky's Medicaid program without
having to tackle the governor's
By GINA HANCOCK
larger issues. It cleared the House
Murray Ledger & Times Stall Writer
budget committee Tuesday on a
fast track.
The rules are changing daily
Clarke said he told Jones that
in Frankfort, according to state
House Democrats, ,who control
Sen. Jeff Green.
their chamber with a 71,21__
Green is in Frankfort to attend
majority, nearly voted in-a caucus
Gov.. Brereton Jones' special seson Monday to pass the Medicaid
sion on health care.
hill and go home.
He has been surprised with the
Jones ordered the General__ latest message from !ones that he
Assembly into special session,
but legislators decide when to
adjourn.
To help PaY for the system.
Jones proposed a 3.75 percent
Jones' bill would require all
payroll tax, with credits for
Kentuckians to have health insuremployers who pros ided coverance. The state would Nubsidize
the cost for the poor, but others" age for workers.
There has been considerable
without coverage through an
employer would have to buy it. sentiment in the General Assemb-

Green says rules changing

By STACEY CROOK
Murray Ledger & Times Stall Writer
An earthquake measuring 7.3
on the Richter Scale shook Murray on what was a quiet spring
day.
Power lines are down across
the county. Water lines have
burst. There are several gas leaks
and fires. Telephone service is
severed.
Hundreds of students at Murray State are trapped inside their
dormitories.
It could happen. Red Cross
director Peggy Billington said
every emergency service agency
in.he county must be prepared.
At 6 p.m. May 17, a mock disaster will occur somewhere in the
county, Billington said.
An independent agency has
sketched a disaster that is likely
to happen here and local agencies
who participate will be critiqued
on how well they handle the
emergency, she said.
"We are trying to assess how
prepared we are if we have a
major disaster," Billington said.
"This is a positive step in disaster
.
preparedness."
City, county and university
emergency personnel will be
working rigether as if the disaster were real, Billington said.
The participants will not know
what the emergency is until the
sketch has been presented, she
JOHN P TAYLOR.Leage• TInes photo
said. Those people will be on
stand-by until they are called in Regents Hall, one of the several dormotories on the campus of
Murray State University, could be the scene of a mock disaster
that is scheduled May 17.
II TURN TO PAGE 2A

THE ENVIRONMENT

. sought.
With the $41 million from the
U.S...Department of Energy in the
fiscal year that starts Oct, 1, the
plant will be able to fund highand mid-priority projects, a plant
spokesman said.
"We're disappointed, but we
have not given up that we're not
going to get the money later,"
said Robert Edwards, the Department of Energy's environmental
restoration manager at the plant.
The $21 million that was not
funded probably will delay some
studies of polluted sites that do
not threaten to leak outside the
plant, Edwards said. The cuts
could be restored next year, if the
lovernmcni has money left over
from other cleanups, he said.
Edwards attributed the funding
cuts to the leaner budget prop-

• TURN TO PAGE 2A

ly to let the federal government
take the lead on health care,
including a mandate for universal
coverage. That way, "they may
do the taxing and we won't have
to," Clarke said.
Jones said he had -never con- • TURN TO PAGE 2A

oscd by the Clinton administration and to lingering questions
about the transition of the plant's
ownership on July 1 to a quasipublic corporation.
Money allocated for next year
brings to $166 million the
amount the government has spent
since 1990 on studying environmental problems at -the complex.
The gaseous diffusion plant,
which employs about 1,800 people, reclaims and enriches uranium for government nuclear
programs and for nuclear power
plants. It operates on a S355 million annual budget, which does
not include the environmental
funds.
Over the years. cleaning solvents and radioactive isotopes
have polluted ground water. and
PC'Bs and uranium have flowed
from the plant into drainage
ditches and wile.tett on the sediment in nearby creeks
Government contractors will
post signs this year warning pet)

WASHINGTON (AP) ---- PresiClinton has been frustrated by
dent Clinton said today the the refusal of European allies—to
United States cannot turn its back endorse his calls for lifting the
on the bloody Balkan civil war antis embargo against Bosnian
for fear of getting into another_ Muslims and possible air strikes
Vietnam and predicted new allied against Bosnian Serb targets. But
steps in the coming days will today, after pointedly calling the
- crisis a "European issue" and
"make peace more
Although—Clinton said no final repeating his insistence that the
decision has been made, it United States cannot act alone,
appears increasingly likely the Clinton sounded somewhat hopesteps will include sending a small ful that a consensus was taking
. contingent of American troops to. shape. .
join United Nations forces in the
"I think .you'll see over the
former Yugoslav -republic of 'next few days that we'll be able
Macedonia, a symbolic deploy- to take some more steps that will
ment designed to _stop the fightmake peace more likely .and will
ing from spreading.
make the Confining of the conflict
"It is in the United State's more likely," he told NBC.
national interest to keep this con-.
In the interview with New
flict from spilling over into a lot
York's WFAN in advance of a
of other countries, which could
visit to the city today, Clinton
drag the United States into some- ,aid "the United States, unlike
thing with NATO that we don't
want," Clinton said in a morning
• TURN TO PAGE 2A
radio interview.

Local man charged with murder
By STACEY

CROOK

Murray Ledger 8. Tures Staff Writer

A Calloway County man was
arrested Tuesday night and
charged with capital murder and
robbery in connection with an
incident, in Mississippi.
According to a Kentucky State
Police spokesman, Thomas W.
Gargus Jr., 24, Rt. 8 Murray, was
arrested at 11:50 p.m. at his re-si:
dcnce on Ky. 280 by Trooper

Brad Smith and the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department
afici they received -a -tip -fromauthorities in Vicksburg, Miss, on
a possible suspect and his
•
location.
The charges stem .from a incident May 6 in Vicksburg...in
which a woman was killed then
robbed.
Gargus was lodged in the Calloway County Jail.

DIGGIN' IN THE DIRT

Federal cuts will force delay
of cleanup studies at Paducah plant
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — Some
environmental cleanup projects at
the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion
Plant will have to be delayed
because the federal government
allocated just two-thirds of the
$62.5 million that officials had

ssould compromise on his plan.
"He has been so firm in his
stance before but I am glad he is
willing to work with the legislature," Green -said.
He said things arc slow in the
Senate as House representatives
hold hearings on health care
issues. He is able to watch those
hearings through a cable TV

sidered the payroll' tax- nonnegotiable. Clarke said Jones
invited him to return this week
with alternatives.
Jones' hint of concession was
"an incredible opening," said
Rep. Ernesto Scorsone, who has
favored a move toward' universal
coverage in several years
- There were signs early Tuesday that Jones was in danger of
being left empty-handed. "It's
very fragile right now," "said
Rep. Tom Burch, chairman of the
Health and Welfare Committee.
Burch, D-Louisville, opened
hearings on Jones' bill Tuesday,
hut hardly anyone came. He used
the House chamber, expecting a
horde of legislators 10 come with
questions, but only about a hall
doten from outside his committee
showed up.
Also Tuesdas. about 200 mem-

Clinton says troops
may go to Macedonia

Mock disaster
set for Monday

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.

AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS
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Court passes resolution III Mock disaster...
FROM PAGE 1
By AMY WILSON
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Thc signing of a resolution and
a discussion about advertising
and accepting bids for a new
mower highlighted the Calloway
County Fiscal Court meeting
Tuesday.
Judge/Executive George Weaks
signed a resolution that authorizes Calloway County to become
part of a 17-county consortium in
the Purchase-Pennyrile District
that operates the Job Training
Partnership Act (JTPA).
"The Department of Labor has
ruled that the consortium actually
has to be signed interlocally.
JTPA has been in operation for
10 years, so nothing is being

changed or added to," said Charlie Ross of the Purchase Area
Development District office in
Mayfield,
In other business, Weaks
recommended bids be accepted
for a new sidemount rotary cutter
in District 3.
"We've got one mower that is
about worn out and we need a
new one," he said. "I'd like to
advertise for bids with and without trading the old mower."
Weaks' suggestion generated
discussion about whether a disc
mower would be a better choice
than the exisiting type of mower.
After the merits of each type of
mower were discussed, the
magistrates voted in favor of a
disc mower.

•Federal cuts...
FROM PAGE 1
ple to stay out of those creeks
and to avoid contact with the sediment. Fencing will go up tasecure polluted "hot spots" along
creeks, said Joe Walker, a plant
spokesman.
The chitf concern is to avoid
fish with unsafe PCB levels, he
said.
Most of the cleanup money has
been used to find sources of leaks
and to design a cleanup program
for a huge water pollution
problem.
Next year's environmental
work reflects a transition from
the years of technical field work

that have mapped surface and
underground contamination, to a
phase in which polluted ground
water will be pumped out gind
cleaned.
Scientists hope that will halt
the movement of mildly radioactive plumes of ground water that
have migrated more than three
miles from the.plant's boundaries
to within 2,000 feet of the Ohio
River.
Engineers also will build
underground barriers to divert
other polluted water into an
underground filter that they
believe will clean it.

20-50% sa vIngs
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Selected Summer Shoes
Dress & Casual
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FROM PAGE 1
(in) Vietnam, is not about to act
alone and should not act alone"
or take sides in the Balkanicivil
war.
'41'm trying to proceed in a
very deliberate way to make sure
that there is no Vietnam," Clinton said. But he added, "I don't
think we can just turn away from
this. Just because we don't want
to make the same mistakes we
made in Vietnam doesn't mean
we shouldn't be doing anything."
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to see how well emergency perMARIJUANA PLANTS RECOVERED
sonnel respond to the media.
After an anonymous tip, Calloway County Sheriff J.D. Williams said he
Billington said in the event of '- recovered 122 marijuana plants in a wooded lot near the Kentucky Lake
Development Area Street value of the plants has not been determined Wila major disaster, the media will
liams said it is not known who owned the plants.
be asking numerous questions
and those in charge have to be
SHERIFF'S OFFICE WARNS OF SCAM
prepared to deal with that.
According to the Calloway County Sheriff's Department, a possible Social
will
After the drill, a critique
Security scam may be surfacing in the county. Deputy Stan Scott said the
department has received reports that phone solicitors are calling residents
be conducted to let those
posing as Social Security representatives. The caller is attempting to get a
involved see how well they handSocial Security (lumber and other personal information Scott said the Social
led the crisis.
Security office does not use phone solicitations and warns residents not to
"You get of good sense of how
give their number or any personal information to anyone over the telephone
you did," Billington said. "It
points out our good things and
ONE INJURED IN ACCIDENT
A Dexter woman was injured in a two-car accident Wednesday morning,
bad things."
According to -reports from the Calloway- Cowl)
, Sheriff's Department. Eva
Prevntly, victims are still
Burkeen, 78, Rt. 1 Dexter, was transported to Murray-Calloway County Hosdisas--the
participate
in
needa to
pital after she apparently pulled into the path of a car driven by Carolyn
Billington said anyone who. Miller, 40, Murray, at the intersection of U.S. 641 N. and Ky. 1824. Miller
'wants to volunteer can do mi. by
sustained minor injuries.
calling the Red Cross office.
WOMAN REPORTS ASSAULT
Volunteers who would like to
According to reports from the Murray Police Department, a River Road
be victims during the drill should
woman reported being assaulted at 317 N. Fourth Street. The victim sufmeet in the parking lot of the
fered apparent minor injuries. An investigation is continuing.
Martha Layne Collins Center for
TWO INJURED IN FOUR CAR ACCIDENT
Industry and Technology between
At approximately 9 p.m. May 11, two people were injured in a four-car acci4:30 p.m. and 5 p.m. May 17.
dent at the intersection of U.S. 641 and Chestnut Street. According to
Billington said they will be
reports, Richard Stinson, 26, At. 3 Murray, was driving a 1969 Jeep west on
instructed on where to go and
Chestnut Stinson's vehicle struck a 1985 Oldsmobile driven by Cathy
Green, 27, Paducah, who was northbound on U.S. 641. Stinson's vehicle
what to do at that time.
continued west and struck a 1985 Buick, driven by Kendra Smith, 21, of
Benton, who was southbound on U.S. 641. The impact forced Smith's vehicle into a 1992 Nissan, driven by John Morris, Murray, who was also southbound -ori-t1S. 641. Stinson and Smith were transported by -ambulance- to
Clinton's approach appeared to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The accident was investigated by have bipartisan backing in officers of the Murray Police Department and is continuing. Firefighters from
the Murray Fire Department assisted ambulance personnel.
Congress.
Sen. John Warner, R-Va., said
the war in Bosnia was "perhaps
the toughest foreign policy issue
that's faced any president of the
United States in this century. ...
It's easy to Jet in but it's tough
to get out."
NAKHON PATHOM, Thailand
Chalerm Rojanapradit as saying
In backing the president, mem- (AP) — One of the world's deadthe factory did not have a fire
bers of Congress .used pointed liest factory fires occurred after
alarm system or proper fire
rhetoric- -in --prodding -Europeowners- ignored warnings -to 'eScapecaudits-Work-01S had lie vCi
"The international community improve safety at the doll manuhad a 'fire drill.
has committed moral rape" by facturing plant, said Prime MinisHe said factory guards, initialrefusing to come to the aid of the ter Chuan Leekpai.
ly unaware of the seriousness of
Muslims who arc being slaughHuman limbs could be seen
the fire, had prevented some
tered by Bosnian Serbs, said sticking out of the smoldering
panic-stricken workers from
Delaware Democratic Sen. rubble today as searchers used
leaving.
Joseph Biden. "I cannot begin to cranes to lift twisted girders and
"The security guards had a
express my anger about the Euro- jagged blocks of concrete from
standing order not to let workers
pean policies."
the wreckage.
leave the factory without a body
Blackened
parts
of
Santa
Claus
search
for fear they would steal
Clinton said no final decision
dolls, novelty figures and other
materials
and other valuables,"
U.S.
adding
made
oq
had been
export items littered the area on
Chalcrm was quoted as saying.
troops to the U.N. forces in the outskirts
of Bangkok.
Chalerm said the fire was
Macedonia, the southernmost forapparently
caused by an overBut
he
republic.
Yugoslav
The
Interior
Ministry
placed
mer
heated electrical transformer
the official death toll at 212 with
explained what the goal of such a
located near a storage area _for
deployment would' be.
more bodies expected to be
fabrics.
found. It saidanother 170 victims
I u s t_r y Mi
nan
"We- -want- to -try—to coi4ine— reniained hospitalized. Some
Kajornprasart
said
he
had
ordered
that conflict so it doesn't spread -news reports gave the death count
officials to check into reports that
as 240.
into other countries like Albania.
the buildings had only two narMost of the victims were
Greece and Turkey." Clinton
row
fire escapes.
young women, who make up
said Tuesday.
The: factory, which employed
about 80 percent of Thailand's
about 4,000 people, is in the
low-wage factory work force.
— Murray
Phuttamonthon
area, about 15
The death toll surpassed the
146 killed in a fire on March 25, miles west of Bangkok. It pro1911 at the Triangle Shirtwaist duced dolls and stuffed animals,
WALTER L. APPERSON
• some for exported to the United
Co. factory in New York.
Publisher
States.
The government launched an
Kader's major investors are
investigation into the cause of the
ALICE ROUSE
from
Hong Kong and .Taiwan.
fire as well as all factories in
General Manager
About 800 workers were in the
Thailarrd, where many operate
MARY ANN ORR
under primitive, unsafe four-story building where the fire
started. Flames spread to two
Advertising Manager
conditions.
other buildings, and all three
DAVID STOM
The prime minister, who vis- structures were destroyed,.leavCirculation Manager
ited the fire scene today and ing only one building standing in
Tuesday,
said the company had the complex.
KAREN COVERT
ignored
warnings
to improve
-Nikhom Cliandravithun, a labor
Classifieds Manager
safety. He gave no details.
activist 'and former labor departThe Murray Ledger & Twos(USPS 306- 700)
Executives of the 'factory's ment director, said some Thai
The Murray Ledger .5 Times es published
owners, Kadcr Industrial (Thai- factories ard "death traps."'
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4.
land) Co. Ltd., defended their
Thankscvng Day, Chnstrnas Day and New
"There are la
but there is
Year's Day by Murray Newspapers Inc.. 1001
safety policies, telling television
no effective en cement," he
Whims° Dr , Murray, KY 42071 SezOnd
interviewers that they complied said.
Class Post.°. Paid al Murray. KY ,4207T.
with government regulations.
He said there already had been
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas already
Local newspapers quoted
served by carnets $5 per mond,. payabte in
three fires at the facility, the most
advance By rrail In Calloway Co and to
Assistant Police Director-General
recent just a few months ago.
Benton, Hardln, Mayfield, Sedans and Far -

III Clinton says...

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

SALE
saw

to assist.
The full-scale disaster is mandated by the state once every
three years. Billington said to her
knowledge Calloway County has
had only one full-scale mock disaster in five years.
"The whole county is participating and doing a part in making
this successful. It is the community pulling together," she said.
Murray State University has
been a big help with organization, she said.
"In disaster preparedness we
need experts," she said. "I could
not do what I'm doing if it
weren't for Murray State."
—The drill will last approximately two hours, she said. During
that time, emergency personnel
will be assessed on their
performance.
The student television crew
from Calloway. County High
School will be on the scene asking questions about the disaster

Local Ncw, Roundup

Shell

For The People
Elect

J.D. Williams
County Judge-Executive
• As Your Judge-Executive, My Door Will
Always Be Open For Everyone
• Your Ideas Will Always Be Welcome And I Will
Represent Everyone Equally And Fairly
• You Can Be Sure I Will Use All Available
Resources To Obtain Your Fair Share Of
State Grant Money
• Together, We Can Make This County A More
Prosperous And Safer Place For You And
Your Family

Investigators probe factory
where more than 200 died
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III Jones willing...
FROM PAGE 1
hers of the Kentucky Association
of State Employees demonstrated
outside the Capitol in oppoghlon
to Jones' bill. They said they
objected to Jones' plan to place
all state employees in an insur.ance "megapool."
A leading education advocacy
group offered support for the bill,

III Green...
Vvi

FROM PAGE 1

1

01111.11111.
—
ell

On Tuesday, May 25, Elect Someone You Know
And Trust... J.D. Williams For Judge-Executive

A Proven Leader

however. '1 he Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence
believes improved schools and
improved health care "arc linked
together, especially when it comes to funding," Executive Director Robert Sexton said.
Escalating health-care -costs arc
eating into state funding for
schools and universities, Sexton
said.

1984 Toyota Supra

Sate !Mc*

Pwr windows, pwr locks, pwr mirrors, tilt, cruise,
leather lumbar seats, pwr. sunroof. AM/FM cassette
&eq., super sharp, one owner.

'4•900

Purdom Motors. Inc.

PAID FOR IT COMM& IUTA BURTON T1ULAIILA1IL I,S OLIVI BLVD., ML'IULAY, KY 41`071
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hook-up at his desk.
Green said the mood is one of
frustration.
"I wish we could have had
more consensus building before
the session was called. Things
would be more productive.
"This is different than any
other issue I've faced. It affects
us all. I have had more calls
about this than any other issue
I've encountered," he said.
He has sib idea. how long the
session will last but echoed an
earlier statement by House
Speaker Joe Clarke that if there is
no movement toward passing
comprehensive health care bill
within two weeks. the General
Assembly will adjourn
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Long-term care, drug help for elderly in health plan
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
White House is seeking to build
support for its still unfinished
health reform plan with promises
to help the elderly pay for drugs
and make it easier for the disabled to live at home.
President Clinton will also try
to liberalize the rules on when
people can get Medicaid to pay
nursing home bills, senior White
House adviser Ira Magaziner told
consumer and health groups
Tuesday.
Clinton is still making the final
decisions on the cost and scope
of the health overhaul he plans to

send to Congress next month.
- But Magaziner, in a nearly
two-hour briefing intended to
drum up support for the Clinton
package, outlined key features
and selling points of the package.
,..;;The intention is to give a
drug benefit to Medicare people
which they do not now have," he
said. The elderly will be able to stay
with Medicare as it exists now
but eventually will get the option
to join the revamped health system Clinton envisions, he said.
The long-term care benefits
will emphasize home and

community-based care and be
available for anyone who needs
them, not just the elderly, said
Magaziner, Clinton's senior
adviser for policy development.
Magaziner said the long-term
care benefits will be separate
from the basic benefit package
that Clinton hopes to guarantee for all Americans.
A. confidential working paper
from the White House Task Force
on Health Reform indicates its
long-term care work group laid
out four options that would boost
federal costs by $5 billion to $15
billion in fiscal 1994 alone.

Death toll in cult siege may be 86
WACO, Texas_ (AP) — The
remains--of up to 24 of David
Koresh's disciples were found in
body bags believed to contain
only four corpses. saigesting 86
people or so died in the inferno
after all, as Koresh led investigators to believe.
"We're in the very tedious
process of trying to separate the
bodies that were meshed
together," McLennan County
Justice of Peace David Parcya
said Tuesday. "It very well could

hit the total Koresh said were in
•
the compound."
Using the numbers Koresh
gave during the 51-day siege,
investigators initially thought
there were 86 cultists dead in the
ruins of the compound, which
burned down April 19 in a fire
authorities said was set by the
cult.
But after - co-mple-tin-g
search earlier this month, investi- gators found only 72 corpses, and
they called Koresh a liar.

The figures began changing
when pathologists examined more
closely the badly burned remains.
What pathologists thought
were three bodies actually were
parts of other corpses or debris.
That lowered the death toll to 69.
Then medical examiners discovered as many as 24 bodies
could be in bags thought to have
had only .four _corpses, Pareya
said.
Also Tuesday, authorities said
they had identified the remains of

* *.t * .1r...* * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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• Qualified & experienced
1
F
*
• Devoted to improving the quality oflaw *
enforcement in Calloway Co.
*
*
I
• Determined to improve the image ofour *
*
sheriffs dept. & its working relationship *
*
with other law enforcement agencies
*
*
Pud bor by Caeduilma. ILI Para Wm*. Mil I Wormy Ky

Elect Eddie Stone Sheriff

Koresh lieutenants Ste% e
Schneider, 48, and Wayne Martin. a 42-year-old Harvard
educated law yer They v.
found just feet from Koresh'.
body.
Schneider, like Koresh, may
have been shot, Justice of the
Peace John Cabaniss said. The

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

cause of death in Martin's case
yyasn't disclosed.

philheps

Prosecution says money trail leads to Edge
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.(AP)
— Defense attorneys said they
will prove it was the prosecution's chicf witness and not
OViensbOtO Nusinessmair
Edge Who bought and paid for
the execution of Edge's business
partner.
But Davicss County Commonwealth's Attorney Tom Castlen
told jurors at the start of Edge's
murder trial Tuesday that a trail
of financial records will lead
them to convict Edge in the
March 12, 1991, shooting death
of Charles Westerfield.
Defense attorney Tim McCall
portrayed Edge, 45, in his open-

ing statement as "a good family
man" who could explain every
check he cashed during the time
authorities claim he bankrolled a
plot to kill Westerfield.
Authorities said Edge arranged
through an intermediary, Barry
McNlanaway, to pay Randal Kedrick.. Murphy to kill Westerfield.
Casilen said Edge wanted Westerfield killed so he could collect
on the. life insurance policy on
Westerfield from title company
they jointly owned, W.E. Land.
McManaway, who worked with
both Edge and Westerfield, was
also the key witness in the
November trial that ended with

Murphy's murder conviction. He
testified that he had solicited
Murphy to kill Westerfield, then
paid Murphy for Edge.
McCall continually questioned .
McManaway's credibility during
his opening argument. "He sold
his story to the prosecutors when
everyone in the community
knows he can't tell the truth."
McCall said.
-Westerfield was shot six times
at close range with a .22 caliber
pistol at the front door to his
house in Owensboro. The gunman wore, hospital scrubs and a
surgical mask, witnesses said.
McManaway had also been

3udge/Exectit.
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PLATFORM for GROWTH

charged with murder, but pleaded
guilty to a lesser charge of solicitation to commit murder and,
agreed to testify against Edge and
Murphy in exchange for a
-- I0-Yetar prison sentence.
McCall emphasued. McManaway's plea agreement in his
remarks to the jury to impugn
McManaway's honesty and his
motive for testilying against
EdT.e. McManaway, McCall said.
"Toesn't know what the truth
is.

9. Promote agri-business
programs and assistance.
10. Develop long-term
county plan
Paid for by the Candidate, Bill Phillips,
104 N. 5th Street, Murray, KY 42071

- Jurors were chosen last week
for the trial, which was [timed It)
Bowling Green from Owensboro.

KOPPERUD REALTY'S
Featured Home of the Week
•Ak

Heller has personal contract with state cabinet
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Leonard Heller left his job as
secretary of the Human Resources Cabinet in January but now
has a S27,500 personal services
contract with the state to do consulting on the much the same
subject.
Officials in Gov. Brercton
Jones' administration said the

Benton water
system corrects
lead problem

contract violates no ethical provisions, will nOt cost the state that
much and is a good way., to take
advantage of Heller's expertise.
Heller resigned Jan. _22, citing
health concerns. , Heller was secretary of the cabinet, but was
concentrating most or his time
and effort putting together Jones'
health care reform package.

As secretary, he was paid an
annual salary of $70,000.
According to his contract with
the Human Resources Cabinet, he
will he paid S75 per hour, plus
expenks, for his - Woik . -UP to' a
maximum of S27,500. His hourly
rate as consultant will be more
than twice what he was paid as
secretary, based on a 40-hour

NEWS OF THE

4r
Of OALANAY ANO CALLOWAY cOuNry1,

Call 753-9500
and remain anonymous

SUBSCRIBE

INTEREST RATES ARE LOW!
Now is the time to buy this 3 bedroom home on a corner lot located in
the city. Priced in the $40s. Call 753-1222 today for an appointment.

711 Main St.

KOPPERUD REALTY

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) — Bosnian government officials say
a new Croat offensive against Muslims is part of a wider Serb-Croat conspiracy to scut4Je Western peacemaking efforts. The Muslim-led government
tried to prod the West into action on Tuesday by formally requesting that the
9,000 U.N. peacekeepers and workers in Bosnia withdraw. France and Britain, fearful that Serbs would retaliate against peacekeepers, have resisted
Clinton administration calls to bomb Serb artillery positions and exempt the
outguifned -Muslims-from a UN_ arms_embarga. The government says _concern for peacekeepers' safety "now constitutes a significant obstacle" to
Bosnia's defense. But it is unlikely the Security Council will pull them out

D & W Auto Glass Sho
Check with Bob lot the
lowest competitive price"

Call 753-4563
lo•.! til,111
1.1h
')1.'

ATTENTION
ALL CANDIDATES
Don't miss your opportunity to be
included in our special edition of

"Meet The Candidates"
to be published

Thursday, May 20th
**********
Call 753-1916 or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
for more information.

QUESTIONNAIRE AND ADVERTISING
SPACE DEADLINE IS MAY 13TH. Mary Ann Orr * Fran Faith * Stuart Alexander

(Murray Ledger & Times)
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753-1222

FIGHTING CONTINUES IN BOSNIA

GET HELP

CRIME RAU
SMIDIDIE111;

week.
"It's not an endless contract::
said Jones press secretary Frank
Ashley. ''I'in told his services
. be much less _than that,
,
should ,
maybe in the neighborhood of
SI0,000. We think IL, a good
deal for the state."

vet

WORLD

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Three water systems in Kentucky,
including the Benton WaterSewer System in Marshall Coun- COLONEL WOULD FIGHT GAY SON'S SERVICE
ty, were-among the 819 that WASHINGTON (AP) — Marine Col. Fred Peck spoke proudly of his eldest
received federal environmental son, a bright, strapping „college senior who weathered the divorce of his
a military recruiter's dream.
warnings about having too much parents, then the death of his mother to becomewould
fight it. "My son is a
to enlist, his father
decided
Peck
Scott
if
But
lead in tap water.
homosexual and I don't think there's any place for him in the military," Col.
However, two of the three Peck testified Tuesday to the Senate Armed Services Committee. Scott
Kentucky systems have corrected Peck said later he thought his father was mistaken. The testimony from Col.
the lead problems, Malcva Cham- Peck, a familiar face to Americans as spokesman for the U-.S..military
Schwarzkopf, who led the allberlain, a spokeswoman for the sion in Somalia, and retired Gen. H. Norman
War, strongly opposed President ClinGulf
Persian
the
in
Iraq
against
ies
state Natural Resources and ton's efforts to formally end the ban.
Environmental Protection
CLINTON SEEKS- SUPPORT OF HEALTH PLAN
Cabinet, said Tuesday.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The White House is seeking to build support for its
All three Kentucky water sys- still unfinished health reform plan with promises to help the elderly pay for
tems that received warnings after drugs and make it easier for the disabled to live at home. President Clinton
the U.S. Environmental Protec- will also try to liberalize the rules on when people can get Medicaid to pay
Ira-Magaziner told•consumer
tion Agency's sampling late last nursing home bills, senior White House adviser
Clinton is still making the final decisions on the
Tuesday.
groups
health
and
of
sections
year were in western
cost and scope of the health overhaul he plans.to send to Congress next
the state. Those systems, which month. But Magaziner, in a nearly two-hour briefing intended to drum up
had more than 15 parts per billion support for the Clinton package, outlined key features and selling points of
the package.
of lead in tap water, were:
—Hickory Water District,
serving 3,630 people in Graves
County, which registered 25 parts
per billion.
WITH THE HIGH COST OF ATTENDING COLLEGE!!
—Consumers Water District,
*College Financial Aid Services*
serving 3,960 people. in Graves
Can computer match you to a number of well known
-County, wbieb—had a 23- partsscholarships along with lesser known,and seldom applied for,
per-billion. reading.
grants and scholarships. Over 6 BILLION Dollars left
Sys—Benton Water-Sewer
unclaimed each year...
tem, serving 6,699 people in
Let Us Assist You In Getting Your
Marshall County, which had a
Of These Unclaimed Monies.
Share
reading of 17 parts per billion.
WRITE: College Financial Aid Services,
Chamberlain said thc Hickory
361 Geo. Able Rd. RR 45 Benton, Ky. 42025
and Benton systems already have
corrected their lead problems and .4r
the third system. Consumers

Water District, is receiving help
from the cabinet to resolve its
problems.

of whether they have AIDS or
they're healthy," but the health
plans will get higher payments to
-encourage them to sign up sick
'people. Medicaid will be folded in to
the-new system and the poor will
no longer have a "big 'M'
stamped all over" them, said
Magaziner, speaking figuratively.
"The goal here is to have a
one-tiered, not a two-tiered health
system," he said. ,
The benefit package will cover
mammograms and five do-zen
other preventive health services
that people now often have to pay
for out of their own pockets,:

The S15 billion option would and communit -based care beneprovide social insurance for home fits sounded "very modest." The
care for people at any age with- states would share with Washingout regard to income. It would 'ton the costs of any liberalization
require the elderly to pay an extra of Medicaid rules on paying for
520-a-month Medicare premium. nursing home care, she noted.
Nineteen slates now bar people
Ron Pollack, executive director from "spending down' their
of Families USA, a seniors' income to become eligible.
advocacy group that organized
Clinton intends to steer most
the briefing. applauded Magazin- individuals and businesses into
cr's message and said long-term new, nOn-prolit insurance purcare benefits are going to he "an
chasing cooperatives or alliances important element of getting supset up in every state- to bargain
port for this plan."
svith doctors and hospitals.
Tricia Smith, health lobbyist
for the American Association for
Individuals will pay the same,
Retired Persons, said the home
for health insurance "regardless

*
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

GOP wants less government, not more
•

-

Dear Editor:
The following was recently sent to mc by Haley Barbour, Republican National Committee Chairiniil, and I found 11(0 be interesting:
"I have a hunch they're much more liberal underneath and will
prove it when they're elected." — George McGovern onBill Clinton
and Albert Gore, New York, July, 1992.
George McGovern thought the Clinton/Gore approach to. the presidential campaign was a Trojan horse. As his term nears the 100-say
mark, President Clinton has succeeded in one
— making
McGovern the most successful prophet of '92. Clinton has proposed
S360 billion in new taxes and 5200 billion of new spending, all in the
name of deficit reduction. This is not what most Americans had in
mind last year when they were asked 'to vote for a new kind of
Democrat. Scarcely 100 days old, the Clinton Administration is now faced
with a set of problems their propaganda machine cannot overcome:
the facts. The President has proposed the largest tax increase in history (S295 billion, net), and his S200 billion of new spending gobbles
up most of it. There are $3.31 in tax increases for every dollar of
spending cuts in his economic proposal.
The more people understand what's in the President's plan, the
- --more they reject it. And why wouldn't they? The middle class tax cut
of 1992 has become a huge middle class tax increase, and the deficit
• actually goes up this year. His economic "plan" is a government
growth plan that threatens to smother the economic recovery, not stimulate it.
The Clinton budget proposal offers the American people a distinctly
different set of commitments from those on which he campaigned.
Despite denials last fall, Clinton's new taxes will hit on families with
incomes as low as $20,000 a year. He has proposed a $23 billion tax
• increase on the Social Security benefits of people earning as little as
$25,000 a year. He has proposed a $71.5 billion energy tax that will
• raise the prices paid by every American and — by some estimates —
cost the average family nearly S500 per year. The National Association of Manufacturers predicts this energy tax would result in the loss
- of 600,000 jobs.
While the President asks the American taxpayer to "sacrifice" now
• --by bearing the burden of this huge tax increase, more than 60 percent
- of his proposed spending cuts would not occur until FY '97-'98 —
safely beyond the next presidential election. Indeed, domestic spending actually increases because of his proposal, and the only real
spending cuts come in the area of defense. Of course, there is no protection for the taxpayers who may sec their "sacrifice" squandered to
pay for more government spending instead of used for the purpose of
deficit reduction.
Republicans have a better idea. We want less government, not
more. We believe, as President Clinton said in his State of the Union
Address, the private sector really is the engine of economic growth;
but we !Nick this belief with a commitment to lower taxes and less
spending. Republicans in Congress have presented specific alternatives deficit reduction packages thatortduce the deficit by amounts
comparable to those in the Clinton plan but without raising anyone's
taxes. The Republicans want to reduce the deficit by attacking the real
problem
excessive government spending. And the American people
agree.
The Republican alternative is simple and straightforward:
*Eliminate all of Clinton's new taxes.
•Eliminafte all of Clinton's new spending.
*Accept virtually all of -Clinton's spending cuts.
•Cut spending $260 billion more.
.
The Republicans and the American people understand something
the
-to- accept.-Our-country--does,--not-have-a-$320billion deficit because we tax too little, it's because we spend too.
much. From 1981 to 1993 federal tax revenues went up 94 percent.
The deficit skyrocketed because spending increased 120 percent over
the same period.
In the past 100 days, the American people have learned a lot about
our new President. The Clinton they have discovered is not what they
saw during the 1992 campaign but is George McGovern's Trojan
horse candidate.
Homer Bullard
Calloway County Republican Chairman
Route 2, Box 253P, Murray

Marches planned Armed Forces Day
Dear Editor:
As we all know, the President is intending to lift the ban on
homosexuals in the military. President Clinton has never been in the
military and has in the past totally separated himself from the military.
He therefore has no realistic idea as to how damaging to the morale of
the military this action would be.
The Army as well as the other services must work as a team, a
close knit, hand-in-hand cooperation of soldiers working and living in
sometimes very close quarters. The soldiers must share a common
moral and ethical standard, or morale and discipline will suffer. When
unit morale and discipline suffer, then unit effectiveness decreases
also. Unit effectiveness and teamwork are what saye lives in combat
and win battles, and, let's face it, that is the reason the military exists.
homosexuals into the military will in no conceivable way
improve the military effectiveness. In this age of cutbacks and drawdowns which in effect weaken the military force, we should not do
anything further that_ would 'affect morale and discipline, and
teamwork.
We. spouses, family members, retirees, and friends of the military
need to step forward for our military members who arc forbidden to
publicly voice their opinions due to the Standards of Conduct The
military may not speak publicly against the policies of the armed forces or their commander-in-chief. Therefore, it is up to others to stand
up for the men and women who have stood up for us. with their lives
The plan is for numerous peaceful marches to he held on the same
day all across the nation, in the spirit 01 -Hands Atm.. Arnerita "
must maintain the moral and
These niarches must be peatelul
ethical salues we are trying to sate tor the military We are looking to
hold these peaceful mark hes near military bases I not on so that
many friends of the rntlitar) .an pants 'pate as possible
If yusi -would like to help .00rdinate J mart h his ails. please tont" t
your local polite department to I ind out how to obtain proper permit
required to conduti the mart h Un On us at Fon Campbell between
Armed forces Dayt at I pm It
gates I and 4 on Saturday. MO I
sou .0me to Fort Campbell. .ome
'us on van. tat parking ma) be
• J/‘
Park near gate
t hits Hader
%1%t student

I can'tjust lay out there
It was once asked of a famous
-----Nimsms•rammo
And then it happened. Out of
National Football League coach
nowhere, the flood gates opened.
TOI)
I
('S
TAILOR
why he chooses to run the ball
It's hard to explain. Beads of
more than utilize the passing
sweat began popping up all over
game.
my body. But they wouldn't just
His response?
pop up and stay there, they began
"When you pass, there are
te - MOM- more like trickle
three things that can happen, and
aetA
actually.
two of them are bad," he said.
A
Ledger &, Ttrnes Staff Writer
bead
d would slide forward,
"You can have an incomplete, an
pick up the moisture of another
interception, or a completed to burn those 4.5 days, you wear improve on it.
bead and then another and then
"I AM GOING TO LAY
pass."
jeans and a shirt. Sounds crazy,
another until, finally, one huge
OUT," I told myself.
I recently came to .the same doesn't it?
ball of sweat would run down my
Quickly, before the sun ducked
conclusion about tanning. There
While in Florida, these folks
'forehead, catapult off my' nose,
are three things that can happen laid on the- beaches and by the behind the clouds. I grabbed a. bounce off my chin, land on my
when you attempt to get a tan, pools of their choice. With every blanket, a pillow, some suntan
chest, roll either left or right,
and two of them are bad. You can passing 15 minutes, the sun wor- oil, a quart of water and a radio.
enter an armpit, 'Ind then conburn, you can peel or you can get shippers flipped over like a Off to the city park I drove.
tinue on down my arm to the
Once there, I spied a nice,
an exotic looking tan.
recently Caught bass on the floor
ground.
grassy knoll to relax on (and,
I don't_understand tanning, of the boat.
This procedure was similar to
really. As a New York native,
When the week was over, they much to my delight, it appeared
the
snowball effect, but not as
I'm here to tell you that there are _ returned to Murray With some no presidential assassins were
cool
only 4.5 optimum tanning days a -bronze tint that you'd think auto- nearby).
Tlie
. se sweat......balls.-began,..as,-...,
year anyway.(Those are the sum- matically linked them to royalty.
I flipped off my-sneaks,'ripped
singlessevents, but soon came by
"luhe
mer days between a wintry spring
off
my
shirt
and
began
to
Of course, the weather here
the dozens and then the hundreds
and brisk fall.)
still wasn't conducive to "laying down." The oil spread lightly
and
finally thousands.
Amazed is the word to describe out." So, off to Balbland they'd across my body. I felt a little
I imagined bugs were crawling
the way I look upon sun worship- go to. continue the tanning foolish, much like a drumstick in
all over me. I couldn't breath.
pers. Before spring break this process.
a Wesson commercial slurring
The
heat, the sweat, it was all too
semester.
past
I watched all the
The obsession intrigues me. "Carol Brady." But I continued
much.
guys and dolls skip down to the .Now, I'd be a liar if I stated I had the lube job on the arms, legs,
I finally jumped up, causing
nearest tanning salon before
_stomacli,_chest, face, ears,
__never had a-Jan-Bat
annual trek to the sunny beaches I'd ever received (other Kan from nostrils, feet, between the toes, sweat to spray all over the blankof Florida.
et. I took a towel and. wiped my
the tanning my backside received armpits and eyelids. Nearly every
Logic will tell you that these
from dad once in awhile) was inch of skin was covered with oil. face, and chest. I poured water
down my back. I then got
people are not sun worshippers, coincidental. I never laid out. I
Having prepared myself for
dressed, jumped in my truck and
they're bulb worshippers who
never "bulbed it." Any exposure baking, I laid my head back on
went hack home.
change deities once their cars
was from a day of golfing or the pillow just as "Slip Slidin'
Yes, home. A defeated, still
reach the panhandle. Their
working outside.
Away" by Paul Simon came on
white,
man.
thought, as told to me, was to get
Until last weekend.
the radio. (The irony of it all!)
a "base tan" before exposing
But a wiser man because it was
I began to notice a brownish
, And I laid there.
themselves to the intense sunlight color to my skin caused by recent
after that day that, if given a
last, laid there.
of Florida. They didn't want to
Seconds went by. Then
choice, I would -rather get a tanbasketball and golf outings on
burn.
ning from father than from the
sunny days. Admittedly, -it looked minutes.
Back home, if you don't want
Still laying there.
sun.
good. So I made preparations 10

John P. Taylor
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TAPTAIN! TEST SCORES,
TEACAR COMPETENCE,
AND MORALE ARE
SINKING... AMONG
OTHER 'THINGS...
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Many questions shadow session
FRANKFORT — On the subject
of health-care reform, it's time to
fish or cut bait.
Gov. Brereton Jones wants to go
deep sea fishing for marlin. The
General Assembly would just as
soon cut a lot of bait and go after a
mess of crappie.
After long and often tedious
months of wrangling over reform of
Kentucky's health-care system, the
governor acted to call a special
session
and
the
legislators—however reluctantly—are going
to confront the central social and
economic issue in Kentucky as well
as the nation.
It's not a happy government
family right now.
Jones insists that whatever passes
the legislature must contain a requirement that all Kentuckians have
health insurance coverage and that a
powerful state authority be created
to control prices on health care.
It is likely legislators will agree
with the price-control mechanism:
its included in a separate bill prepared by three House leaders. However. it's most unlikely legislators
will go along with mandatory coverage, including the 375 percent
payroll tax on husinesaes that don't
provide thee employees with health
insurance.
And dote. of coursk-la-volasas
things an pet out o1 head ilium
Jones and is General
Caftan the offset to relIMID
'dtsue ski isloam axonOdom* m IMO aalsonmiNg the

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
state's public schools system. Admiuedly, everyone was working
under a mandate of the Supreme
Court, but after all the weeping and
wailing quickly passed, legislative
leaders and officials of the Wilkinson administration got down to the
serious task of school reform.
It wasn't easy and the _cost in
terms of new tax dollars that had to
be raised was more than $I billion.
But it was done, ultimately because
everyone worked toward finding
the best system possible and then
everyone bit the bullet to raise the
money to finance it
As for health-care reform it
successful, every bit as historic as
/ones has
education reform

•

muddled along with a succession of
plans that leave many legislators
wondering if even Jones knows
what he's proposing and, most important, how much it really will
cost.
The interim legislative Health
and Welfare Committee ended four
days of hearings last week that
basically saw a succession of
health-care interests and business
lobbyists oppose all or parts of
Jones' plan, some raising entirely
legitimate and certainly medal
questions, while uninsured Kentuckians and advocates for children
and the poor told genuine honor
stones of what can happen without
bask insurance toserage

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. TOM HARLOW
I4011 Loniworth Office Bedding. Washington D('
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-22s I
Washington
21)
"
1
LEN. WENDELL FORD
I73A Rena Senate 0Mce Rankling. Washington DC 2011.
202-224-4141 (Washinetnat
U.S. SRN. MITCH MeCONNE14.
120 Russell Senate Oak. Bushing. Wathwos DC 20.510
102-442 1554 Irwin( ski or 202124 !SA I I

The critical problem facing Jones
right now is that too many legislators, including Democratic leaders,
don't trust him or his advisors to
produce a law that in the future
(probably after Jones is out of
office) won't come back to haunt
them with staggering high costs.
And so far Jones hasn't been effective at generating a widespread
legislative following.
Add to this gulf between legislators and Jones an army of interest
groups on every possible side in the
health-care debate, an almost certain free-for-all over whether the
state will or will not pay for abortions under the reform law and host
of other unforeseen complications
and this whole show could last a
while.
Jones himself has said hc's prepared to keep the General Assembly
in special session as long as necessary to pass the core provisions of
his bill
House Speaker Joe Clarke said
last week he would suggest the
General Assembly adjourn if a
consensus isn't reached within two
weeks Others have predscied the
session could last seven or eight
weeks altogether at S40.(Xl0 per
day
Its leaf theft without major
akar5 on anitudes on bush sides
the governor's den wont sport a
trophy maths and is Geottal As
venitily diusidn't Ow a(elevator)
fish fry my new mos
%lest rem maybe9
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ANOTHER!! IMPORTANT!!

HUGE SLASH IN PRICES
ON MOST ITEMS IN ALL DEPARTMENTS THROUGHOUT OUR ENTIRE STORE

11... •
Some _members of the cast of the Calloway-County High Scheel
production of the comedy "You Can't Take It With You" run
through a rehearsal. Performances are scheduled at p.m. Thursday and Friday in the Curris Center theater at Murray State University. Tickets are on sale in the front office at the high school or
may be purchased at the door.

MSU offers classes
The Technology Center at
Murray State-University has
announced a series of workshops
geared to provide thorough
instruction on the AutoCAD
program from novice to advanced
levels. The classes arc especially
designed to acquaint industrial
architects, drafters and engineering consultants with the most current technology available.
The first of three AutoCAD
workshops will be held -May 27
and May 28. "Introduction to
AutoCAD" features an overview
of the AutoCAD program for
engineering and architectural
drawing and will include presentation, demonstration and significant participant computer time.
Students will gain familiSfity
with numerous basic AutoCAD
commands and execute serveral
basic 2-D drawings in both
mechanical and architectural
drawings. Participants will work
individually on a 386 or 486
IBM-compatithle work station.
The course incldcs 14 hours of
training for a fee of S200 _per
person.
"Intermediate AutoCAD" will
be offered May 31 through June
2 and will concentrate on inter-_
mediate level AutoCAD applications. The course format includes
presentations, demonstrations and
significant praticipant computer
time. Participants will gain efficiency with AutoACD through

application of a wide variety of
more advanced drawing, editing,
file and DOS commands. Each
participant will work individually
on a 386 or 486 1BM-compatible
work station. A Tee- of S275 per
individual will cover 21 hours of
instruction.
•
The series concludes with
"Advanced Auto,CAD7 June 7-9.
This workshop will concentrate
on a variety of advanced applications using AutoCAD. Participants will use applications such as
architectural software for AutoCAD, 3-D., modeling, and other
advanced applications. This
workship will be customized to
meet the individual needs of par-.
ticipatns. This course includes 21
hours of training for a fee of
5275 per person.
Danny Claiborne, assistant professor in the Technology Center,
said pre-registration is required
due to a class limit of 15 persons
for each course. Tuition adjustments are available. for groups of
three or more.. All session will
meet from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
daily in room 254 of the Martha
Layne Collins Center of Industry
and Technolgoy.
For additional information contact the department of industrial
and engineering technology, Murray State University, 1 Murray
St., Murray,. Ky., 42071: or call
(502) 762-3392.

Teen survives after
javelin pierces neck
NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J.
nearly a foot -protruded out the
front.
(API - Jeremy Campbell is
keeping a 2-foot aluminum shaft
About 6 feet was cut off at the
as a keepsake. It might come in
track before Campbell was taken
handy years from now when he
by helicopter to the hospital.
tells people about the day he took
where the remainder was
a javelin in the neck.
removed. The 15-year-old was pierced
Dr. Jeffre). Hammond, chief of
during Nearmups at- a high school trauma surgery at Robert Wood
track meet Monday. Surgeons Johnson University Hospital, said
who removed the 8-foot spear
if the javelin had entered at any
said the only lasting effect would other angle, it would have sevbe a scar behind his jawbone, _cm] the carotid artery, which carextending halfway down his ries bloOd to the head. ,
neck:
"This thing haiteyes for missWhen asked how he would tell ing anything important," Hampeople 10 years from now-how he
mond. said.
got the scar, the Metuchen teen"I'd say someone was probabager said at a hospital news conly looking'out for me," Campbell
ference Tuesday: "I'll probably
agreed.
tell them I got hit with a javelin.
Hopefully, they'll believe mc."
Campbell . said he asked the_ _hospital for the 2-foot piece of
Campbell, manager of the track
the javelin "just to have it as a
team at St. Joseph's High School,
reminder of what happened."
said he didn't see or hear the
He said he was about 130 feet
javelin coming.
"Everybody yelled, 'Duck!' from where the spear was thrown •
by an Edison High School athand the next thing I knew I got
hit with a javelin," he said. "At. lete, who was not identified.
"If I knew who it was, I would
first, I thought it hit my head and
just want him to know I'm OK,
bounced off, but then I looked
so he doesn't worry," Campbell
down and saw it."
said. "It was just *a fluke acciThe javelin - about an inch in
diameter at its thickest point - dent. It wasn't intentional or
anything.**
entered the back of his neck, and

Please Vote

Ralph
Bogard

,1

For

Magistrate, Dist. 3
• I:refired, can davotio u time to magistrates duties
• 12 years •x pariencra as magistrate
• 46 years experience in road work
• WM continue 10 improve roads in this county
• Will work and CO-Operate closely with Other governments
• Will work 10 distribute tax dollars equally and fairly
• Will wreck for °Wilton Of county government in economical mann./

Vote for Ralph Bogard at the following precincts
82 on the Ballot
C0411/41

•111.••••
C4••••• A•
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Your Vote For AO* Bogard on May 25 void be appreciated,

-STORE HAS BEEN CLOSED
TO MARK DOWN PRICES

OF THIS GREAT SALE!

All day Wednesday, May 12th, to again mark down prices on
most items in all departments throughout our store, creating
hundreds of new bargains, remove sold merchandise, bring
out new merchandise from our warehouse and make final
plans for the FINAL WIND-UP. Be here when the doors open
Thursday morning promptly at 930 A.M.

LOCATED AT 103 SOUTH 3RD STREET DOWNTOWN MURRAY, KY.

GREAT $1,000,000 FURNITURE

DISPOSAL SALE
Selling Out All Present Merchandise In Our Store
FAMOUS BRANDS
ALL ON SALE!
Broyhill, Lane, Cochrane, Athens.
Chromcraft, Stanley, Barcalounger,
Sealy, Oriental Accents, Winters, Art
Master, Carolina Mirror, Designer Accents, Large Sculpture, Rivercrest,
Jasper. Harris Marcus
AND MANY MORE!

ANOTHER SLASH IN PRICES!
Another cut In prices on most Items
throughout our store to completely close
out all remaining excess merchandise.
Shop Thursday, Friday, Saturday. No
such bargains, no such values known in
the Murray area, as these are for the
FINAL W1ND-UP.Don't say "1 wish I had,"
when the sale is over, but be here
Thursday morning at 9:30 a.m. We promIse you will not be disappointed,

3GREAT
DAYSSALE
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

9:30 A.M. TIL 8:00 P.M.
9:30 A.M. TIL 8:00 P.M.
9:30 A.M. TIL 5:00 P.M.

SELLING BEGINS THURSDAY MORNING AT 9:30 A.M.
TO $1160.00

TO $489.00

TO $1150.00

TO $249.00

SOFAS

RECLINERS

Oats lot d tamous maker sofas excellent coven
and styles Ou they go Thursday at

One ;coup baler recliners r ti113 waled xvers
Irra malei While they 631 TnOay at

OCCASIONAL TABLES
Ore kr 01 occasional tablas asaoried styles arc
finishes Good makers Out they go Thursday at

LOVE SEATS
One lot of better made love seats in the popular
covers and styles Out they go Thursday at

$467 $217 $77 4147
ALL SALES FINAL - NO REFUNDS - NO EXCHANGES!
TO $450.00

TO $100.00

TABLE LAMPS
on.
IN abetter lade Woes Nceseiedion Good
styles While they last at

UPHOLSTERED CHAIRS
Ore cr of most comfortable upholstered chars
excelentinekars assorted covers Out Thrsday at

ACCESSORIES
One large et ol susua pieces turd pocked by au

cleoxators to canplorhont your Naha MI go feat at

NOW AT LEAST

OFF
,

$33 977 65

$679.00 42" WIDE

BUFFET HUTCH
By tenor maker 42' wee buffet and hutch Sole
oak Fite brash Os it goes Thursday at

317

HUNDREDS MORE BARGAINS TOO NUMEROUS TO LIST!
$1499.00 7 PIECE

$728.00

;1325.00 7 PIECE

DINING ROOM

ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

By Broyhill 7 prod)dring room set tabis vilest 1
arm & 5 see chars. While it lasts Thursday at

By 8,00 bele mad entiatrnent cent Pocarf
acen YfiSnloTa Wade aft a Pa Mtn at

$2842.00

DINING ROOM

ALL LEATHER SOFA

By better maker 1 prece dr rig room table afloat
6 see chaos CU I goes ThuradaY at

By bard mem ail leather sofa r the wanted
coax and CO Oul II Does Nos at

$627 $357 $697 9417

HURRY! FIRST COME - FIRST SERVED! ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE!
TO $377.00

NIGHT
STANDS
Case
Vostands
boner makers On they
lot bener

Assorted styles by
go Thursday at

$2062.00 3 PIECE

$910.00 BARRISTER

BOOKCASE

By famous maker, barmier bookcase 60' his
glass doors Fee finish Out i goes Thum at

$649.00

BEDROOM SUITE

12 GUN CABINET

Famous maker 3 pea bedrodn treater roewne.
dse, poster bed Out a goes Thus* it

By iron cake 112 ow cabrel set lockatie stave
tram Fre Insh Out it goes Pus at

$87 $367 $947 297
VISA-MASTERCARD-FINANCING AVAILABLE! 90 DAYS SAME AS CASH!
$1417.00

$375.00 OCCASIONAL

on. ho, TABLES
Od

made =moral Wes ascend
of be
try go Tess* a
styles by beer Rakers

5 PC. DINETTE
Bane madeS woe drams se tabu ett 4 *Urn
'WWI

crews Clia 4 goes Thirsday at

$3237.00

TABLE, FLOOR LAMPS

3 PC. BEDROOM

Ore let el blew table and floor twos In maker

rsca

$137 $G57
$1045.00 TO $1274.00

TO $142.00
Pror44

3 rtic beeod1^ siKse

crest

;an 'h.rsclay

seecten Vase May lase Thursday

relabeled loodosrd Cke

$54

9477

TO $T70.00

$663.00 TO $2213.00

SOFAS-SOFA SLEEPERS

RECLINERS

DINING & DINETTE SETS

Ore Wes sal ar Wei sea ads derrede aOw MOM MOM
os Minor le
44 OAS le,teal Aida Od

One err lot sa beast reads recbreas assarses cows
a.
eel ryes Swears mew Our awy ge

Or.* ne Where.••••em• enargi asmear ,.as Benet %ryes
I areoue oearsertt 7v., 5e ea, sell ek,r fast al

$4117. 137 $317 IN to $10117
NEW MERCHANDISE BROUGHT OUT FROM WAREHOUSE DAILY"
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CALENDAR
Wednesday, May 12
Overeaters Amisynions/5:15 p.m./Ellis
Community Center.
First Christian Church events include
Evangelism Committee/noon; Singles
Support Group/5:30 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church services/7
p.m.
Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Chnst.
Bible classes/7 p.m./University Church of
Chnst.
Memorial Baptist Church events include
Meal/5:30 p.m.; Prayer service/7 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events include
Pie-School/9 a.m. and 1245 p.m.; ARK/5
p.m.; Choir/6:30 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events include
Adult Bible Study, Youth Group activities
and Children/s Choir/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Covenant Prayer Group/I0 a.m.;
Ruth Wilson Circle with J. Whitford and
Wesleyan Circle with R. McLemore/7:30
p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Ladies' Bible Study/10 a.m.; Family
Supper/5:30 p.m.; Library open/6:I5 p.m..
Life and Work Teachers, Klavmata/6:30
p.m.; Prayer meeting/6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
King's Kids, Kid's Klubs, Bible Explosion, College-Career Bible Study. Adult
Bible Study/7 p.m.: Weekly Workers'
meeting/8 p.m.

COLEMAN NAMED — Janet
Coleman has been named as
Extension Agent in charge of
County 4-H Youth Programs by
the Perry County Extension
Office, Linden, Tenn. Coleman
worked for a market research
company in Nashville, Tenn.,
for the past four years. As a
resident of Rutherford Count),
she was active in in the Young
Farmers and Homemakers
Club. A 1989 graduate of Murray State University, Coleman
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Pat Coleman of New Concord. Her father and brother,
John Coleman, are farmers in
Calloway County.

JO'S DATEBOOK

Thursday, May 13
Murray City Council/5 p.m./Murray City
Hall.
Calloway County School Board of Education meeting/7 p.m./board office.
Murray Independent Board of
Education/7 p.m./board office.
TOPS 4/469 meeting/6 p.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
Tasting Luncheon by Calloway County
Homemakers Club/I1 am.-1:30
p.m./Social Hall of First United Methodist
•
Church.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch
Masons and Murray Chapter No. SO
Royal and Select Masters/7:30 p.m./6:30
p.m./Masonic Hall.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Lodge 592 of Woodmen of World/6
p.m./Log Cabin Restaurant.
Murray High School events include
Awards Assembly/2 p.m.; Track at MSU;
Speech Banquet/7 p.m.
Singles Friendship of Paris, Tenn./7:30
p.m/Farm Bureau Building. Paris, Info/
Kennith Broach. 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
ciiri./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314,
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/Seven
Seas Restaurant.
St. Leo Catholic Church events include
Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.
First Presbyterian Church events include
Pre School/9 a.m. and 12:45 p.m.; PNC/7
p.m.; Dorothy Moore Circle/7:15 p.m_
with Frances Matarazzo as hostess.
ch events include
First Christian Chur
.
CWF Group IV/noon.
Young In Hearts Class/I 0:3()
a.m./Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church
Women/7 p.m.
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes events include
Planetarium Show/11 a.m. and 2
p.m./Visitor Center; Iron Industry/10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m., Field Preparation and
Planting/Ilomeplace.

Yancey Huie now
in Phi Beta Kappa
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. —
Seventy-two Wake Forest University students have been elected
to membership in Phi Beta Kappa, the national honor society for
liberal arts students.
Yancey Canaan Huie of Murray is one of the 72 students
named. He is a mathematical economics major and a graduate of
Murray High School.
Established in 1776, Phi Beta
Kappa is the oldest American
Greek letter society. Election to
membership recognizes tin-del-graduates who demonstrate "high
scholarship, liberal culture and
good character."

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
An AARP 55 Alive/Mature Driving Course will be offered on
Friday. June 11, from 5 to 9 p.m. and Saturday, June 12, from 9 a.m.
.to 1 p.m. This will be sponsored by the Delta Department of the NIurray Woman's Club. Participants must attend both sessions to receive
certificates. Both spouses 55 or over must take the course to qualify
for automobile insurance reduction. Cost will be S8 for each participant. Instructor for the course will be Dr. Ruth E. Cole. Application
forms may be secured at Calloway County Public Library. Registration will close Tuesday, June I.

Local persons to be seen on TV
Local persons will be featured in a 'fishing" program on Thursday, May
13, at 7 p.m. on Kentucky Educational Television. This will feature Terry
Isaacs, Brad Bentley, Jerry McCoy, Guthrie. McNeely and Dave Shuffett.

Hospice volunteer sessions planned

Shannon Kathleen Fain and
Charles Melville Stanley Hicks to marry

Fain and Hicks vows
will be said on June 26
Mr. and Mrs. W. Robert Wilson of Palatka, Fla., and Mr. and Mrs.
Bill P. Fain of Edgewater, Fla., announce the engagement and forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Shannon Kathleen Fain, to Charles
Melville Stanley Hicks, son of Mr. and Mrs. Melvia C. Hicks of
Oakville, Ontario, Canada.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. H.B. Alderdice of Ledbetter and of the late Mr. and Mrs. D.E. Fain of Lynn
Grove.
Miss Fain is a 1986 graduate of Palatka High School and a 1990
graduate of Murray State University.' with a bachelor of science
degree. She will graduate on May 28 from the University of Florida
College of Dentistry with a doctor of dental medicine degree. She is a
member of Sigma Sigma Sigma social sorority.
Mr. Hicks is a 1984 graduate of Widdifield High School and a 1989
graduate of the University of Western Ontarip with a bachelor of science degree. He will graduate May 28 from the University of Florida
College of Dentistry with a doctor of dental medicine degree.
The wedding will be an event of Saturday, June 26, at St. James
United Methodist Church, Palatka, Fla. The Rev. Craig Andrus will
officiate.

howls
120511 Chestnut * 753-0151

Call Scott Johnson

436-2869
'Bawd on lawns 10,000 eq. ft. or under.
Renew Si gates slightly hither.

PRESENTING 8 WAYS TO EARN
GREAT RATES ON (OLLIGE SAVINGS.

II pees .1#1••• .4 Op arover.•

Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International (PSI) will hold its
monthly meeting on Monday, May 17, at 5:30 p.m. at Take-Me-Back Cafe,
Highway 94 East beside Duncan's Market. An installation of officers and a
brief business meeting will be held. "PSI is the world's first and foremost
association of secretaries and personnel. Please join us May 17 and let us
provide you with an example of the mission and goals of Professional Secretaries International," said Rhonda Rogers CPS, who may be called at
762-2995 for more information.

SCV Camp will meet Thursday
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp No. 1460, Sons of Confederate Veterans will
meet Thursday, May 13, at 7:30 p.m. for its regular mesithly meeting to be
held in Fellowship Hall of Water Valley United Methodist Church. Prof. Walter (Darrel) Haden will speak about "War Between the States Era Music."
Members are urged to be present and visitors are welcome. A special invitation is extended to the ladies of the community especially if they have an
interest in music. Commander Bill Wilson, Adjutant Chuck Pollard and Historian Elwyn Taylor recently attended the Kentucky Division Sons of Confederate Veterans meeting at Stone Hearth in Elizabethtown. The main item on
the agenda was preparation for the national convention to be Aug. 11-14 at
Lexington.

Hazel Alumni Association will have its banquet on Saturday, June 19, in
Cafeteria of Calloway County High School. A social hour will start at 6 p.m.
and dinner will be served at 7 p.m. Officers are James A. Herndon, class of
1944, president; Dan Taylor, class of 1950, vice president; Jo Farley, class
of 1952, secretary; Betty Lou Hill, class of 1948, treasurer.

Beauty Pageant planned at Cuba School
SPECIAL EVENT — North Calloway Elementary School PTO
recently held Basketball Intramurals. A special event was held
each night with Shoney Bear present to hand out lollipops. Laker
cheerlears threw out North basketballs between games and Chase
Futrell entertained with his basketball skills. Pictured are Alex
Fritz getting a lollipop as Danny Claiborne, PTO president, right,
watches.

Jedan named for honors
KENOSHA, Wi..
Nicole
Jedan, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Dieter Jedan, 1304 Olive Blvd..
Murray, has been named for honors at Carthage College.
She was recently inducted into
Alpha Lambda Delta. This is a
national society that honors
academic excellence during a student's first year in college. To
become a member a student must
earn a minimum 3.5 grade point
average based on at least 12
graded credits.

Jedan has also been named to
the Athletic Director's Honor
Roll for the fall semester. To be
eligible for this honor roll, a student must participate in the athletic program and achieve a minimum 3.0 grade point average
based on at least 12 semester
hours. Her name will be on a
plaque in the Physical Education
Center.
Jedan is a freshman majoring
in accounting. She is a 1992 graduate of. Murray High School.

for the
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Secretaries plan Monday meeting

Hazel Alumni banquet on June 19
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The Independence United Methodist Church -Men will sponsor a fish try
on Saturday, May 15, at 6 p.m. at the church. The price will be $5 for adults
and $2.50 for children. The public is urged to attend.

Blood River Baptist Church has started a new Outreach Class which
meets each Sunday at 10 a.m. Coffee and donuts are served to those
attending. The teachers are Ruby and Bud Stewart and the pastor is the
Rev. Jerry Norsworthy. For more information or for transportation call Ruby
at 759-9307.

di LAWN MAINTENANCE

*Trimming Included
*Not Applicable With
Any Other Offers

Fish Fry planned at Independence

Special class planned at Blood River

LANDSCAPING

19.96)

Dr. Evelyn Laycock, director of Lay Ministry Center at Lake Junaluska,
N.C., will lead a spiritual growth event at First United Methodist Church,
Paris, Tenn., May 16 to 18. She is a graduate of Chandler School of Theology, Emory University and professor emeritus at Hiwassee College. She will
speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m. services on May 16 and at 7 p.m. on May 17
and 18.
.
•

Georgia Runyon of Murray was the winner of the quilt made by the Bethel
United Methodist Church Women. Proceeds from the promotion for the quilt
will be used by the ladies to help in their work, according to Susan Evans,
UMW president.

It JOHNSON

MOWING
°111331N00*
4.0. (Reg.

Spiritual Growth event planned

Runyon is winner of quilt

Limited Time Offer!
Amy Womiemuehler
bride-elect of
Tim Dowell
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

Hospice volunteer training sessions will be on Tuesdays, May 18 and 25,
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the third floor classroom of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Persons interested in being Hospice volunteers can benefit from
the sessions which are designed to train nurses and local citizens to help
meet the physical, social, psychological and spiritual needs of the terminally
ill and their families. Topics will include pain management, spiritual needs,
communication skills, Hospice concepts and philosophy, AIDS, legal issues
and grief and bereavement. The sessions have been approved for 15 contact hours.as part of coptinuing 'educWion for nurses. Preregister for the
classes by calling Nancy Rosé, Ext. 389, or Lynn Fromm R.N., Ext. 248. at
the hospital, 762-1100.

47)

1st Annual Shakespeare
In the Park Festival
May 17-18 from 7-10 p.m.
at the Playhouse In the Park

•
30-50 Men. Women and Children
Needed for limpid and a troop of
Renaissance Players
Rvsnwes.• *wigwam rowdies* el ospenesee

The 199-3 Mr. and Miss Spring and Summer Beauty Pageant will be
Saturday, May 22, at 7 p.m. in the Cuba Elementary School Auditorium.
This event will be sponsored by Cuba Volunteer Fire Department. The pagant is for any one, age birth to 14 years of age, grade school only, no one
past the eighth grade. There is a $15 entry fee for the pageant and $5 for
each extra category entered, or $30 for everything. To be eligible for Best
Overall the contestant must be entered in all categories. A photo, no larger
than 8 x 10 unframed, and money must be submitted with an application by
May 14. For more information contact Debbie Wheeler, 1-376-2027.

American Legion Post plans meetings
Amerian Legion Post-89 at Paris Landing, Tenn., has activities planned. A
breakfast is served from 8 to 11 a.m. each third Sunday. The Ladies Auxiliary Steak Night dinner is served each second Friday from 6 to 9 p.m. The
Legion's regular meeting is the first Tuesday at 7 p.m. with a potluck meal
served at 6 p.m. For more information call 436-2464 or 1-901-644-1922.

Puryear Day Celebration Saturday
Puryear Day will be Saturday, May 15, sponsored by Puryear Liohs Club.
Coffee and doughnuts wilL,be served at 8 a.m, followed by a parade at 10
a.m in downtown Puryedf with Herbert F. (Shorty) Ray as grand marshal.
The celebration will honor Puryear's 84th birthday since the community was
formed in 1892-when the Nashville Chattanooga & St. Louis Railroad was
constructed through the town. BBO, hot dogs, drinks and free birthday cake
will be served from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. Also featured will be an arts and crafts
and flea market, Fort Campbell display, Henry County Rescue Squad
Demonstration at 12:30 p.m'' gospel singing with Heavenaires at 2 p.m.,
and street dance with Southern Drive Band from 6:30 to 10 p.m.

Burton serving as minister
Connie L. Burton of Murray will begin serving as minister of Hatler Chapel
Church of Christ, boated two miles south of Latham, Tenn., on Sunday, May
.,17 Services will be at 9 a.m. and 6 p.m

Trust , seminar planned May 19
A Trust Seminar by the Leisure Life program from Bank of Murray will be
Wednesday. May 19. at 2 p m at the University Branch of the Bank of Murray Howrd Arant. senior vice president and trust officer from Peoples First
Corporation. Paducah. will be the featured speaker H..will be assisted by
Pat Latimer, vice president and trust officer from Bank of Murray. ltuall be
an excellent opportunity to receive information on trust and estate planning
and to ask quesSons.' said Martha Covey. director for Leisure Life For
more information or to sign up tot 010 SernirsW. contact Covey at 753-1093

Harvey Newton will graduate

Harvey Roy Neridan sell be Oonoreeat the commencement activibes on
Psi cameos of Pie Unified Steam Am Face Academy. Colorado Springs.
Coo. on Wednesday. Ame 2 On Ow morning the graduation, *Mon will
be coninnessened a mond besionans in Ole United Stales Aif ions He 011
mow one Ilsenebor el Serene* Owe* ash a maw
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Newborns, dismissals,
death listed by hospital
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday. May
7, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Travis baby boy, parents. Denise
and
mtfraG
y:regg. 1202- South 161h St

Christine Michelle Strock and
Shavne Salmon to marry

Strock-Salmon wedding
vows will be said June. 5
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Jones of _Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of her daughter; Christine Michelle Strock,
to Shayne Salmon, on of Mr. and Mrs. Warren Salmon of Purycar,
Tan.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Jack Strock and the late
Geraldine Strock of 0/ark. Mo., and of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Franks of
Visilia, Calif. She is also the stepgranddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Jones sit Almo.
The groom-elect the grandson of-the late Payton and Nell Nance,
Lloyd Salmon and Taylor and Cora Jackson„ •
Miss Strock will he graduating with the Henry County High School
Class 01 1993 on May 29.
Mr. Salmon, a 1992 graduate of Henry County High School, is
employed at Mohon International, Paris, Tenn.
The wedding is planned fbr Saturday, June 5, at 2 p.m. at Holy
Cross Catholic Church, Paris,..Tenn.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Dismissals
Miss Tiffany Dowdy, ft. 8, Box 107.

Henderson baby boy. parents, Cindy and James. At 1, Box 351-B.
Sedalia;
Manning baby boy, parents. Laura
and Timmy. E2 Coach EstaIes,
Murray

Special ro:ram planned on Tuesday by Chorus

The Music Department of the Murray %%Oman's Club- will have an open meeting on Tuesday. May
IS, at 7 p.m. at the club house. Presenting a special program of music will be the Chorus of the
Music Department with Margie Shown as director and .Janet Finch as accompanist. The group also
performed special music at a general meeting of the club. Pictured are some of the members .of the
.01-0111-S whi)-a-reJ-rom-lefts- Margie Shown, Norma Paschall, Oneida White, Kathy Ligon, Kathy Mowery, Martha Crafton, _Kay Ray and Pat Sanders. Laura Miller, chairman of the Music Department.
urges all members and the general public to attend this special program on Tuesday.

Western District of Alpha
Delta Kappa holds meeting
The Western District of Alpha
Workshops held 'at the sate
Delta Kappa met Saturday, May
meeting were "Beyond Kentucky
1, at 9 a.m. at the Mayfield
Boundaries," "What's Ahead for
Middle School with the Alpha
Kentucky Secondary Schools,"
Beta Chapter of Mayfield as host. "KERA and Technology," and
Jane Miller conducted a forum "Kentucky Folk Talcs."
on "Sisters Care Through SharKentucky sisters contributed
ing." Five members representing over S115,000 for altruistic proadministration, extended school jects for 1992-93.
services, and classroom teachers
Lunch was served and door
reported how KERA was working
prizes presented.
for them and haw they were
Forty-five members of the
working with KERA.
Western District were present.
— Kailey
WINS HONORS
Vivian Foe, vice president for Rho Chapter of Murray was repMichelle Stone, daughter of the Western District, presided.
resented by Margaret Dunn. Tot
Kerry and Sandra Stone, won
Donna Bolton, vice presidentMcDaniel, Betty Riley, Doll
first runner-up and best perelect, reported on the state con- Redick, Joanna Wilder, Betty
at the pageant by the
vention held _at_ Cumberland Col- —Lyons-, Linda Feltner and Su
Ladies Auxiliary of the Callolege. Williamsburg. She emphaAdams.
way Fire and Rescue Squad.. sized that the Sally Wortham
She also was crowned Tiny
scholarship of S500 is avabilc
Miss March Flower at Fulton. each year to a member from the
County High School. Kailey has Western District. This scholarone brother. Clint Stone. She is ship may be used for anything
the granddaughter of Mitchell
which deals with one's area of
and Carolyn Stom and Gerald teaching such as workshops or
Your compfete bridal
and Sue Stone.
travel.
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Benton; Mrs. Rachel A. Holland baby
boy, At. 5. Box 612, Murray:
Miss Mary Elaina Vance and baby
boy. At. 6, Box 206. Murray; Ms. Mary
E Randolph, 1500 Coach Estates A-8.
Murray;
Mrs. Linda A. Crouch. Rt. 1. Box
179, Murray; Mrs. Dorothy Virginia
Scott. At li--Box 173. Murray;
Joe Thompson, At 2. Box 122-B.
Puryear, Tenn.; Alton B. Jackson, At.
1, Box 148AA, Puryear, Tenn.;
Harry Sparks, At 7, Box 75, Murray
Mrs. Luetta Haynes, 2206 Gatesborough. Murray;
Mrs. Maurine Jones Hopson, 2204
Gatesbordugh, Murray, Tony Travis

Grogan baby boy, parents, Barbara
and Terry. Box 3, Hardin Apts.,
Hardin.
Dismissals
Mrs Thelma Reid. At. 3. Box 299-B.
Murray, Mrs. TreVa Johnson, 2007
Gatesborough, Murray; Mrs. Euple
Cavitt, Rt. 3. Box 101, Murray;
Mrs. Charlotte McDougal, 903 Meadow Lane, Murray; Mrs..Winnie Wray,
1203 Cuba Rd.. Mayfield: Mrs Erma
At 1. Calvert City
L. Wilson. Rt. 1, Box 76, Almo;
Mrs. Peggy Lynn Tidwell. 108 South
Two newborn admissions, dis10th St., Apt. 1, Murray; Mrs. Margaret
missals and one expiration at
Sue Hart, Rt. 1, Box 406, Gilbertsville;
Murray-Calloway County HospiPaul N. Reed, 321 North Fifth St..
tal for Sunday. May 9. have been
Murray; Mrs. Virginia Furches, 604
released as follows:
Poplar St.. Murray; Mrs. Arvada
Louicelle McKnight, Rt. I. Box 137,
Newborn admissions
Almo; .
Wells baby boy. mother. Lon A
Dolphus Wilson. At. 1, Box 265,
Wells, 18 Shady Oaks, Murray;
Almo. Miss Caprecia McAlpin. Ati,
Diefenbach baby boy. parents. Beth
Box 7-E, Sedalia; Mrs Kathryn L Lewand Chris, 709 Olive St , Apt -A
is,. At • 1, Box 59, Murray:
Murray
Mrs Sandy Childress, P 0 Box
Dismissals
146, Almo; Mrs. Bertha Culpepper, At
Mrs Geneva F Groom, At 2, Box
8. Box 560, Murray; Mrs Mozell Raye.
275, Buchanan. Tenn . Mrs Barbara I
204 Reed St., Mayfield;
Grogan and baby boy. Box 3, Hardin
Clarence C. Culver, Rt. 1, Box 4,
Apts., Hardin:
Mayfield: Mrs. /dice Todd, 831 Hurt.A., • Mrs. Denise L Travis and baby boy
Murray: Jacob L Wyatt. At. 6. Boxw 1202 South 16th St . Murray. Darreii
103-B, Murray:
Charles Russell, At 6 Box 339-Al.
James H. Key. Rt. 1, Box 150, MurMurray;
ray: Carlon B. Cherry, At 1, Box 2-B,
Miss Patricia Gail Lofton At 3, Box
Big Rock, Tenn.;
259-B, Murray; Mrs Pam Gardner. At
Mrs. Lana Darnell and baby girl. At
8,,Box 1210, Murray Holt* Riley. Rt
1, Box 157-A, Water Valley, Dr Joyce
1. Box 200. Almo
F. Hughes and baby boy. 1542 Oxford
Expiration
Dr , Murray;
Mrs Arlene Mae Witt. P 0 Box 294
Mrs. Lucretta F. Thompson, 1600
New Concord
Catalina, Murray; Mrs_ Vickie Boyd
and baby girl. 1923 White Oak Dr.
Two newborn admissions and
Paris, Tenn.
dismissals at Murray-Calloway

Two newborns and dismissals
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sliturday, May 8, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions

•

County Hospital for Monday,.
May 10, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Crutcher baby boy, parents, Lorri
and Wesley, At. 9. Box 53. Benton:
Hobbs baby boy, parents. Amy',and
Rickie, P.O. Box 4, Sedalia.

Dismissals
T.C. Wilcox. 1600 Sycamore St.
Murray: Mrs Ethel Pauline Bailey. Rt
1. Box 87. Murray; Mrs. Elise L Grist,
829 Glendale Rd.. Murray;
Mrs Agnes G Thurman. 1203 Dogwood Dr. Murray; Mrs. Lockie Sunshine Clark, Rt. 4. Murray; Michael
Davenport. At 1, Box 155, Almo;
Ms Vickie McCuiston, P.0 Box
1484 Murray Miss Bridget Smith, At
8. Box 430. Benton, Mrs. -Kimberly
York. 1503 Cardinal Dr., Murray,
Christopher Johnson, P.O Box 192.
New Concord: Mrs Hazel J Ray. At
4, Murray. Robert McKinney, Rt I, pox
427, Clinton.
Ms Teresa McClure, J-3 Murray
Manor. Murray. Mrs Mary Conner, At,
1, Box 540, Hardin, Mrs Laura Lee
Manning and baby boy. E-2 Coach
Estates, Murray

Shannon Marie Shields and
Barry Randall Hill to marry

Shields and Hill vows
will be said on June 4
The engagement and approadimg marriage of Miss Shannon Marie
Shields anti Barry Randall lid]. both ol Murray, have been announced.
Miss Shields is the daughter ol Mr. and Mrs. Don Nance of Murray
and of Williard Shields ol Orangeburg. S.C. She is the granddaughter
of Mr. anti Mrs. Toni Hall ol Centralia, Ill., Mrs. Maxine Nance and
the late Eugene Nance of Muria\ and Mr. and Mrs. Edward Shields
of Tucson, Ariz.
Mr. Hill is the son of Mr. and .Mrs. Don Nelson of Murray and of
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Hill oi I ksier. Ile is the grandson of Mrs. Lena
Mae Dixon and the late ilem Dixon, Mr. and Mrs. Arvin Hill, Mr.
and Mrs. Allred Duncan .ind the late Mr. and Mrs..Dallas Wrye.
The .bride-elect is a 191 ffasluate of Calloway County High
School. She is attending Mtlf1.1 State University anti is employed at
Murray-tallowav County thiNpital.
The groom-elect is a I9,0 I graduate of Calloway County High
the City- (i1 Murray.
School. lie is einploed
The wedding will lie Friday. June 4. at 7 p.m. at Memorial Baptist
Church, Murray. .
A reception will follow iii the lellowship hall ol the church.
All relatiSes and twits'\ are iii ited to attend. Oilly out-of-town
invitations will he sent.

FOURTH BIRTHDAY — Dustin lane Black celebrated his
fourth birthday on Tuesday.
May .11. lie is the son of Rodney and Tommy Black, and the
grandson of Bobby and Gail
Itod and ('lemmie Black and
the late Harlan Black. He celebrated on Saturday. May. 8.

Howe initiated
by Alpha Gamma
Delta fraternity
BOWLING GREEN -- Jennifer Howe, daughter of E.L. and
Janice Howe of Murr:iy,Ju been
initiated into Theta Iota Chapter
of Alpha Gamma Delta, international fraternity for college and
university women at Western
Kentucky University. Howe is t freshman majoring
at Western. She is a graduate ol
Murray High School.

%,sith his family.
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Pier is
Bridal Registry

milimports

Bass Harbor

1205B Chestnut • 7511851

414441 =;;;0

The Side Door Gift S1wPP;1
4

Winds
and many more!

registry headquarters
20% Off Fine China and Crystal

Save Up To 25% Off
Our Everyday Low Prices
On Canvas Casuals!

Free $25 gift certificate for the- bride when you
register fine china or crystal
YOM r Lenox
dealer for rAina,
na
crystal,
stone, glassware
CitI

Brickmaitis gifts
wed all yaw brscial
accomoram

a

Keds • Bass • Eastland •Tretorn • And Many More .

Open 6 days 9-511‘
Clara Nell Henson,
Nights A Sundays
Owner
by appoantweent
1106 Mistn, Benton, Ky

527-1184
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Tretorn Nylite
Canvas

sHoe sensation
Mosley. NNW Munro, 7134)41 • Ky. Oohs Moll. Pokes* 4.11.1331
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20th Anniverso

Open House - Saturday, Ma:
dr

Fisher-Price
Celebrate 20

Area residents are invited to take a tour Pla
throusk the Fisher-Price Murray Plant !me
from 10 am. to 3 p.m. on Saturday, May toy!
15,as employees celebrate its 20th year of incl
ske
operation.
Fisher-Price employees will be on hand and
during the open house to answer questions the
as guests tour the 745,000-square-foot Fel
facility, the largest of six manufacturing nc
sites currently operated by Fisher-Price. To
The tours, which will take about 45
minutes each,will allow guestsjto view the ma
entire toy production process, including lari
molding, fabrication and assembly. toy
Souvenirs, door prizes and refreshments
will be available throughout the day.
"Over the years,Fisher-Price has built a He
solid reputation as the premier children's So
products company," according to Bruce Th
Inglis, Vice President of U.S. Manufactur- the
ing. "Murray has been such an integral co'
part ofFisher-Price's overall success in the Val(
last 20 years that we just wanted to thank un
the community for their support and has
CE
employees for their service."
The Murray Plant opened in October
1973 and is a major worldwide distribu- mil
tion center for the Company's Crib and mil

These toys are either made or package

risherPrice

Congratulations
Here's Wishing You
"Together It Is Possible" Another Successful

Congratulations
Fisher Price
From your friends at...

20 Years.

Ul

UNITED

Ryan Milk

COMMONWEALTH BANK
A

Federal Savings Bank

GENERAL DAIRY SERVICE

1300 Johnson Boulevard, Murray, KY 42071, 502-759-9443
Member FDIC

Congratulations
for a successful
20 years!

100 East Chestnut • Murray, Ky. • 753-3012

"Building a better
community
through partnerships"
* * * HAPPY 20TH * * *

WALEMART
Hwy. 641 North

•
,

A

Happy Birthday
Fisher Price
AM RICA INC.
700 N. 4th St.
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Playpen. Preschool and Juvenile Products
lines. Many of Fisher-Price's best-selling
toys are produced or packaged at Murray,
including the Rock-A-Stack, Baby Basketball, Dino-Roars, Little People'Farm
and Action Toolbox. In addition, many of
the Company's 80 new toys introduced in
February are being produced in Murray,
including the Dream Dollhouse, Garden
Tools and the Little People Fun Park.
Fisher-Price is the fourth largest toy
manufacturer in the world, and is the
largest marketer of infant and preschool
toys and juvenile products.
The Company was founded on October
1, 1930, in East Aurora, New York, by
Herman Fisher, Irving Price and Helen
Scnelle. Fisher-Price was purchased by
The Quaker Oats Company in 1969 and
then spun-off to become an independent
company on June 28, 1991. The stock is
traded on the New York Stock Exchange
under the symbol FPP. Ronald J. Jackson
has been the President, Chairman and
CEO since May 1990.
Net revenues for 1992 were S693.9
million, with domestic revenues of$508.3
million and international revenues of

$185.6 million. The Company employs
approximately 5,600 worldwide, including 1,500 in the Murray Plant.
Fisher-Price is world renowned for the
quality and durability of its products. In
fact, in a recent survey of consumers'
favorite brands by Total Research Corp.
ofPrinceton,NJ.,Fisher-Price once again
ranked fifth behind such names as Disney
World, Kodak, UPS and Hallmark.
"We're dedicating this open house to
the employees who have helped keep
Murray strong and the local community
which has supported us every step of the
way," •Inglis said. "This will give us a
chance to show off the operation that so
many individuals have had a hand in
creating."
This is the third open house at Murray
since it opened. The first was in 1980
when Fisher-Price celebrated its 50th
anniversary and another was held in 1983
for Murray's 10th anniversary.
The Plant is located on East Penney
Road, Rural Route 2, in Murray, Kentucky. Visitors may park in the main lot
and use the front entrance, which will be
clearly marked.
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Happy 20th
Anniversary

Thank You

Thank you for being a part
of our fine community.

for the contributions you
have made to the economy
of our community.

Congratulations Fisher Price
from your friends at...

/eaddifierf:..
(—

-

PeoplesBank

Dees Think of_Hazel

Bank of Murray

The Hometown Bank
MURRAY,KY • MEMBER Fpic

osix)rtitlesti &Mk

Hazel, Kentucky • 492-8136
Member FDIC
%Lou lflt,,

Together we can build
a strong future for
our community.

VANDERBILT CHEMICAL CORP.
VANDERBILT MINERALS CORP.
IT: 111181611 CAMPO*Ine

krikkr 12)
"i5- 189i•%Ili titirr 1104 •I quAl
411 S illirlil si •I tuvur.41%
14 I!do St •S Manus Brant 11
'

1,I I 1 2tli

Fisher- Price... * Congratulations *
our partner
in the quest
for excellence

We are proud to have
you as a vital part
of this community.

Murray/Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce/
Economic Development
PASCHALL TRUCK LINLL), INC

$06N. 12th Strut • Mum, Ky. • 7534171
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Garth garners
top country
music award

Branch Davidians
delinquent on
land tract taxes

•

WACO, Texas (AP) — The
Branch Davidians' grassy 77-acre
spread is..home to fire ants, largemouth bass and maybe even oil.
The question is, who will get
the property?
Members of the tax-delinquent
cult they'll fight to .1ccep 7-the
charred tract where David Koresh
and 77 disciples were killed by
fire and bullets April 19. The survivors, some of them in jail and
others staying in halfway houses
or with relatives, say the land is
theirs to redevelop if they so
,
-hoose.
But county records show the
Davidians owe $3,351.72 in 1991
and 1992 property taxes.
The county could seize and sell
the property.

---

•

1-'

And the federal government
apparently has a claim, too, under
forfeiture laws that let officials
setzg and sell property where .a
telony has been committed.
Authorities suspected child abuse
:Ind illegal gun possession inside
.the commune.
"We might have competing
claims by state authorities and
federal authorities here," said
Texas Tech University law professor Charles Bubany. "My
euess is the government's going
to get it, eventually."
Advocates for the Branch
Davidians disagree.
"It's going to be a long battle,
hut (the Davidians) will wind up
with it one way or another," said
John P. Coale, an attorney for
Stan Sylvia, of La Verne, Calif.,
who lost his wife and two
daughters in the inferno.
Sylvia said the survivors
ihould regroup and build a school
at the site.
"Why should the FBI of all
people be awarded that land, with
what they-did to my people, to
my wife and children?" Sylvia
asked. "Their lives were lost on
that land, and -1 don't want to sec
that done in vain."
.Coale said oil may lie under
the property, and he plans to test
I or it.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Ray
Jahn refused to comment on the
fate of the property, which is
heaped with the blackened ruins
the compound.
The land is in the name of the

r

General Association Davidians,
Seventh-Day Adventists.
Karen Gaidusek, executive
director of the McLennan County
tax office, said she believes only
a church's trustee can sell its
land. But the Davidians' trustee
was Korcsh.
"And of course he's dead-so a
substitute trustee will have to be
found," said Dick DeGuerin, an
:wormy for Korcsh's mother.
AMY WILSON,Ledger & TImes photo
DeGucrin said he will seek to
Eleven
bikers
helped
$843.45
for
St. Jude's Research Hospiraise
amend the title once a substitute
tal in a bike-a-thon sponsored by First Baptist Church April 17.
can be found among the survivAll the bikers received prizes for participating. Pictured (front
ing cultists.
row
from left): Kevin Cunningham, Stephen Parker, Rachel OakOwnership got murky during
ley and Kaylee Ligon. (Back row from left): Jeremy Hodge, Matt
the 1980s when Koresh and a
Oakley, Michael Windsor and Andrew Parker. Not pictured are
group of renegade Davidians split
Randy Cunningham, George Ligon and Elizabeth Miller.
from cult leader George Roden.
Koresh solidified control when
Roden was jailed for filing legal
motions asking God to inflict
AIDS and herpes on Texas
Supreme Court justices. Roden,
who later killed a man, has been
committed to a state mental
hospital.
County records contain a 1985
document from Roden —stating
that if he were to die or become
Poehling said. The 300-member
By MARGARET BORTZ
incapacitated, leadership and
predicts a large
organization
Th• Locig•r-Ind•p•ndent
property ownership would pass to
future market for rhea meat,
his son, Joshua. Roden said
MOUNT OLIVET, Ky. (AP) leather and other products.
Joshua, 25, lives in Israel.
A pair of proven breeders can
— A -KentuckT farmer recently
Ms. Gaidusek of the county tax decided to put his eggs in an
sell for S6,000 to S10.0(8), Poeoffice said she doubts local offi- unusual basket.
hling said.
cials will acution the land, partly
Since November, Myers and
Donnie Myers, 42, who has,
because the county hasn't done grown tobacco here for 22 years, businesS partner- Jennie Carpenter
that with other delinquent is now breeding and raising exohave purchased 40 rheas from
landowners.
tic, flightless birds called rheas
breeders across the country.
Anyway, "they'd have to be — South American versions of
Through an advertisement in a
served with papers," she said. the ostrich.
publication called the Ostrich
"Who legally can accept them?"
"With tobacco you make a livMarketplace,• Myers said he has
The 1992 appraised value on, ing, but you struggle day to day
received orders for 200 pairs of
75 acres was S38,689. The to make that living," Myers said. 3-month-old rhea chicks. The
remaining two acres — where the "I can sec birds making us a livcurrent market price for rhea
compound and a barn stood — ing that we could never have
chicks is SL500 to S2,000 per
were appraised at $43,865 but dreamed of. There's just no compair, according to the North
fell under a religious tax parison between birds and
American Rhea Association.
exemption.
tobacco."
"If we sell enough chicks
If the property were auctioned,
Diane- Poehling, spokeswoman
before I plant tobacco, I'll lease
the tragedy might inflate the bid- for the North American Rhea
it out," Myers said. "And I
ding for what otherwise would be Association in Port Isabel, Texas,
won't fool with tobacco again."
just a piece land in an area used: said the rhea market has taken off
Myers' flock of rheas is such
largely for wheat, sorghum and in the past year.
an unexpected sight in rural
cattle ranching.
"It will be a breeder's market
Robertson County that passersby
"Someone may bid on it in for a number of years," she said.
often stop to take a closer lOok.
order to put up some kind of "Until the breeding market is
"People stop and ask whether
museum, or have pictures so that saturated there won't be a slaughor not they stick their heads in
curiosity-seekers from all around ter market. The price is prohibithe ground and ask if we're going
the world could see what went on tive for slaughter at present."
to ride them," Myers said.
and where it actually happened,"
The markets for ostrich and
Myers' birds include white and
real estate agent Barbara Rusling emu, other rarities, also recently
gray rheas, which stand about 5
said.
boomed in the United States.
feet and can weigh up to 70
pounds. Most of the birds are
docile and mildly curious.
During mating season, the
males infrequently emit a
foghorn-like bellow, but normally
they are silent, Myers said.
Since 1976, several subspecies
of rhea have been classified as
endangered.

Kentucky man
hopes exotic bird
business flies

The David L. Harrington Family

UNIVERSAL CITY, Calif.
(AP) — Garth Brooks won his
third straight entertainer-of-theyear trophy at "the Academy of
Country Music' Awards for what
he confessed is "not rocket science — it's about raising hell and
having ,fun."
The denim -and-rhinestone
audience at the 28th annual ceremony gave him a standing ovation Tuesday night as he picked
up the award.
The Southern duo Brooks &
Dunn walked away with three
awards — top vocal duct, best
album for ."Brand New Man"
and single record for ,"Boot
Scootin' Boogic," which Jed the
Western line-dancing craze over
the past year.
"We're having so much On
with this, we feel guilty coming
up here," Ronnie Dunn said as
his partner, Kix 'Brooks, held one
of their trophies aloft.
Vince Gill was the only other
multiple winner, taking the top
male vocalist award and the -best
Song trophy* for "1 Still Believe
in You."
"Achy Breaky Heart" sensation Billy Ray Cyrus was shut
out. He had been nominated in

four categories.
Brooks, who took a break from
touring last year to spend more
time with his wife and daughter,
said that he is rested now and
that his latest „honor was an
appropriate lead-in to his return
to the road 'on July 30.
• Dariag his three years of fame,
he said, he's come to realize one
thing about country music: "It's
not rocket science — it's about
raising hell and having fun."
Mary-Chapin Carpenter, led by
the success of her ribald smash
"I Feel Lucky," won the female
vocalist trophy.
. Tanya Tucker, who won best
video honors for "Two Sparrows
in a Hurricane," spoke about her
hairdresser-friend Michael Tovar,
who is dying of AIDS.
"I don't think country music
has gotten involved in AIDS projects and I think we need to step
out," Miss Tucker said
backstage.
The academy's Pioneer Award
for unprecedented achievement
went to George Jones, known for
his songs of hard-drinking pain.
Past winners include Hank Williams, Gene Autry, Roy Rogers,
Kitty Wells, Johnny Cash and
Willie Nelson.

Thieves steal $1.5 million
worth of Cuban paintings
CORAL GABLES, Fla. (AP)
— Thieves broke into a gallery
and stole a collection of Cuban
paintings valued at $1.5 million,
leaving other valuable works
untouched, police said Tuesday.
Thieves entered the Gary Nader Fine Arts Gallery between
Saturday and Tuesday after disabling the _alarm system, Sgt.
Mitch Fry said.
They stole 11 paintings by
Wilfredo Lam, a Fidel Castro
supporter who died in 1982,
police -said. Lam often was
known as the "Picasso of Cuba."
"This is a terrible loss, not
because these paintings could get
damaged, but because it was a
big opportunity for Miami," said
the gallery owner, Gary Nader.
The gallery was insured for tpc
loss.
Police said Tuesday they had
no suspects.
The thieves left behind a painting by Chilean artist Roberto
Matta valued at $400,000, Nader
said.
Carlos Luis, a board member
of the Cuban Museum of Arts
and Culture, said Lam is one of
the masters of surrealism in Latin
American painting.
Luis said he did not believe the

art was stolen for political reasons. Despite Lam's sympathy
for Castro, those sentiments were
not conveyed in-his work, which
combines ritual themes with
Afro-Cuban mythology.

Gore to
speak in
Louisville
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Vice President Al Gore plans to
address the opening session of a
national conference that will
focus on ways states and communities can link economic development and environmental
protection.•
The announcement was' made
Tuesday by Gov. Brcreton Jones,
who said Gore's appearance
"highlights the Clinton administration's commitment to working with states and communities
to jointly encourage economic
development and natural resource
protection."
The conference, "From Rio to
the Capitols: State Strategics for
Sustainable Development," runs
May' 25 through May 28 in
Louisville.

A message for you.

(Seated)Pat Harrington, works as a freelance reporter and a courtreporter for Calloway Circuit Court;
(R.to L.)Liz Harrington, plays baritone in high school band,speaks French,and loves4-H trips;Lynda
Harrington, plays trombone in middle school band, trains in Tae Kwon Do, and enjoys church youth
activities; Kim Harrington,looks forward to being in band next year,trains in Tae Kwon Do,and likes
basketball; and David Harrington, wait! WHERE'S DAVID?

Well,ifit's during office hours and it's Monday,he's in court and then in the
office. If it's Tuesday,he's in court and then in the office. Ifit's Wednesday, he's
in the office and then in court. If it's Thursday,he is either in court for trials or
in the office. If it's Friday, he's in court for bench and jury trials. And if he's not
in the office and he is not in court,then he is in a meeting or somewhere talking
to people.
Ifit's after office hours or it's Saturday, he is in the office or at a meeting or at
the emergency room taking statements or at one of the three local law
enforcement agencies or on the telephone or somewhere listening to people.
And if it's Sunday, well, he's resting. Unless....
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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JIM
* County Attorney *
He Knows That Work And Crime
Do Not Stop at 5.00.
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For the past 9 years I have worked for you, the
people of Murray and Calloway County,as a deputy
sheriff. I have obtained as much training as possible,
more than the state requires, in order to perform to
the best of my ability. I am familiar with the
different duties of the Sheriffs office and this on the
job experience will be a great asset to me and to
Calloway.
I think we need to move forward with a professional sherffs office that will surpass other departments in Western Ky. I know that we can be proud of
our county and that it deserves an office that will,
and can respond to and handle, the county's needs.
I have always tried my best in performing my duties as a deputy. If elected, I pledge to
continue to give my total dedication to the Sheriffs office and to our county. Because I will
have no other outside interest or income, I will be totally dedicated to you, the people.
From my experience as a deputy, I can recognize the problems and the issues that this
office faces everyday. As Sheriff, I can immediately address those needs in a manner that
will best benefit the county.
I ask you,the voters of Calloway,to give me the opportunity to serve you as Sheriff in
order that I might implement the goals and programs that will best serve the county:
• To have a narcotics officer and a cWtective;
• To have an overall professional Staffthat will be responsive to your needs
and abide by the responsible policy and procedures that I will implement;
• To work with the fiscal court to operate the Sheriffs office within the
budget that they set, in order that youths tait payer, will receive the best
services for your tax dollars;
• To continue to assist the Neighborhood Watch programs that I have
helped to start in different areas Wow county and to continue to build
new ones;
• To continue to present Drug Awareness programs,as I have done for the
past Ph years to the community.
There are any ether important issues that need to be addressed.I can assure you that
I will address these and Mute issues with the same
dedisaties and hard-working professionalism that I
have shown in the past
Thai* you Air your continued help and support

Stanj.

se=SHERIFF
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10 Pound Meat Sale
Meaty

Grogan Farms

Pork
Steak
10 Lb. Bag

Sausage
Patties

Extra Lean
Fresh Fryer

Ground
Beef

Drumsticks
10 Lb. Bag

10 Lb. Bag

10 Lb. Pkg

Eckrich
Fresh Fryer

Thighs-.
10 Lb Pkg
.

:
k-•

-

Chopped
Ham
10 Lb. Pkg.

Slab Sliced

Frozen Pork

Bacon

Chitterlings

10 Lb. Pkg.

Pail
10 Lb. Pa

$890

90
7
$

99
3
$

•

$690
*;,,T4.• ',•

• -- trl'Icd-311±e.1-:47,1.41:r

••-•

Fresh Pork

Washington State
Granny Smith

New Crop
Yellow

Apples

Onions

American

Frozen

Cheese

Catfish

5 1.1) IA)<It

10 Lb

Neck
Bones
10 Lb Hag

19

1

37!
Yogurt
8 oz. Cup

10 Lb.

$1390
90
3
$

I

Prairie Farms

Orange Juice 1

Bubba Cola

Heinz

Baby Food

2 Liter

4 oz. Jar

1/2 Gal.

9

99'pfticl. 1

39

HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

DAIRY VALUES

SPECIALS

VALUES

Golden Acres

Noodles & Sauce

Morning Delight

Cinnamon
Rolls
Corn
Tortillas

Bologna

3 Lb Bag

Prairie Farms Asst. Flavors

Azteca ,

Field

6 oz.

59°
79°
33°

Good Sense

Nasal
Spray
Good Sense

12 oz.

Antacid
Liquid

$1"
16 oz.

8 oz.

Imitation

Mozzarella

16 oz.

Sunny Spread

Quarters

FROZEN FOOD

Tabitha's
EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE
Nestle

Candy
Bars

VALUES
7.2 oz. Pkg.
Fox

Pizza
Crisp

Orange
Juice

79°
690

29 oz. Can
Garden Rite

Pears

32 oz

Bean
Burritos

$199

Cole's

16 oz. Loaf

Garlic
Bread

$129-

We accept checks for
the amount of purchase only, food stamps
and
manufacturer's
coupons. Savings up
to 40% on the food you
use the most — 100%
guaranteed!

89°

390

Baumann's

Barbeque $279
Sauce

Mushrooms
East

‘•,

Sweet
Relish

22

32 0z.
07

Marcin
$

Mayonnaise

09

99°

Hot Dog
Sauce
Hormel

Deviled
Ham _

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

LOW PRICE
Higgs Chips

450
10 oz

3 oz.

49*

Nacho
Cheese

$129
15 oz

Shampoo
$169
Conditioner
HOUSEHOLD NEEDS
Frisk Fabric

Soft
Sheets

40 ct.
$129

Good Sense
EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Plastic
Cups

20 Ct

89°

Good Sense

Goldleal

Coffee
Creamer

t%9

_Cherry Pie 0
Filling 0

SAVE-A LOT
FOOD STORES
"Our Name Says It All" 12th St. at Storsy_Ave.
Murra
•

••

72 (ii.

12 oz. Can

Kelly's

El Charrito

Garden Rite

Baby Oil
Preen Plus

4 oz.

8.9 oz. Pk

$189

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Prices Good
Wednesday. May 12
Tkrs
Ilaseday. May 19. 1993
We reserve the right
to limit quantities
and correct printing
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'It's been a great run for me'

Nutt, Edgar
play numbers
and win big

Reagan heads for sunset
Staff Report
Murray Losigar A Times

The longest tenure in Murray
State University athletics history
will come to an end next month,
as Johnny Reagan has announced
his retirement after 36 years as
head coach of the baseball
Thoroughbreds.
Assistant coach Mike Thiekc
will succeed Reagan as head
coach beginning July 1. according to MSU director Of athletics
Mike Strickland.
A 1948 Murray State graduate,
Reagan. 66, returned to his alma
mate,. in 1958 as head baseball
coach, assistant basketball coach
and business instructor. He
served as director of athletics
from 1978-87 and as chairman of
the NCAA Baseball Committee
from 1978-86.
A baseball and basketball
standout as an undergraduate at
Murray State, Reaart became the
only Racer eager to lead his team
in tvery statistical category, a
feat he achieved in 1946.
During his baseball coaching
career, Reagan led the Thoroughbreds to a 776-508-11 record and
11. Ohio Valley Conference

Murray softball
survives feared
trip to Mayfield

championships, with the most
recent title coming in 1991. A
10-time OVC Coach of the Year,
his best season came in 1975,
when his team posted a 40-9
record, was ranked as high as
12th in the NCAA baseball poll
and became the OVC's first
NCAA postseason playoff participant. Reagan again led the
Thoroughbreds to postseason
play in 1979, a team which came
within one game of qualifying for
the College World Series.
A member of the Murray State
Athletics Hall of Fame, Reagan
also has been inducted, into the
American Baseball Coaches
Association Hall of Fame and the

Scott Edgar went to the
Kentucky Derby and got 17.
Houston Nutt stayed home and
got 60.
School may be out and the
nearest season, football, is still
111 days away, but numbers
and names are flying around
the Murray State athletic
department underneath Stewart
Stadium.
Edgar's 17 came in the form
of a test score.
While attending the Derby,
Edgar called Audrey Walls,
mother of Racer signec Vincent Rainey. As Sea Hero was
crossing the wire with a win,
Walls was burning the wire
with Rainey's passing testscore.
"That was the best news I
had all day," Edgar said of his
prize recruit. "1 sure didn't
win any money."

OVC Hall of Fame. Most recently, in June 1992, the Bismarck,
Mo., native was inducted into the
Missouri Basketball Hall of Fame
for his exploits as i high school
player. Both the Bismarck High
School and MSU baseball fields
bear his name, as well. .
Reagan began the 1992 season
tied with Clemson University's
Bill Wilhelm for the nation's
longest active baseball coaching
streak at one se4001. Reagan
holds the OVC record for baseball coaching wins, and began the
1992 season in 28th place alltime in baseball coaching wins at
TURN TO PAGE 13A

Grand slam ends 'Breds odyssey
MOREHEAD, Ky. — Morehead's Donny Hackworth hit a '
grand slam home run off Murray State reliever Reid Huber to
give host Morehead State a 9-5 Ohio Valley Conference baseball
victory Tuesday, putting the Eagles into Friday's conference
tournament.
The game was originally played to completion April 9 with
Murray State taking an 8-5 victory. But Morehead State played
The gre under protest, alleging that Murray State made an illegal
substitution in the bottom of the eighth inning.
• TURN TO PAGE 13A

Murray State baseball coach Johnny Reagan is retiring after 36
years of legendary success.

Jordan punishes Cavaliers

"When I'm at my best, it's tough
for anyone to guard me."
MAYFIELD -_-_----Murray
Wilkins, who led Cleveland
High's feared trip to Mayfield
CHICAGO — Michael Jordan, with 19 points, found that out.
to face the defending First
"It is my job to stop Michael
who seems to have a personal
_Region softball champ, and
I enjoy it," said Wilkins.
and
Cleveland
the
against
vendetta
favorite again this year, wasn't
Cavaliers, .went at them with a "He was out to score tonight and
as bad as they thought.
I could see it in his eyes. He
vengeance Tuesday night.
Playing their final doublewasn't coming out to get any
on
themselves
"They pride
header before Monday's displaying me one-on-one," said assists."
trict tournament, the Lady
Jordan had to be at his best. He
Jordan, who scored 43 points in
Tigers lost 13-3 and 1-0 to the
sensed his teammates
champion
quickly
two-time
leading the
Lady Cardinals.
were "a little out of rhythm, slow
Chicago Bull to a 91-84 victory
"We hung in there pretty
in the opener of the Eastern Con- getting to loose balls and a little
well with the defending regout of sync. I had to elevate my
ference semifinals.
ional champ," Murray head
The Cavaliers stayed close and game."
coach David Carr said. "We
How high can he elevate his
trailed only 64-63 going into the
played them as well as we
scored
game?
Jordan
when
period
final
can."
"How many wins do we
16 of his points. He made the
Jill Miller led the Murray
first four to open a 68-63 lead, need?" asked Jordan. "I am the
offense with., three hits on the
then hit 10 straight in one stretch leader of this team and I will do
—lay am!'rady Tiger Keisa
whatever it takes to get us to the
for an 83-72 lead.
Bennett pitched both games.
next level."
This was his answer to Gerald
After slugger Patricia. PowThe best-of-7 series continues
Wilkins, who had claimed the
ers connected on three doubles
Cavaliers had signed him to stop with Game 2 Thursday night at
in the 10-run victory in the
Jordan, who has averaged nearly Chicago Stadium. Then the scene
first game, Murray came back
39 points a game against Cleve- shifts to, Richfield for games
in the second with one of its
land in playoff competition.
Saturday and Monday.
hest defensive games.
"We know Cleveland will
"I felt the Jordan stopper had a
Scoreless through five and a tough time tonight'. said Jordan
make adjustments and we will as
• half inningbMayfield-took the--lead and the win when Misty
Pierceall's double down the
leftfield line rolled the fence
allowing her to circle the
Barkley, .who came into the
By MEL REISNER
bases.
1993
playoffs as the NBA's No.
AP Sports Writs,
In the district tournament,
all-time
2
postseason shooter, hit
Murray will play the loser of
point only 24 percent of his shots
fiery
A
—
PHOENIX
Game 1 — Calloway Countyguard and a red-hot rookie made against San Antonio in Game 1
Marshall County at 4:30 p.m.
up for another cold-shooting of their second-round series
at Marshall County High
Tuesday night. Fortunately for
night by Charles Barkley.
School. Calloway and Marshall will meet at 3 p.m.
Should Murray lose the
game. the winner of Game 1
will win the tournament
13-7 decision from highly
Should Murray win, they'll
Staff Report
St. Mary.
regarded
Murray Ledger & Times
face the winner of Game 1 in a
shutout 6-0 at
being
After
championship game on TuesHeath on Monday, Calloway
Calloway County snapped
day at 4:30.
bounced back at home with a
out of the offensive doldrums
13-hit attack to bring their
n to take a
Tuesday afternoon
record to 10-15-1.
Head coach Eddie Morris
hopes his team has learned to
control its Jeckyll and Hyde
impersonation before tbe district tournament on Monday.
Lineup changes ht a spark
under many of the slumping
-G-Ws. 'timely Trent Gibson
and Jason GreCf. MotTIS moved
the two seniors down in the
order to relieve some of the
pressure of producing. They
produced Tuesday in the form
By JOE MOOSHIL

AP Sports Writer

well," Jordan said.
The only other Bull to score in
double figures was B.J. Armstrong with 10 points. Scottie Pippen had nine points and Horace
Grant had six after seeing limited
duty because of an ankle injury.
Stacey King and Scott Williams came off the bench and
combined for 17 points as they
rotated in filling in for Grant and
spelling center Bill Cartwright in
guarding Brad Daugherty.
Daugherty had 15 points and
Mark Price scored 17, but saw
little action in the fourth quarter.
There was some question as to
the condition of the two teams,
with the Bulls having a weeklong layoff and Cleveland playing until Sunday to eliminate
New Jersey.
Bulls coach Phil Jackson said
the comparisons were interesting.
"They attacked the ba• and
were crisper in their execution,"
said Jackson, who had warned the
Bulls to be alert for the type of
layoff letdowns suffered the past
•
two seasons.

Edgar, Greene
throw names
into Lamar pot
Staff Report
Murray Lodger & Tiros,

Murray State head coach
Scott Edgar and Calloway
County coach Ron Greene are
among 52 candidates being
considered for the head
basketball coaching job at
Lamar, according to a list
released by the Beaumont,
Texas school on Tuesday.
Lamar, seeking a replacement for Mike Newell,
released a list of 52 candidates
on Tuesday. Edgar, who has
coached two years at Murray
and Greene, coaching two
years at Calloway, are among
the names.
Edgar, Ohio Valley Conference coach of the year in
1991-92, has a record of
35-25. Greene is a former Racer head coach and Southeastern Conference coach of the
year during his tenure at Mississippi State in the 1970s.

Johnson, Dumas make up for cold Barkley
the Suns, Kevin Johnson and
Richard Dumas took up the slack.
"The only thing I care.about is
that the final score is in our
favor," coach Paul Westphal said
after the Suns squandered big
leads before beating the San.

Antonio Spurs 98-89.
Johnson had 25 points, seven
assists and a playoff career-high
five steals, while Dumas added
22 pointc
TURN TO PAGE 13A

Hot Greer, Gibson snap Calloway cold streak
of six hits between them.
Gibson went 3-for-4 with a
home run and Grccr as 3-for-3
with two doubles.
Wesley Cogdell, who's been
swinging a hot bat lately, went
2-for-4 with a double and
homer. His first-inning two-run
blast put the Lakers up 2-0.
Calloway followed with five in
the second to take a 7-2 lead.
St. Mary closed to within 8-6
with four runs in the fourthinning but Calloway answered
in the fifth with _three runs to
ukc an 11-it,lead.
Laker starter Mitch McClain
left the pmc in the second
inning after a collision with
catcher Matt Dennis while try_

ing to catch a pop-up inTront of
the plate.
Each player went to the hospital for examination and suffered minor injuries. McClain
received the worst of the blow,
bruising his pitching hand. Dennis suffered a cut eye and lip.
Calloway is scheduled to host
Lone Oak today at Laker Field.
Their next action would be at
Graves County on Friday.
In the district tournament.
Calloway will face Mayfield at
4:30 on Monday at Marshall
County High School. Murray
High meets Marshall County on
Tuesday with the championship
game being scheduled for
Wednesday.-

A & A AUTO
RENTAL
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*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
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Steve
PARKER
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Rainey, a 6-4 strongman out
of star-Studded Memphis FairIcy High School, signed with
the Racers on April 14 but was
one point shy on his, ACT, 17
being the minimum passing
mark. Taking it a second time,
Rainey made himself eligible
next season.
"He was awfully close the
first time," Edgar explained
last week. "They say you need
a 17, but actually you need a
16.5."
Rainey's size, competitiveness and versatility are what
catches Edgar's eyes.
"Even though he's only a
freshman it will be a short
amount of time before he can
compete physically," the coach
said of Rainey, who resembles
former Racer Paul King. "He's
6-4 and 190 pounds. There
aren't many guards in our conference at that size.
"He doesn't do anything
great, but he does a lot of
things very, very well," Edgar
added. "What I like most
about him is that he competes
evcrytime he steps on. the
floor, whether its in a pickup
game or practice, his intensity
level doesn't drop."
Memphis Fairley won the
Tennessee Class A-AA State
Tournament in March and Rainey was voted the tournament's MVP. Consider: Rainey, who averaged 18.1 points
per game, played' alongside
Memphis State signee and
highly-recruited Sylvester
Ford.
"Many people said Rainey
was the glue that held that
team together," said Edgar.
After a helter skelter season
in 1992-93, Edgar could most
definitely use some glue.
• • • •
Nutt's 60 came in the form
of a 9-1 vote.
Saturday's Murray State
Board of Regents meeting
reaffirmed the school's .C.Ortlmitment to the football program and Houston Nutt. Though
his coaching record is unblemished 0-0, Nutt is scoring big
on his goal to make football
fun, successful and a source of
pride in. Murray.
Racer booster Dr. Richard
Stout - offered this ringing
endorsement: "We've got the
best (football) coach, from a
PR standpoint, that we've ever
had here."
Filling the stands is a top
priority for Nun. vs ho prom
ISCS to hit all the dorms on
campus, in addition to iraterni
ties. sororities and plate lunt h
restaurants in Murray. to st are
up fans for the Sept 2 opener
against Eastern Illinois
When he goes to the dorms
much of his audience will con
sist iif football players Cur
rends carrying 60-plus players
on the Racer roster. Nutt will
II TURN TO PACE 13A
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•Reagan...

LOCAL BASEBALL

SCOREBOARD
The Insurance Center
of Murray

FROM PAGE 12A

PONY LEAGUE

the NCAA Div. I level.
"It's been a great run for me,"
Reagan said. "I am very grateful
for the opportunity the university
provided me to work with these
young men over these three-plus
decades.
"My only regret is that I'm
stepping down after a losing season. However, we graduate only
a very-few, and I feel like the
future is very promising.
"I'm sure that I'll miss it," he
said. "Along with the players I'll
certainly miss my colleagues and
associates that I've worked with
on a daily basis most of all. But
it's time for me to step down."
••••

JH Churchill opened its 1993 season with a 10-2 road win against the
Banton Pony League Braves Monday night.
Steve Ingersoll went 2-for-3, with a single and a 3-run homer to lead the
JHC attack.
Sean Stonecipher, Steve Cavitt and Jason Gilliam added singles for the
Murray team. Stonecipher, Gilliam and Roger Houk combined to pitch
5-2/3 innings of hitless ball.
The last Brave up in the sixth inning pushed a single into right field,
driving in the only Benton earned run and was thrown out trying to take
third on the play.

Clemens lays claim to AL lead
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Sports Writor

Roger Clemens took over the
major league lead in strikeouts.
Two hours later, he lost it.
Clemens struck out a seasonhigh 13 Tuesday night as Boston

beat Baltimore 4-0, but Randy
Johnson regained the strikeout
lead by fanning nine in Seattle's
4-3 victory over Chicago.
Johnson (5-2), throwing fanballs that were clocked at 99
mph, upped his strikeout total to
63 as he allowed only two hits.

FROM PAGE 12A
That was enough to. negate San
Antonio's David Robinson, who
finished with 32 points and 10
rebounds. The only other Spur in
double figures was Antoine Carr,
who played just 14 minutes in the

Strickland expressed regret
about Reagan's decision, but said
he was confident that Thieke wasthe logical choice to carry on the
Thoroughbreds tradition.
Thieke, 41, is a 1974 MSU
graduate who was a pitcher fOr
Reagan in 1973-74. He then
served two years as graduate
assistant coach at Murray State
before taking a position as teacher and head baseball coach at
Century High School in Ullin,
III., in 1977. He -served'as assistant baseball coach at Memphis
State University for 11 years
before returning to MSU as assistant coach in 1990. •

second half after getting Tour
fouls before halftime.
Carr finished with 19 points,
one more than the man he was
guarding; Barkley.
"That's good. tropauffy, he'll
miss more," Can said when told
of Barkley's poor shooting.

Thus, the Murray-Morchead
game was replayed from the
to VC Commissioner Dan
Beebe upheld Morehead coach point of protest, which had MurFrank Spaniol's protest, but only ray leading 5-4 and Morehead at
if the game had an effect on the bat with runners on second and
seeding for the OVC Tourna- third and one out.
Trailing 9-5 entering the top of
ment. When Morehead- lost to
Eastern—Ken-lucky on Sunday, it -the- -rti-ritk—Mbrray went dOwn in
put the Eagles in fifth place, per- order,against Scan Hogan, Morecentage points behind Austin head's ace pitcher.
The Thoroughbreds finish the
Pcay. Only the top four teams
,qualify for the OVC Tournament, season 9-31 overall and an.
and a Morehead win would vault eighth-place 6-16 in OVC play.
the Eagles ahead of Austin Peay Morehead State improved to
28-18 and 13-7.
in the OVC final standings.

901 Sycamore
MAJOR LEAGUES

er, Mom.)
"Coach Fisher was nice enough
to say, 'Look, you've got someone right here and he's _the bcst
snapper on campus," Nutt
recalled. "Coach Fisher's word
was good enough for me."
Ncbraska — Cornhuskcr football coach Tom Osborne oversigned seven players over the
winter, which means seven players arc looking for other schools.
Through his contacts with a
Nebraska assistant, Nutt hopes to
get at least one player, though he
may not contact the athlete.
In addition to housing, feeding,
and equiping- over 100 players
this summer, Nutt was hoping to
have some additional scholarships available.
Several scholarships opened up
at the end of the '92 fall semester
to allow Nutt to sign the 21
freshmen. As is usually the case,
Nutt counted on some current
scholarship holders to fail to
meet academic standards in the
spring to open up even more
funds.
Cosequently, he was his own
worst enemy this spring as he
tried to instill pride in academic
achievement into his players. As
of last week, it looks like all
60-plus athletes — all with fine
singing voices — will be eligible
in the fall.
Nice going coach...maybe.

clean-up season.
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RECEIVER DRYERS
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Air Conditioning Compressors
99

Remanutoctured
for late model GM's.
With exchange.
Store stock only.

I2emanufactured
for late model
With exchange.
Store stock only.
GM's.89

Remanufactured
for late model Fords
With exchange
Store stock only.

rs

$15999

EVERY DAY

0,1THOul CLUTCH

Remanufactured
for late model Chrysler
With exchange
Store stock only

LIFETIME
WARRANTY,

$13999

C-171 WITHOUT CLUTCH

Our Best Price

EVERY DAY

119 g
DA-6 WITH CLUTCH
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With exchange.
Store stock only.
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Exxon
Saporito
All weights in stock
Limit 3 cases

Mobil Super HP

EVERY DAY

97!
6
9°

5,5 c4 teary day line 3 come AM MIMI
Coss Am@
'10 08
Moe In Riebale
240
After Robots
$28
it
umil I Rebate per Household

Darcy
Motorcycle
Batteries

brut for tnmming grass around flower been
trees fences Nothing works better or starts
faster than this versabie Echo tnmrner thanits to
Pro-fire electronic coition
stir

Marine
Starting

O27MDC-3

t
liffetl
GIVE
LAWNS
A
PROFESSIONAL
MANICURED LOOK!

MODEL GT-11N

II

For All TN,
Ways
Drive

IMO

L

Witt, ro.c nonue

MURRAY
No PI

753-8971

S 12th St

I

in Southside Center

TRIMMER
NW!UMW Time Nur Ends Joss X,M.

•
1
...

•••:.

T
ic\

1140 Lightweight, powerful. Great for fast, easy
clean-up jobs. Driveways, garages. leaves. you
,..
name it. A real time saver. Pro-Fire' electronic
Ignitlon assures reliable starts.

%

••••

Our Best Price

$10 MANUFACTURER'S
MAIL-IN REBATE ON THESE
POPULAR ECHO LAWN TOOLS!

753-8355

All Times CDT
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Dimmers
W
I
Derr*,
34 12
New York
113
14
Boston
le 15
Toronto
le 16
lento/km
13 16
Baltimore
13 111
Cloyeaho
12 20
Will Onoution
W
L
Chicago
19 12
Callornia
IS 12
Texas
17
13
Seattle
17
16
Kansas City
13 17
lAnnosota
13 16
Oakland
II
IS
Tuesday's Gross
Kansas City 7. Cleveland 6
New York 5. MolviaMee 1
Dotrod 12. Toronto 7
Boston 4 Baltimore 0
Catifornia S. lAnnsitota 3
Oakland 6 Texas 0
2-5)
Flon
. 102°
a (P
m h 2-3) at Montreal (Natihrie 2-2).
Houg
Seattle 4 Chmago 3
635 pm
WsOnesdsfo Gsmos
Pittsburgh (Tomlin 1-3) at Philadelphia (Greene
Ctucago (Alvarez 3-0) at Seattle (Cummings 0-5)
Z35 pm
Slan6 35
DiegPornlBenes 5-21 at Cincinnati iRrp 4.11
lenriesota Japan, 1-3) at Caktorma (Finley 3.2). "
35
305 pm
Atlanta Avery 1-2) at Houeon Swindill 43) 705
City (Gardner 2-11 at Cleveland (Mem
P
22p 605 pm

I

FROM PAGE 12A

Just in time for the

'Your more than one company agency."

FROM PAGE 12A

•Nutt, Edgar...
add 40 walk-ons. Add in the 21
freshmen recruits and the number
of players reporting in the summer swells to over 100.
Math equation for anti-football
militants: Subtract 60 (scholarships) from 100 and what's the
number of paying students that
would, under normal circumstances, be throwing. money at
another institution of higher education? Exactly. Now take a seat.
Nutt — who may need two
sessions of his own summer
orientation — has lured in talent
from all over the southest and
southwest.
Texas — Two freshmen will
travel from Terrell, Texas to
walk-on to the Racer squad.
"They are both excellent students," Nutt said.
Arkansas — Kelly Yeager, a
transfer from the University of
Arkansas, will help shore up the
Racer lincbacking corp. An inside
linebacker, the 6-1, 220-pound
bruiser saw spot playing time the
last. two seasons with the Razorbacks. He has one season- of
eligibility.
Nutt: "He's a plugger. And,
he'll take your head off."
Murray — Former Murray
High football player, and current
Murray State tuition-payer Bart
Crum will walk on this summer
with hopes of earning a spot on
the team as a deep snapper (hik-

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

•Grand slam...

•Johnson, Dumas...
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We are having an Anniversary Celebration Sale
with GIANT TREMENDOUS Savings in every
department. It's just our way of saying
'Thank You' for helping to make our past years succesful.

Jamison Bedding

Large Selection
Of Area Rugs
& Pictures

Twin
Full

Pc.

Queen

$24800set

1/2 off

Soid in sets onlyi

3-pc. oak bedroom. Includes triple dresser and mirror, large
chest and pediment head & footReg. $1,399.95
board.
3-pc. bedroom In cherry. Includes triple dresser and mirror,
large chest and pediment headboard.
Reg. $1,299.95

NOW

$899"
NOW

$799"

4-pc. bedroom in
pie
NOW
dresser and *nd night
chest,
ge $999
Reg. $1,765.00
stand.

95

Queensize sleeper with innerspring mattress by La-Z-Boy. Green
& Burgundy strip cover.
Reg. $1,199.95
Queen size sleeper from Overnight. Peach, blue & green tapestry like cover with contrasting
pillows. Innerspring mattress.
Reg. $799.95
Full size sleeper
Mint gree
Inner
Reg.

night.
nt cover.
SS.

Condo size sleeper by La-Z-Boy.
Blue and burgundy stripe cover.
Reg. $899.95

MISCELLANEOUS
3-pc. group of contemporary
tables. Oak finish with brass trim.
Reg. $449.95
3-pc. group of tables. Oak with
formica tops. From Peters ReReg. $999.95
vIngton.

NOW

1/2
NOW

$350°°

NOW
3 verde iron tables with glass
tops, from Hammary. Floor
Reg. $429.95
samples.
$1

5011.

Buffet & Hutch. Black with tile
Reg. $549.95
top.

Assortment of oak barstools. All
Reg. $139.95
24".

Brass & Glass Etagere with five
Reg. $199.95
shelves.

Iron headboards. Available in
twin or full size. Blue & pink
Reg. $69.95
colors.
3-pc. wail unit. Booksheive,
china desk & 2-door unit in oak
by Peters RevIngton.
Reg. $2,100.00

„Lt. MIAS
suBJECT
'

a,

PI*Cs"
SALE

CHAIRS

SLEEPERS

BEDROOM

Queen size sleeper with innerspring mattress from Overnight. Multi-color cover.
Reg. $799.95
Twin size sleeper from overnight.
Beige tweed cover with arm pilReg. $699.95
lows.
Queen size sleeper with innerspring mattress from Hickory
Hill. Blue, green & burgundy
Reg. $1,099.95
plaid cover.

NOW

1/2
NOW
$45000

NOW

NOW

NOW

1/2
NOW

1/2
NOW

1/2
NOW

5-pc. white was
formica t

Ith
99.95

1/2
NOW

$200°
NOW

1/2

5-pc rectangular
tural finish
top.

naormica
eg. $999.95

5-pc. table & chairs. Round glass
top with iron base and 4 padded
chairs. From Kessler.
Reg. $1,999.95

m
n cover.

2 Queen Ann
Crattma
Reg.

Wing back chair with Chippendale legs from Best. Teal green
cover.
Reg. $399.95
Chippendale wing back from
Fairfield. Green cover. Slightly
Reg. $499.95
damaged.
2 Chippendale wing backs from
Hickory Hill. Blue, green & burgundy taDestry cover.
Reg. $549.95

NOW

$24995

NOW

$59995

NOW

2 Lounge chairs by Fairfield.
Traditional style with Charles of
London Arm. Multi-color tweed
Reg. $549.95
fabric.
Swivel rocker by Best. Traditional style with salmon color
cover. Floor sample.
Reg. $299.95
Colonial style chair & ottoman.
Blue & burgundy tapestry type
Reg. $749.95
cover.

1/2
NOW

$34995
NOW

434995
NOW

1/2

2 Transitional style chairs from
Fairfield. Multi-color cover.
Reg. $549.95

Camel back style sofa from Craftmaster. Burgundy & green strip
cover with fringe pillows.
Reg. $1,099.95

NOW

$199"
NOW

1/2
NOW

$15000
NOW

$225w
NOW

1/2
NOW

1/2
NOW

1/2
NOW

$24995
NOW

1,199"
NOW

$49995

No Payment, No Interest For 6 Months
With Approved Credit

wiarm pillows. 8-way hand tied
coil construction.
Reg. $1,299.95
Country style camel back sofa
with blue, burgundy floral cover
and contrasting pillows.
Reg. $899.95
Traditional style sofa by La-ZBoy. Blue, burgundy plaid cover
wiarm pillows. Reg. $1,199.95
2-pc. sofa and loveseat by Craftmaster. Chippendale style with
Floor
southwestern cover.
Reg. $1,699.95
sample.

1/2
NOW

$49995
NOW

$34995
NOW

$44995
NOW

$49995
-f

Traditional style sofa by Hickory
Hill. Teal & peach plaid cover
with contrasting plilows. Floor
Reg. $899.95
sample.
Traditional style
ville. 8-wa
structin
ver.
gu
9.95
Reg.

NOW

$39995

NOW
aylorsII cone & bur- $49995

2-pc. sofa & loveseat. Camel
back with oak trim. Burgundy &
green stripe cover.
Reg. $1,599.95

NOW

$59995
NOW

Southwestern style sofa. Multipillow back with green & burgundy stripe cover.
Reg. $899.95
Traditional style sofa from Craftmaster. Quitted floral cover with
loose-back cushions and arm
Reg. $899.95
pillows.
Country style camel back from
Hickory Hill. Blue check cover
with contrasting pillows.
Reg. $899.95
Traditional style
La-Z- Boy.
cover w
Reg.

Thurman's
FURNITURE
2011 Win M.

NOW

Camel back sofa by Fairfield.

175°° Mauve, black & teal cotton floral

SOFAS
Teal leather double reclining sofa
Reg. $1,999.95
from Lane.

Colonial style sofa. Burgundy,
blue & green mini-plaid cover
with contrasting pillows.
Reg. $899.95

NOW

$32500

DINING ROOM
8-pc. solid oak dining room by
Keller. Round pedestal table with
6 heavy style chairs and large
Reg. $3,705.00
china.

:ir by
Shaker style r.
Sam Moor
ed seat &
back.
dmaged.
Reg.

$35000

NOW

$19995

Large wIngback with ball and
claw feet by Cochrane. Mauve
color.
Reg. $699.95

SOFAS

Hrs: 11-S 94:30

1/2
NOW

1/2
NOW

1/2

rom

NOW

-

"in $2999'

FREE
DELIVERY

feta..

-.••••••••••••••.....
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Music now just
a button away
MIAMI (AP) — Someday
soon, you won't have to search
through aisles of CDs for that
rare jazz track or Michael Jackson's latest megahit.
You'll just name the title you
want, and a store computer will
draw the music from a database
thousands of miles away and
copy it onto a compact disc in
minutes, along with the glossy
jacket art and liner notes.
The idea
a joint venture
announced Tuesday by IBM and
Blockbuster Entertainment Corp.
— promises to give the smallest
store as impressive a selection as
a big-city store. It will also save
stores from running out of hot
titles or getting stuck with too
many copies of a flop.
"It would take the guesstimate
out of the business," said Christopher Clough, a spokesman for
IBM Fireworks Partners, a multimedia arm of International Business Machines. "The typical
retailer would have unlimited
access to titles and could download anything available."
The CD manufacturing system
could be available within a year.
And 'computer software; video
games and videos could eventually be made available the same
way.
The technology is being developed for use by Blockbuster, the
video-rental giant, but will also
be sold to other retailers.
A record industry executive
cautioned that business hurdles
remain, such as copyright issues
and licensing by record labels to
allow their works to be reproduced. And Sony Music, a giant
in the industry, warned that copying without permission would
amount to commercial piracy.
"It may be much further along
as a technology than as a marketplace approach," said Jay Berman, president of the Recording

Industry Association of America.
Berman said the technique
might be more useful for old
titles, classical, jazz and folk than
for hot-selling pop titles. "I don't
think Michael Jackson needs an
alternative marketing technique,"
he said.
Compact discs are encoded
with digital data — thc computer
language of ones and zeros —
that is easy to transmit
electronically.
In stores equipped with the
system, customers will touch a
computer screen to order a CD.
The computer terminal will summon the recording from the digital files of a distant computer,
Using high-speed optical fiber
telephone lines.
The technology could eventually help lower the cost of CDs,
because $3 to $4 of the cost of a
$15 disc now goes for
transportation.
"Commercial copying is illegal, and it's not clear to Son.
Music what benefit consumers
would derive from in-story copying," Sony said. It said it was
confident IBM and Blockbuster
"would not engage in commercial piracy."
Blockbuster's chief financial
officer, Greg Fairbanks, acknowledged the need to get record
labels to go along.
"They won't do it unless they
are sure that their copyright
issues are taken care of and that
it will create new business for
them," he said.
Blockbuster is based in Fort
Lauderdale and has about 3,2(10
video stores in 48 states and nine
other countries. It also has 237
Sound Warehouse and Music
Plus stores in 40 cities and plans
to a number of "megastores"
selling videos, music and computer software.

Smithsonian's need
greater than supply
'WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Smithsonian's magazine sales are
down and postal rates are up. Its
buildings sufferfrom the infirmities of age, and it's not getting so
much money from the government and trust funds as it used to.
The attic is full, but the cupboard is bare.
"What we face, in other
words, is a need to down-size the
Smithsonian itself," said the
institution's secretary, Robert
McC. Adams. The Smithsonian,
often called "the nation's attic,"
operates 16 museums and
buildings.
Collection boxes for donations
were placed as unobtrusively as
possible in the Smithsonian's
buildings and galleries in March,
but they haven't produced
enough money to talk about,
museum officials indicated Monday after a Board of Regents
meeting.
The retrenchment doesn't mean
shorter hours or closing the
museums on any day other than
Christmas, Adams said.
The Smithsonian hopes not to
have to fire any of its 6,600
employees. But "we may not be
able to avoid that," said Undersecretary Constance Berry Newman. Attrition and retirement are
being tried for now.
Adams said the public won't
notice the institution's threadbare
condition.
"There may be fewer exhibitions we are able to put on," he
said. "We may be cutting corners
on some of those exhibitions so
they are not as grand as they
otherwise might have been.
And, heaven forbid, the institution, which gets 70 percent of its
money from the federal govern-

ment, is not remotely thinking of
charging admission.
The collection boxes will stay
but "we do not propose as a Matter of principle to connect that in
any way with paid admissions,"
Adams said. "And we- don't
propose to move the collection
boxes to the point where there is
some form of implied association
with coming into the museum."
The Smithsonian has asked for
$339.4 million in federal funds
for the year beginning on Oct. 1.
That's down $5 million from the
current year.
Private giving toward operation of the institution was down
25 percent — SIO million —
-between 1991 and 1992.
For the time being, the Smithsonian has asked for little new
construction money and none for
the Air and Space Museum extension. That means non-flying
space shuttle Enterprise will have
to remain out-of-sight in ,a hangar, along with a Boeing 747.
Also none for an AfricanAmerican Museum and none for
an American Indian Museum. But
the Smithsonian has asked for
$6.2 million to prepare a cultural
resources center to support the
Indian museum.
In a report, Adams said those
projects still are on the books but
"surely madny of them will now
be subject to lengthy delays."
He conceded that the money
crunch is the worst of his tenure,
although he heard there was a
retrenchment in the 1950s.
The Smithsonian is preparing
for its 150th anniversary in 1996
and, Adams said, "we hope to
increase the sense of ownership
and participation in the Smithsonian by all Americans."

RR company blamed
WASHINGTON (AP) —
National Transportation Safety
Board investigators blame the
Burlington Northern Railroad for
a derailment that sent a toxic
cloud over Lake Superior last
year.
The staffers told the board
Tuesday that the railroad should
have replaced a damaged section
of rail before the accident or at
east restricted train speeds until
it was repaired
very severe
There Will
cracking in the track that
"needed to be attended to,'' satd

Baguio Usk director of NTSB's
--office

of research

and

engineering
Thousands of people were evacuated from their homes in
Superior, Wis , and Duluth,
Minn,, after the track broke June
10 and a tank car filled with beniene tumbled Irom a trestle and
ruptured in the Nemadji River.
The NTSB put off making a
decision alter the investigators
produced conflicting information
about whether there are federal
rail standards for railroads to
follow
Burlington Northern spokesman Roger Campbell said the
railroad would not comment on
the investigation until the board
issues it final

Unfinished Cumberland
Gap Tunnel touted as
nation's most modern

Band takes sweepstakes award

4%0044

The Calloway County Middle School Laker Band captured top
honors in the 56th annual West Tennessee Strawberry Parade at
Humboldt, Tenn., on May 6. Twenty-five middle school and junior
high bands competed for the top awards with Calloway County
taking first place honors in the band division. Drum Major Tisha
Peeler placed third and the color guard placed second over-all.
The band was awarded the grand sweepstakes award for Fusing
the highest total points of any band in the parade. Band Directors
(;ary Mullins and Fred Ashby said they were extremely proud of
the accomplishments of the band and of the great support of the
parents in this effort.

MIDDLESBORO, Ky.(AP) —
When the Cumberland Gap tunnel becomes operational in 1996,
engineers are predicting that it
will serve 20,000 vehicles a day.
They also say it will be one of
the nation's most modern
facilities.
The S52 million tunnel will
replace a treacherous section of
U.S. 25E, in the westernmost tip
of Virginia, that winds through
Cumberland Gap between Tennessee. and. _Kentucky.
So many accidents have
occurred along the route that
some locals call Cumberland the
"Massacre Mountain."
"It's narrow. It's the same
width it's been since 1952," said
Wes Leishnian, supervisory park
ranger at Cumberland Gap
National Historical Park. "Its
principal function now is that of
a bottleneck."
The tunnel will shave a mile

Solar energy predictions beaming
with optimism, say scientists
LOUISVILLE, - Ky. (AP) —
Solar-powered cells around the
world should produce enough to
power to support a moderate
sized city within seven'years, a
U.S. Department -of Energy official said Monday.
Morton Prince, a senior scientist with the DOE'S photovoltaic
energy technology division, and
other experts predicted a bright
future for solar energy as more
than 600 -solar-energy experts
arrived in Louisville for a fiveday Photoviiltaic Specialists
Conference..
A solar-powered weed eater
and solar air-conditioning were
scheduled to be demonstrated in
addition to presentations on the
latest breakthroughs in photovoltaics — the practice of converting
light into electrical energy.
Jefferson County high school
students are to expected to race
solar-powered model cars on
Tuesday.
However, Anthony Catalono,
director at the__ National Renewable Energy Laboratory in Golden. Colo., said full size cars
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incorporating photovoltaic .techlology .are on the horizon.
"1 think we can see the day
when parking lots would be covered with solar cells, and you
would plug_in while you lurk.'
Catalono said.
tie said solar cells will almost
certainly be,. a component (il
electric . cars currently - under
development by automakers.
Prince Lnd other experts said
new technologies are making solar more economical as environmental costs of nuclear and fossil
fuels make them less attractive.
Prince said the combined out
of all solar cells by 2000 is
projected to equal the p()vver.
needed daily by a city .(it. 1 million people.
Photovoltaic technology was
first developed in the 1950s hut
recent technological advances
have led to the development ol
lighter, thinner, more efficient
—
solar panels.
Nearly transparent solar panels
May one.. day be_____ used__ on the
facades of buildings, alloy( tog
light III while IIIMIng the building

into a giant solar'generator,•Cataloon said.
Ile said the thinner cells, some
of which are as thin as 1/100th
the thickness of a huMan hair, are
much less expensive .than older,
bulkier cells, primarily because it
takes less material to manufacture
them..
Catalonii also tinifed.tK". environmental benetits of solar
energy:
It's ens 110IIIIICIllalh very
benign," he said.
Ile said it an ells
tax. like a .proposed carbon tax_
were implemented on lossil tuels,
solar V40111.1 het:0111C Cs CO 1110IT
competitive because there is no
cleanup cost with solar energy.
Scientists say the cost of solargenerated electricity is S10 a
watt. Electricity generated by
coal is estimated to cost .S1 a
wan, not ,inclading . the price of
the Incl. Prince said. Rut he and
others at the conference said the
cost gap is narrowing.'

Subscribe!

off the route. Modern features in
the tunnel that engineers arc touting include a fire station, security
monitors and lights adjusted to
motorists' pupil dilation. As
many as 70 people might work at.
the tunnel.
Excavation of the two tubes —
one going north from Tennessee,
the other south from Kentucky —
was completed last summer.
Workers arc now covering the
insides with waterproof plastic
and concrete.
During, the early stages of
excavation, one man found a petrified worm that was 4,000 years
old. There were other surprises.
As workers hauled out dirt and
rock — enough to fill a football
field 200 feet deep — they discovered a maze of limestone
caverns.
In one. perfectly rounded .chert rocks were found mysteriously
stacked in a careful pyramid, the
way cannonballs might have been
stacked years ago. That cave was
nicknamed. the "cannonball
room," said project engineer
David Robinson.
some- of the caverns are 80
Feet high. One contains a lake
about 22 feet deep.
Water has proved troublesome
for the Federal Highway Administration, which is building the
tunnel and 24 other structures
such as bridges and approach
..roads — that are !elated to the.
tunnel.
For thousands of years, an
underground river has flowed
through the caverns. Under an
agreement with the National Park
Service, the tunnel cannot disrupt
the -course of the waterway.
The highway administration
decided to build a pipe under the
tunnel. The water is supposed to
pass from the caverns on one side
of the tunnel, through the pipe. to
the caverns on the other side.
But it isn't working.
Although the pipe functions
properly,-water is pooling-- up in
the caverns on the downriver side
ol the tunnel. Engineers are not
sure why. One possibility is that
the drilling and
some small passageway the water
needs.
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BROMINE-IV FOODVALUE
MONEY

FOR YO

10th 8 Chestnut St.

California

Cllity Farm
Whole

18 Size Bunch

ROCCOLI

COUNTRY
HAM
Lb.
Ground Fresh Daily

Ground Turkey
Louis Rich 12 oz.

Turkey Bacon
Clifty Farm - Packed As Mixed Slices

1/4 Country Ham

Fresh Frozen 5-9 Lb. Avg.

$1.99

98'
$1.89
Lb. $1.19
Lb.

Turkey Breast

Fresh

Asparagus

Lb.

Ready-To-Eat 16 oz.

Carrots

$1.79
99'

Field Boneless
Center Cut
GRANULATED

PORK
CHOPS

I 1 1( ‘1(1

U.S. No. 1

ri••irlIqr

RED
POTATOES

GRANULATE D
•

Boneless Sirloin

Tip Steak
Breast Fillets
Family Pack

Fryer Thighs

',TRAIArrort

5 Lb.
Bag

$2.78
Lb. $2.88
Lb. 69'
Lb.

Boneless Fryer

\

sugg

Farm Fresh 16 oz.

OatmealCremePies

rt
TR M% BERRY

ONO
Prairie Farm Frozen 1/2 Gal.

YOGURT

Corn
Snacks

Why Pay More Jumbo Roil

WA 1/2 Gal Cit.

Little Debbie - Oatmeal,
Swiss Rolls, Star Crunch

PAPER TOWELS

BUTTERMILK

SNACK CAKES

99C

79!

3/sloo

$199
Bugles 5-6 as. Box

99'

Cole Slaw

24 Pk. 12 oz. Can

Lipton Family Size
24 Ct.

Pepsi
Products

Tea Bags

Toward your purchase of a

Keeblex Town Rouse
111 Oz.

CRACKERS

Prairie Farms Pure
540z. Cit.

Lb. CIL

PARKAY OLEO

PEPSI iL artalICTS

ORANGE MICE

390 99C ØsC

by milates:HOMETOWN PR
tIY. D

Vela

With This Coupon
Without Coupon $12.99

We reserve Ihe rel
kat pasebes *CAM
prates mon

P • Xl.:•
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World population rising
Iradani-Saide Martial Plow lank* May 12, 1W3
LambsIcy Parana Arai Has Marta Lipari lacludia 3
Bayles Saler tamIpaK Ad. 3t4,I.ISO Barrow lb
Gila -SI Idiaar $on am*, ia LW Worm
13 1-3 121.11111 lbs.
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Investments Since 1851

Stock Market
Report
Pnces as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Ingersoll Rand............... 333/s sac
233/s - 1/1
K U Energy
303/s • 1/s
Kroger .................__.......17 unc
L G & E .....-...-.-.-...-3934 • 1/s
• 3/s
McDonalds
Merck
• 1/4
J.C. Penney...................443/1 + 1/4
Peoples First* ......... 323/411 333/4A
Quaker Oats.................. 697/s vac
Schering-Plough
66 • 1/3
Sears
unc
+ 311

-

1/4

+ 3/4

• Hilliard Lyons is•market make( in this
stock
UNC - price unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Adcliponal
1-.formation
A vailable
Upon Request

Mrs. Pauline McRae Johnston,
101, Murray, died Tuesday at 10
a.m. at her home.
Her husband, Prof. R.A. Johnston, died June 9, 1975. She also
was preceded in death by three
sons, Dan Johnston,-Paul Johnston and Gordon Johnston; two
sisters, Mrs. Ruth Hancock and
Mrs. Mary Alice Reed; and one
brother, Kenneth McRae.
Born Jan. 13, 1892, in Christian County, she was the daughter
of the late Charts E. McRae and
Mollie Davis Crawford Ray.
Mrs. Johnston received her

HILLIARD
LYONS

Our Best Inrestment Is lou.
J.,11 Nowt CL4ort. hc. • limier WYSE vol SPC

Bachelor of Science degree from
Indiana University and her Master of Science degree from Murray State University. She taught
mathematics at Murray State in
1928 and also taught for four
years at Murray Training School,
during World War 11.
She was a member. of First
United Methodist Church and had
been a member of the Murray
Woman's Club and the Murray
Magazine Club since 1925.
Survivors include two
daughters-in-law. Mrs. Joyce
Johnston, Jeffersonville, Ind., and

Friends may call at the funeral
home from 4 to 8 Emit. Friday.

Hersie B. Hopkins, 80, Kirkwas a member of the Disabled Treman, Hardin, Glen (Bo)
Hopkins, Hardin, Harold Hopkins
sey, died Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. at American Veterans.
Western Baptist Hospital inBorn Dec. 31. 1912 in Callo- and wife Sylvia, Murray, Frank
Paducah.
way County, he was the son of Hopkins and wife Murrell, DearA farmer, he was a member of the late Stanley Hopkins and born Heights, Mich., and W.H.
the Owens Chapel Baptist Church
Myrtie Neal Hopkins. He was Hopkins, Rose City, Mich.; two
since 1947. He served in the Air, preceded in death by his wife, sisters, Mrs. Reba Schroader and
Force during World War II and Nof:ena Bedwell Hopkins to husband J.C., Rt. I Dexter, Mrs
volitinv-14e--was- married--on April Edna Morrison and husband Wil17, 1935; a _ step-mothei, Belle liam, Lovergnce, Tenn.; - five
Hopkins; one daughter, Carolyn grandchildren; . three greatHopkins; one brother and two grandchildren.
Services will be -Thursday at 1
sisters.
Survivors include two daught- p.m. in the chapel of BlalockThe funeral for James (Bud) ers, Mrs. Estelle Lawrence and Coleman Funeral Home. The
Kilgore will be today at 1 p.m. in
husband, Leland, Rt. I. Murray, Revs. James Stom and Homer
Fletcher will officiate.
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
and Mrs. Patsy Thomasson and
Burial will follow in West
Funeral Home. The Rev. David
husband, Jack, St. Louis, Mo.: Fork Cemetery in Murray.
Cunningham is officiating.
Friends may call at the funeral
one son, Darrell Hopkins and
Burial will follow in Pleasant
wife, Wilma, Calvert City; five home after 5 p.m. today
Hill Cemetery in Land Between
brothers,- Bill Hopkins and wife (Wednesday).
the Lakes.
Mr. Kilgore, 80, Rt. 1, Altno,
died Monday at 12:07 p.m. at
West View Nursing Home.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Mary Stone and husband, Rex, Rt. 5, Murray, and
Mrs. Joyce Thompson and husBut Baker as well as represenband, Ronald, Louisville; two
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
sons, Tommy Kilgore and wife, Big Three autOmakers say they tatives from Ford Motor Co. and
Emmalene, and Gary Kilgore, Rt. are determined to sell thousands Chrysler Corp., said they arc
1, Almo; one sister, Mrs. Alta of electric vehicles by 1998, but developing electric-powered vettMae Hunt and husband, Eddie, wonder how much trouble they'll icles•— primarily vans and small
commuter cars — to meet CaliLouisville; two brothers, T.A. have finding takers.
Kilgore and wife, Leola, Indiana
"For the electric vehicle ven- fornia's requirement that 2 perpolis, Ind., and Blenard Kilgore
ture to be successful, we must 'cent of all new cars sold in the
and wife, Martha, Louisville;
prepare customers to adopt this state by 1998 be electric.
The automakers.said the key to
eight grandchildren; 12 greatnew technology," Ken Baker,
mass production and_sale of an
grandchildren.
vice president for research and
automobile is in developelectric
Motors
Pallbearers include Gerald
development at General
Walker, Joe Walker, Gary Evans, Corp., told a House Science and ing a battery that allows longer
Thomas Lamb, Jimmy Russell
Technology subcommittee on driving range anti shorter
recharging time.
and Jerry Russell.
Tuesday.

James(Bud)
Kilgore

Tuesday, said world -population
will grow to 8.5 billion by the
year 2025, "only if birth rates
continue to come down as
expected. If they don't, growth
will be even faster." •
The survey showed the United
States with a growth rate of 0.8

.15% Cash Discount
On All Prescriptions
Ask Us
About
.Computerized Records
Patient
•Medical Claims Service
InforrnatIon
•PCS
•Medimet
Leaflets
•BC-BS •Paid State Aid
.Health & Beauty Items
•

HOLLAND DRUGS

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

GLEN
ROGERS
"Splinter"

Magistrate
District #3
#5 On The Ballot

If I am elected I will work for fair and sound
judgment of the issues facing the Fiscal
Court during my term of office.
I have lived in Calloway County all my life
and know many of the voters of this county.
I have been in business for myselffor the past
25 years. I have been responsible for employee,
budgets,and decision making for all those years.
Thank You,
"Splinter"
Paid for by Sandra Rawls, Treasurer, Boa 21, Murray, Ky

109 S. 4th St.

753-1462

CHIROPRACTIC
FOR BEITER HEALTH

Electrical vehicles
here, but who'll buy?

VOTE

41111111MMII

Mrs. Frances Johnston, Tavares,
Fla.; a nephew, Dr. Hunter
Hancock.
The funeral will be Saturday at
1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Jerry Jeffords will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Gillard
Ross. ,Howaid Titsworth, John
Trotter, John Irvan, H. Glenn
Doran and Harold Spcight. Burial
will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.

Hersie B. Hopkins

Chg

Dow Jones In& Avg..-.—...-4.15
DJIA Previous Close --.--34611.75
Air Products —.—.—.—.-431/s • 1/s
AT&
SS/
3
4 • 1/4
Bell South
• 3/s
Briggs & Strattos..—. 637/s + 3/s
Bristol Myers Squibb —593/1 mac
Chrysler —.-............—.-423/1 • 1/1
Dean Foods
• Vs
Exxon
+ 1/2
Fisher Pike ............--.221/i + 3/1
Ford Motor.............—......55 unc
General Electric
+ 1/4
General Motors......--....... 41 unc
Goodrich
.4P/4 + 1/4
Goodyear
• 1/2

Time
UST

Mrs. Pauline McRae Johnston

percent a year, much of it from
immigration. Europe's population
is virtually stagnant with a
growth rate of 0.2 percent a year.
Several former communist countries, including Hungary and Bulgaria, already show negative
growth rates.
States of the former Soviet
Union have been growing at 0.6
percent: The world's fastest
growing area is the poorest: subSaharan Africa with a population
growth rate of 3 percent a year
meaning that population will double in 20 years. Latin America is
growing at 129 percent.
Asia is growing at a rate of 1.7
percent. But without China.
whose strict and controversial
birth control program is responsible for 4 sharp drop in growth to
1.2 percent, Asia's rate is 2.1
percent.

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
new survey shows world population is growing faster than ever,
almost all of it in the Third
World.
The Population Reference
Bureau predicted world population will reach 5.5 billion b;
mid-I993, 40 percent of it in China and India. .The' bureau said
population is growing each year
by 90 million, roughly the population . of Mexico.
Carl Haub, a demographer who
workedort the - study released

DR. MARY BROERINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTOR

STIFF NECK
A stiff, painful neck is a common
problem, but me that puzzles most people
as to what caused iL Most people just wake
Up with it. This is a "slow injury- that
occurs during sleep. Stiff neck is commonly caused by pinching of facet joints.
These are small, pain-sensitive spinal joints
that can trigger pain in the neck,back of the
shoulder, muscle spasm and headache.
The simplest and most effective way to
diagnose this disorder is by palpation of the
joints of the neck to detect joint tenderness
and movement restriction by feeling the
spine with the hands. As stiff neck from
facet syndrome is caused by the pinching of

these small joints, chiropractic manipulation can be very effective in freeing the
problem, relieving neck pain and resulting
muscle spasm and headache.
If you are suffering from a stiff, painful
neck, come in for an examination and
treatment. There's no reason you have to
"Live with ii"

Dr. Mary Broeringrneyer
—Chiropractor4 miles East on Hwy. 94
753-2962

After Twelve Years, It's Time For Some New
Blood In The Commonwealth's Attorney's Office
I Will Put The People's Business First

Vote

Max
Parker
COMMONWEALTH'S
ATTORNEY
42nd Judicial District
Calloway and Marshall Counties

No. 1
&I/ MAX PARKER
on the ballot
Max' 25, 1993 Li MIKE WARD

42071
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Prices Good
May 12 thru
May 17

New Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. & Sat. 8-8

v14.4.41
1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

Deli Hot Line 1
753-7811

9exad — 9Pr4ot gexad 9affed
We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Grade A Frozen

U.S.Choice Boneless Bottom

Turkey Breast Round Roast
Extra Leon

Pork
Steak
$139

$1 19
Lb

Smoked
Picnic

199

79c

Franks
39
Chicken
• 1 Lb
Livers
Frying

Round Steak Round Roast
39
19
Baked
Vienna

Green Giant

Lb

Beans
16 oz

I

Pork Chops

Lb

Lb

Extra Lean (95% Lean)

Legs or Thighs

Ground Round
19

Armour

Hyde Park

Sausage

Charcoal
Briquets

Lb

Center Cut
Smoked

Frying Chicken

U.S Choice Boneless Eye of

U.S. Choice Boneless Bottom

Pork Roast
1 39

$259

59'Lb

Lb

Lb

Boneless Boston Buff

Bryan Juicy Jumbo

69!

Heinz Tomato

Ketchup

Lb

20 oz Soueeze

5oz
79c
289C

21

23

Hyde Park

Flav-O-Rich
Whole

Apple

Milk

Juice

Tx)

Gal. $

89

Soft & Gentle

Chase & Sanborn Brick Pack

Hyde Park

Bathroom Tissue

Coffee

Sugar

4 Roll

69

Merit Saltine

$1 09

11 5 oz

/$ 1 00
1 lb. Li I

Crackers

16 oz.

3/$1"

Hyde Pork Golden C.S. or *K.

Corn

Hyde Park Mix Veg. or

Sweet Peas

16.5 oz. 3/1°°

Prairie Farm

1% Milk
gal
Hyde Park
Mac. & Cheese 7.25 oz.

$ 1 89
$

00

Microwave Popcorn 10.5 oz.

Eckrich

Bologna

Boiled Ham
96% Fat Free

$ 1 00

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Dr. Pepper,
12 pk
7-Up, Diet 7-Up

09

Hyde Park Sweet, Hot Dog or Dill

Juice

48

Kool Burst
5,

24 Pk.

$5--

4 00

Welch Red, Purple, White

Pickles
Pepsi &
Pepsi Products

n

io oz. LI

Relish
Kool Aid

16 oz.

2/$100

Paper Towels

Hyde Park Whole Sweet

6 pk

Tetley New Round

Tea Bags 24 ct. Family Pk

VIOChiee

glen
/
Ecknch
All Meat

$ 1 00

16 oz

1 69

Hyde Park Single Roll

0/

Hyde Park

Hyde Park F.S. or Cut

Green Beans

5 Lb. $

Owens Best
Storemade

New Crop
Vidalia

Ham Salad
59

Onions

Fresh Yellow

Slicing

Squash

Cucumbers

99 $299 2 59 49 3/99'
Lb

Lb

Hot Pepper

Boneless Baked

Owens Best
Honey Dipped

Cheese
$289

Country ham
$559

Baby Back Ribs
$489

Lb.

Lb.

REBA SCHROADER

Schroader
honored at
reception
Reba Schroader of Route 1,
Dexter, was recently honored at a
retirement reception at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Schroader retired from the hospital after 16 years of service,
working as a nursing assistant.
Schroadcr Worked Oh the hospital's third Moor when she
started in 1977. But most of her
career, she provided nursing care
for patients on the second floor.
"The technology available to
help patients has_ advanced since
the '70's, and our staffing has
changed a lot since then because
of the emphasis on utilizing
registered nurses," Schroader
said.
"My work here has certainly
been rewarding, and I'll miss my
co-workers," she added.
MCCH Administrator Stuart
Poston presented Schroadcr with
a Hamilton chiming mantel clock
on behalf on the hsospital. She
also received a flower arrangement and the traditional blue,
white and gold hospital retirement cake adorned with the
MCCH service logo. - "We appreicatc all of Reba's
hard work," said Poston. "She is
well loved bt her co-workers, and
we wish her all the best. We'll
miss her."
Schroadcr plans to enjoy gardening, traveling, doing quilting
and needlework, and spending
time with her greatgranddaughter.
Her husband, J.C. Schroader,
works as a security guard for
MCCH. They attend Independence United Methodist Church
and have two grandsons and a
great-granddaughter. Their children are: Joann Schroadcr of Murray and Ronnie Schroader of
Dexter.

Owner charged
for violation
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) — The
manager of a downtown Ashland
restaurant has been charged by
Ashland police with promoting
gambling, and the restaurant he
works for could lose its liquor
license if he is convicted.
Dennis C. Thevcnin of Raceland, manager of Sam An
Tonio's, was scheduled to appear
in Boyd District Court on Friday
to answer a charge of second- degree promoting gambling.
A criminal summons was
issued for Thevenin after police
searched the restaurant May 3
and seized a video poker
machine. A police report on the
raid was not released until
Monday.
Ashland Police Lt. Larry -Hall
said the search and summons
were the culmination of a monthlong investigaticin. Setting up,
operating or keeping any gambling devices is a violation of
state liquor laws. Penalties
include revocation of liquor
licences

Lb

Lb

Golden Ripe

Crisp Head

Bananas

lettuce

39Crn 59
Lb

5 Lb Bag
Pink

Grapefruit
$ 1 99

Flobon Duncan
Woodman Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-6050

Ea

To advertise or subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times call 753-1916

WOODMEN of the WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
on,..rus 144
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SECTION B
Gallimore gets
nursing honors
from university
Glenda Gallimore of Hazel was
honOrecrat the Murray State University. department of nursing
%mint—Recognition Ceremony
May 7 in the Curris Center
ballr000m.
A graduate of Murray High
School, she is the daughter of the
late Earlie Scarbrough and Trellis
and Margaret McCuiston. She is
married to Kenny Gallimore and
they have two children, Angela,
a freshman at Henry County High
School, and Jessica, a kidergarten
student at Puryear Elementary.
Galiimore graduated from the
Murray Area Vocational School
LPN program in 1986 and has
worked in the nursing field since
then. After receiving her degree,
she plans to work at the MurrayCalloway -County Hospital.
During the ceremony, Gallimore was presented with the
Murray State nursing pin„ Each
school of nursing has a unique
pin which isgraditionally worn on
the nursing uniform. Murray
State's pin is the basic shield
designed by Dr. Rainey T. Wells,
an early MSU president, and is
patterned after the official shield
of the Murray clan of Sei5tland.
It is blue with a gold band,
with three stars and fleur-de-lis in
the corners. A red cross was
added to the center of the pin to
represent health services, and the
works "hope, endeavor and
achievement" symbolize the steps
necessary to complete the challenging road to professional
nursing.
Gallimore was awarded a
bachelor . of science degree in
nursing during the univerlity's
commencement exercices May 8.
Her name was inadvertently
omitted from a previous release
listing Calloway County nursing
students honored at the Senior
Recognition Ceremony.

15 oz.
Can

FOODS
MAY 1 993
M T Wi VF1S
12 1314 15
1718

2 Lb.
Bag

411=0.
1/2 Gal.
Carton

via Satellite

to HBO

as

EFECIZEID
11=111"11
SHOMMME

Skim or 2%

Reg., Unsalted, Wheat or Cheddar

Milk

Krispy Cracker

68°

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Mountain Dew.
2 Liter

1 Lb.
Box

12 Pk. 12 oz. Can $297

Tropicana

Del Monte

Joy

Kelly

Dishwashing
Detergent
$1 47

Hot Dog

Frozen

Pitted

Chili Sauce

Orange Juice

Prunes

Metzenbaum
seeks lift
of hiring ban

Personal Cable

Sunshine

97

gi

WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen.
Howard Metzenbaum wants President Clinton to lift a hiring ban
on unionized air traffic controllers fired by President Reagan in
1981 after they went on strike.
Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, sent
Clinton a letter Monday signed
by 24 senators asking that he give
the former air controllers _ a
chance to get their old jobs back.
The Clinton administration has
already said it might lift the ban
on the fired controllers.
The New York Times reported
in today's editions that the administration has decided to allow
the fired controllers to reapply
for their jobs. The Labor and
Transportation departments and
the Office of Personnel Management hope to send plans for rehiring the controllers to the White
House this week, the newspaper
quoted administration and congressional officals- as saying.

Turner

or$1
3f10ozcan

42 oz
Bottle

l

712
9
76!ozJi
can

oz.
Bag

Rib-Eye

Steaks

Lb.

$397
T-Bone Steaks

Bacon

Lb.

$217

Boneless

Fryer Breast

$1 39

Fields Finest

Lb.

Boneless

12 oz. Pkg.

$1 39

Eckrich

Bologna

1 Lb. Pkg.

Metzger

Pork Chops

Lb.$297
$1 19

Boston Butt

Pork Roast

Lb.

$1 29

Fresh

Pork Steak

Lb.

Braunschweiger

Lb

77'
si

Lb.

HTS
EXCELLENCE SI DESIGN.
74
-1 1
A21"/6.

•

,

Emge - Hams
Red

A.•

.

Fresh-Green

Lettuce

Grapefruit

88
3 or
us11
White
Potatoes

• UHF Remote Control
• Onscreen Graphics
• Free Programming
From '27.90 a month
0.A.C.

$147
•10 Lb. Bag

••.11.11004,410144

111

$1 49

Shank or Butt Portion Fully Cooked
Lb

buy the best...
Apei

III

29

Emge Fully Cooked Whole

Smoked Hams

1111

III

Yellow Onions
38
1
Bag

Cole Slaw
Mixes

87cilag

1 Lb.

'I4.
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Hello Stranger!
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Sea/chino for mowers to MI
Moms wItsawhot/whore questions
about your now city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, Ws my lob to help
you get over the hurdles of being

Town

newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gets Community info Advice on
reiiable business in your new
neighborhood And more. CaN

•
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Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess ingeborg King 492-8348

PUBLIC NOTICE

MEGA
FOOD BAR
SALADS - MEATS - VEGGIES - DESSERTS
Served Monday thru Thursday at 5 p.m.

an

*turn

Open Mon.thru Sat. at 4 p.m. Closed Sundays
Hwy. 641 North • 7534141

ALLERGY SYMPTOMS
Richard H. Stout, M.D.
ALLERGY & ASTHMA CLINIC
OF WEST KENTUCKY
Pediatric & Adult Patients
Our specialized practice is dedicated to the diagnosis
& treatment of asthma, hayfever, sinus, cough, Insect
allergy, skin allergy & food allergy

502-753-7451 or 800-756-5551
Highway 641 North, Murray, Kentucky
Daily Pollen and Mold Count (800) 756-4AIR
We participate with Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Kentucky

q
flUR
COMPANY
SUPPLY

The Calloway County Chapter of FFA recently participated in the 41st Annual FFA Field Day at Murray State University. This event,
which included 972 students representing 27 high schools from three states, was sponsored and hosted by the Murray State University
Department of Agriculture. Competition was held in General Livestock, Dairy, Horse, Soil, Meat, Tobacco and Horticulture Judging as
well as Agriculture Mechanics, Seed Indentification, Weed Indentification, Tobacco Auctioneering, Tractor Driving, Goat Tying and
Horsemanship. Trophies were presented to the high point teams and individuals in each contest. Additionally, the top three teams
overall were presented with Championship Trophies. This event involves effort from the Murray State Agriculture faculty, staff and
students. It is offered as a service to local FFA chapters and also provides an excellent opportunity for students to visit the MSU
campus in a competitive and educational atmosphere. The department of Agriculture offers courses of study leading to a Bachelor of
Science Degree with possible specialization options in Agricultural Science, Agribusiness Economics, Agricultural Education. Agricultural Mechanization, Agronomy, Animal Health Technology, Animal Science, Horticulture and pre-professional programs in Preveterninary Medicine and Pre-Forestry.

Mother attempts to strangle child, turns herself in
EAST MEADOW, N.Y. (AP) rick on New York's Long Island.
— A year ago, her young daught- She was on a life-support respiraer developed a brain lesion that tor Monday at Nassau County
Medical Center.
caused mild seizures. The ailment
Her. mother, who was charged
was treatable and surgery was
with attempted, murder, was
coming up, but authorities say the
mother apparently couldn't deal undergoing evaluation at. the
medical center's psychiatric unit
with it.
several floors away.
When 6-year-old Marissa
"The mother apparently
awoke in the middle of the night
Sunday and crawled into her reacted to the child's pre-existing
medical condition," said Detecparents' bed, Barbara Van
tive Sgt. Daniel Severin. He said
Florckc-Testa choked her around
Marissa had a lesion on' the brain
the neck with her hands until the
girl went limp, authorities said. that was scheduled Pi he removed
by surgery this summer.
Her husband was asleep
A hospital source, speaking on
downstairs. Mrs. Van Florckecondition of anonymity, said
Testa got dressed. A little while
Marissa had developed the neuro- later, she walked into a police
station and declared, " 'I just logical problem about a year ago
killed my daughter,'" investigaand that it was causing mild
tors say.
seizures.
"The condition was not seriPolice found Marissa unconscious on—the—bedroom flow- at --ou-s,•--•--said—a- police- source,. who
the family's home in North Mer- also spoke on condition of

208 E. Main
753-3361

Inc.
May 4 - May 15

‘4°''$1895
Hudson 3 Gallon

Poly Sprayer
reg. $25.49
#74494

141150 ROMW01141 (351175) 2
bedroom. I(bon Wall to wail
CifMt. smite* bar, eortsalet•
won stove and rising. Great
Ualus nous. or starter norm
Down payment as Ww as
Odd. ldontnty payments as
Wm as SISO.

ler

24E44 Fleetweed Double
Nide 3 bedroom 2 barn Ymyi
sadri wort anAgie Poor Garden
tub OMNI Pak wan to wail
C40001 1110,11 SOO elO
Comore,' w•tn centre( a.,
amdaton Dont was 9tce
631.1111114. P.M gmewents as
Is. as SIAM. Pennwalt
swims Ira or MOM%

Murray State University' President Ronald .1. Kurth licit) accepts
a mock check for $74,000 from Richard Throgmorton representing the University's first payment from the George Beiderwell
Foundation. The money is Murray State's share of the scholarship
fund established by the late Paducah inventor and businessman.
Throgmorton is vice president and trust officer of Citizens Bank
and Trust Co. of Paducah. Beiderwell left a $1.7 million bequest to
establish scholarships at MSU. Paducah Community College and
West Kentucky State Technical School. Under the terms of the
bequest, 75 percent of the annual interest will go to the three
schools, with the remaining 25 percent being reinvested to ensure
the perpetual growth of the program. %1St . will receive 50 percent
of the net income annually, with PCC and the technical school
each receiving 25 percent. MSU will award Beiderwell scholarships to 35 incoming freshmen from western Kentucky this fall.
The scholarship will pay for tuition and fees for one year with
recipients eligible to reapply annually.

14170 Fleetwood (35925) 3
bodroOrn I 1,2 pen Heusi,
type door sneer( bar. ceu,ng
tan .n Wing ,00rn vaulted
canon nnced ler trus imeont
m1114.030 Down payment as
as 1173. Payments
low
SWOT $110T41, MOM,-

24112 Fleettirerad Deurana
Wide 3 bedroom. 2 bon
Vont 5.0043 wan stumps root
Garden 40. COON tar •••
to MOI Caner StOM and
Ma. CO•01••• with control

5% Down Payment
with Approved Credit

41'

NEW SHIPMENTS OF
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Horoscopes
Till RSDAY, MAY 13,1993
For )our personalrmi daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date .of hirth. call 1-900-9M-77W Your phone company. will hill you 95
cents a minute.
in your
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE increasingly important it
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: affairs. StaN alert.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Showing strength and stability is the
key to getting what you want. Strong opinions may get an equally
Important people will he praising- strong reaction. Fight-a-tendency
your efforts by midsummer. The toward inertia. Start new projects
right combination of moves and with enthusiasm. Others are happy
words puts.extra cash in your pocket Lit) follow your lead.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
come November or December. .
Early in 1994. romance will be a Teamwork is essential it you want
higher priority than business travel. to meet deadlines and increase profWork at widening your circle of its. A financial question must he
answered this week: A sense of
friends next-spring.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON . obligation _could in‘()I% e ou in
THIS DATE: rock stars Stevie another person's battles.
SCORN-0(Oct. 2.3-Nm. 21
Wonder and Peter Gabriel, boxer
Your intellectual interests could
Joe Louis. actress Bea Arthur.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): interfere with a desire to spend more
Keep your diet resolutions, but even time outdoors. Count on your mate
more important. put work aside and to help out when the chips are down.
relax.. Constantly thinking about Start a regular savings program.
SAGITTARIUS *s:ii‘ 22-Dec.
business could dull your sensitivity
21): Your financial worries are more
to others.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20): Be imaginary than real now. Count
patient with a moody friend or your blessings! A new understandromantic partner. A sympathetic ear ing helps a partnership succeed betcan work wonders. Certain social ter than before. Romance enjoys
plans for this evening could be too highly favorable influences.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
expensive for your budget. Mention
19): A bus, d•t., lies ahead! Be on
our concerns.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): the lookout -for unusual opportuniPooled resources can have a power- ties. An important personal -goal
ful influence on an employment or .moves within reach. Use serious
financial matter. You will be able to thought to a change of scenery.
AQUA-RIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 1g ):.
attain exactly what you need. Go
--ahead_ and discuss_a salary discrep- Your privacy is.sery important to
you now. Be careful not to mix husiancy with higher-ups.
t'ANCER (June 2I -July 22): ness with pleasure.. You need to
Your dependability pays huge divi- spend more time with someone who
dends now. Establish a positive loves and understands you.
ork.environment that is conducive Romance is favored.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 201:
to creativity. Refuse to let someone's Gr.itivism of your views sour Highly beneficial forces are at work
in several areas of your life. Move
you. Keep your eye on the ball.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Be will- with caution if ins ited to invest in
ing to start an organizing committee. something you do not fully underFollow your sixth sense regarding a stand. Expert advice is worth the
potential love. A friend plays an cost.

-r(mAY's cutumEN are fun-loving, popular and eager for approval.
They are especially anxious to be liked and respected by their teachers. Wise
parents will offer plenty of encouragement to these sensitive and hardworking youngsters. Failing to find adequate support at home. they could he
tempted to join a gang or commune. Creative and dependable. these Taurean% will probably have their own business one day. Working side by side
with close friend's or family members is their ultimate goal.
estenla%..1.0.,%
IN•ok
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100 Cash.
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child abuse and Marissa did not
appeir to have been beaten, said
the police source.
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Guthrie, Nichols retire from MSU
she plans on becoming more active
at Mt. Carmel Methodist Church in
Benton, where she has been a
member for the last 54 years.
Guthrie, too, plans to become
more active in church work at First
Methodist in Murray. He also hopes
to complete hand gliding school and
travel with his wife, Jewell.
Retirement won't last long for
either of them. Both Gutluie and
Nichols say they may be ready to
take on other jobs in a few months.
It's certain they'll be able to if they
want it. After all, they're specialists
in self-confidence.

Self confidence-that elusive state
of being that most people seek at
one time or another. For the past 19
'yews Murray State University's
adult learning center has specialized
in teaching self confidence. It says
so on the front door and according
to long-time staff members, Chuck
Guthrie and Mildred Nichols. it's
ITUC.
But within days, an era at the
MSU adult learning center will end.
Guthrie, 56, and Nichols, 66, will
both retire. They will be the guests
of honor at a special retirement
reception saluting their work
together. The reception, which is
open to MSU faculty, staff and all
former MSU adult learning center
students, will be held on Friday,
May 14, in Room 206 of Roy
Stewart Stadium, from 2 to 4 p.m.
Recently, both Guthrie and Nichols reflected on the past 19 years
in the center. "The worst thing our
students encounter in coming here is
walking through the door because
they don't know what to expect,"
says Nichols. She knows what she's
talking about because she was the
learning-center's second student and
she's never forgotten what it felt
like.
Nichols, who serves as assistant
coordinator, made the trip over from
Benton with a frienc) who wanted to
sign up for the GED program.
Before Nichols left that day, Guthrie had her talked into entering the
program herself.
"I got married while I was in high
school. During my senior year I
became pregnant, and back in those
days you couldn't go to school if you
were pregnant," she remembers.
Guthrie, who started hisjob in the
learning center in September 1974,
hired Nichols to be his only staff
member a couple of weeks after
beginning his duties at the center. A
GED graduate himself, Guthrie has
earned both the bachelor's and master's degrees.
"I remember that school didn't
seem to offer much of a challenge
for me when I was a teenager,"
Guthrie says."When the center first
began it was a GED program. We
progressed to do many things. We
found out early that reading was the
backbone of the program, so we
developed reading classes," he continues. "Lots of people volunteered
to help."
"To see adults learn how to read is
the most gratifying experience,"
Nichols affirms.
The center now offers not only
GED tutoring, but a broad spectrum
of programs. Many students come
to the center to brush up on skills
before entering college or specialty
training. According to Guthrie,they
also have a surprising number of
adults who come for refresher
courses so they can help their
children with homework. The staff
also lends a hand in helping students
to develop good study habits and

On April 30, 1993, Marvin A. Judd, Senior Instructor at the Murray
State Department of Military Science, was promoted to the rank of
Master Sergeant. Pinning on Master Sergeant Judd's new rank is LTC
William Holden, Jr, Professor of Military Science, and his wife
Barbara.

I Love It! It Works...
Delicious Food & Personal Counselor

Now Only $4900

WELLNESS & WEIGHT MANAGEMENT
Call

753-9932
301 N. 12th • University Square
Murray, Ky. 42071

Chuck Guthrie and Mildred Nichols will retire after spending 19
years in Murray State University's adult learning center. Guthrie
and Nichols assisted thousands of regional students in their educational pursuits.
test taking skills.
The learning center staff, which
also includes teacher and coordinator Carol Lane, JOBS teacher June
Vander Molen; and three federal
work-study students, the current
skills of its clients to determine the
level at which they need to start
instruction.
"Some of our students come in
very confident and just want to get
on with it, but others need lots of
support and encouragement," Guthrie says. "The goals here are
clear.And, ultimately, the burden of
responsibility is on the student."
"Most of our students are here
because they really want to be,"
Nichols elaborates. She goes on to
explain that some students are following mandates by attending classes at the center. For instance, some
welfare recipients are required to
attend to improve basic skills in the
hope of getting off aid and back into
the work place. But many are there
for the same reason the center was
originally established - to obtain
their high school equivalency
diploma.
"It's so important now," Guthrie
says. "There are many places that
simply won't hire someone without
a high school diploma." And, he
notes, the job market requiring
post-secondary skills has increased
as well.
The core curriculum for the GED

consists of reading, language skills
and math. There's no fee for any
services the center offers and the
GED test, which is administered by
the campus counseling and testing
center, costs only $15.
"The center can be beneficial to
many people," she emphasizes.
There are only two criteria for being
accepted as student. Students must
be age 16 or over and they cannot be
currently enrolled in a public school
or college." The average age of the
learning center pupil is 32 and there
are more females than males.
Guthrie is visibly proud of one
statistic in particular. "We have
about a 50 percent success rate per
year with our GED students. The
state average is only about 30
percent."
Guthrie explained that they try to
make their students aware that they
are making progress. "We also
suggest they take the GED test in
parts," he notes. "Successfully niastering one part of the test can build
confidence in them to take the rest
of it." In fact, he says he derives the
most satisfaction from seeing students pass the GED test when they
were convinced they could not.
With retirement looming before
them, both Guthrie and Nichols say
they have definite ideas about how
to spend their time. Nichols says she
wants to work around her house and
yard, and enjoy her family. Also,
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It's Time To Wine and Dine

ORIGINAL PRICES

REMEMBER - DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE!
McCormic
Vodka

$8.99
Canadian LTI
'

,75L $12.59
Calvert Gin
1 75 L

4 Pack
Salvador
Margaritas

$6.97
Bacardi Rum

,ni $17.49
--1Cahlua

ra.• $15.99
4.

--(

Malibu Rum
ni or $10.99
Wild Turkey
I 75

20

$9.85 j

1
Canadian Mist
, 175L $14.52

$25.99,,

Crown Royal

$16.99

WEST WOOD
WAREHOUSE
PARTY BLOCK
901442-7366

Natural
Light

KEGS

OFF
All
Domestic
And
Impori
Wines
and
Champagnes

Bud and
Bud Light

$9.70

$63.97

Milwaukee's
Best

Busch

$9.70..

$58.71
Michelob

$67.97
Miller

$62.31
Milwaukee's
Best

$46.65
Kilhan's
Red

$64.94

Michelob

2aok

SAVE
SO%

BUY 1- GET 1 FREE

$20.97

All
Genesee
Cream Ale
Domestic
.$4.53
And
Samuel
Adams
Lager Beer
Impod
Wines
Bass Ale
and
$7.99
Tsingtao
Champagnes
$7.81

6

WEST WOOD WINES
& LIQUORS
,101 612 /ill

DISCOUNT BY THE CASE

REG. $15.00 each

PEG $12 00 each

$16.55
SAVE TO

OFF

1 POCKET & SCOOP NECK TEES

RIBBED TANKS

SmIrnoff 80
I 75

JUNIOR/MISSES SIZES

PLUS SIZES 14 - 28

Old Charter 8

men cam new
Ii, IIIIII

Finlancia Vodka
•s , $22.99

Maker's Mark

$27.99
Glibey's Gin

$14.25
Dicke' 18

'75L$24,28
Jose Cuervo
Gold

$12.99
Ice 101

SAVE
40%

$999

4

PEG $1500

REG TO $1800
SAVE
31%

$1499

99
8
$

CROP TOPS, HENLEY'S
AND SHORTS

CAMP SHIRTS, SHEETING SHORTS
AND RAYON TANKS

S3AVE TO DEmm

a Twill

NOVELTY

TEES

PEG $22.00
SAVE
S4A2
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DENIM & TWILL
46%

SHORTS_

$1699
REG TO $32.00

SHORTS

$ 1499
REG. TO $22.00

KNIT

$ 1999

DRESSES

PEG $3500

$13.19
Jose Cuervo
Pink Cad
Margarita Mix

$1.80

Girls and Men's Sizes ... up

to 25% off

Now in Most Stores
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SUNDAY NIGHT!
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Company says it has OK
to market female condom
for development, said Monday
WASHINGTON (AP) — Wisthere are better contraceptive
consin Pharmacal Co. says it has
methods for women to use if they
won approval to sell the first
are only concerned about getting
female condom for protection
against both pregnancy and sex- .pregnant.
"It's the women who are conually transmitted diseases.
cerned about disease as well as PETS OF THE WEEK — These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street,
The Food and Drug Admipregnancy — they're the ones operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Tulip," a female Setter mix; "Frisky," a famale Tabby kitten;
nistration said two weeks ago it
who are going to -use Reality," "Cookie," a grey shorthaired female; and "Teddy," a neutered male white Shep mix. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed.
Reality
the
tolicense
was ready
she said.
condom but stressed that male
Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 1 to 4:45 p.m. Monday, Thursday and Friday, 1 to 6:15 ,p.m. Tuesday, 1 to 4:30 p.m.
latex condoms remain the better
Saturday, and.. closed Sunday. Humane Society is a member of United Was. For information call 759-4141.
safeguard. The new condom,
however, affords women a
chance to protect themselves
when their partners refuse to use
male condom.
The female condom had a 26
percent failure rate in preventing
pregnancy during a six-month
trial. The company attributed that
to incorrect use or failure to use
the device at all.
Reality is a soft, loose -fitting
plastic pouch that lines the vag*We Accept US Govt.
ina and prevents skin from touchFood Stamps and
ing skin during intercourse.
ltAvOlIKI4
WIC Vouchers
Mary Ann Leeper, Wisconsin
Pharmacal's senior vice president

Storey's

Home Owned
Home Operated

Food Giant

Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray

Contract Bridge

PRICES I

Rationale of
Dummy Play
West dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•K
85 4 3
•Q 8 7 4
•A J 109
EAST
WEST
* J 7 5 32
+ 10.986
J 106
Q 97 2
• 10 9
•K
•K 8 5
•6 4 32
SOUTH
•A Q 4
V AK
•A J 65 3 2
*Q 7
The bidding:
West
South
North East
1•
Pass
Pass
Pass
6•
3•
Pass
Pass
Opening lead — ten of spades.
The expert -declarer often
'
guesses" right in what most players
would deem difficult circumstances,
and you may wonder how he does it.
However, the truth is that these socalled successful guesses are usually
based on nothing more than careful_
reasoning.
Forexample,take thiscase where
South is in six diamonds and West
leads a spade. Declarer wins with
dummy's king and plays the queen of
trumps, East following suit with the
nine. South must now "guess"
whether tO finesse or play his ace in
the hope of finding West with the
singleton king. In the actual case,
the contract stands or falls on his
decision.
The ace is the right play, and
South plays it, but the fact remains
that the ace play. catching West's
king, is not just a lucky guess. Declarer starts by assuming that East
cannot have th,e K-10-9 of trumps,
since with that holding East would
cover the queen with the king in
order to guarantee himself a trump
trick.
Itfollowsfrom this that West must
have either the singleton king,singleton ten, or doubleton K-10. Declarer
covers all three possibilities as well
as he possibly can by playing the ace.
If West has the K-10, South cannot control the outcome, whether he
plays the ace or the deuce. If West
has the singleton king, the ace is
obviously the winning play.
But what if West holds the singleton ten? The answer is that South
still makes the contract by playing
the ace on the queen. After West
plays the ten, South cashes the A-Q
ofspades,discarding two heartsfrom
dummy, and the A-K of hearts. He
then concedes a trump to East's king,
forcing him to return a club or yield
a ruffand discard. Either way,South
makes the slam without risking the
club finesse.
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MCCH celebrates
National Nurses' Week

Mayor Bill Cherry (left) and Judge/Executive George Weaks sign
a proclamation declaring May 6-12 as Nurses Week in Murray
and Calloway County. Representing area nurses are: (back row
from left) Joyce Morrison, RN, LPN Coordinator at Murray Vocational Center; Sherri Boyd, RN, BSN, Team Leader with Continue Care Home Health; Dr. Marcie Hobbs, chairman of the
MSLI nursing department; Lynn Meurer, RN, director of nursing
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital; and Barbara Clapp. RN,
director of nursing at West View Nursing Home.

Health care providers celebrated National Nurses' Week
which was May 6-12 and Nurses'
Day May 6. The observance provides an opportunity to thank
nurses for their dedication and
the care they provide.
More than 240 nurses at
Murray-Calloway County Hospi-
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tal serve area residents 24 hours a
day, seven days a week, with
competent, professional, compassionate care.
The training and education of
MCCH nurses allows them to
possess highly developed technical skills. The hospital continually provides in-service programs
to the nursing staff to help maintain a high level of care.
During a two-year period. RNs
and LPNs are required by the
Kentucky Board of Nursing to
complete at least 30 contact hours
of continuing education to maintain their specific nursing license.
"Our nurses work constantly to
improve patients' health status by
enhancing their recovery, providing education and follow up, and
helping save lives," said Lynn
Meurer, MCCH director of nursing.. "We are proud to say that
nationally, nurses are taking on
the challenges of serving on the
leading edge of health care
planning."
This year, the theme for
National Nurses' --Week was
'Share a Vision for American
Health.' In this time of discussion
about health care reform in Kentucky and nationwide, members
of the nursing profession continue to emphasize the need tor
all Americans to have equitabre
access to basic health care benefits and services.
Within MCCH, nurses specialize in treating a variety of medical _needs .such as: pediatrics.
obstetrics, outpatient surgery.
cardiac rehabilitation, cardiac
catheterization, radiation therapy,
home health, mental health,
intensive care, long-term care.Hospice, quality improvement.
perinatal education, nursing
administration and stall
development.

Clinton backs
off of beer tax

5 LB.
•
RAINBOW FAMILY
SAUSAGE 11
PK.$1199‘
20 cr.
BISCUITS
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS CUBE
STEAKS

LB.

•
BUTTERBALL
$349
BBQ OR SMOKED
BREASTS....LB.
TURKEY

U.S.D.A. CHOICE WHOLE
BEEF BONELESS
LB.
RIBEYES

um•

MARKET FRESH
$999
SLICED AMERICAN
LB.
5
CHEESE
•
•

MR. TURKEY
SMOKED TURKEY
LB.
SAUSAGE
•

BRYAN WASTE FREE!
WHOLE BONELESS
10111
RAINBOWI.O.F. BONELESS

USDA CHOICE BONELESS

CHICKEN
BREASTS

SIRLOIN
TIP STEAKS

Bryan

PORK
LOINS

BO-NUS PACK FRYER

LEG
QUARTERS

99

$11194.9 $2

LB.

LB
69

J

SLICED FREE!

FRESH PRODUCE

BAKERY

DOLE PREMIUM

BANANAS

39C

99

NEW YORK (AP)
The
Clinton administratiiii,- reliictant
to alienate the "Joe Six-Pack"
crowd, is backing off plans to
impose a "sin tax" on beer. The
Wall Street Journal reported
today.
White Holise officials, who
have been considering
taxes on a number of products
considered health hazards, say
they haven't decided if alcholic
beverages fall into that category.
But if they do, one adininistralion official told the newspapers
,
"beer is still likely to be exempted
because raising taxes on it is
"more likely to alienate people.'
Among those opposed to higher beer taxes is House Majority
Leader Richard Gephardt, who
represents St. Louis, the nation's
beer-brewing capital.
. Anheuser-Busch Cos.. based in
St. Louis, says there arc more
than 80 million_ beer drinkers in
the United States, including 30
million who drink more than a
six-pack a week.
taxes on beer mean
higher taxes on men and women
who arc working hard to build
their careers, their families. and
-their financial- futures," according to an Anheuscr-Busch briefing paper called "Taxing Joe and
Jane Six-Pack: Now More Than
Ever an Unfair Approach."
The Distilled Spirits Council
argues that beer is no more a
working-class drink than any
other alcoholic beverage.

FRESH ICEBERG HEAD

99

DINNER
ROLLS
ONION
ROLLS

2!

LETTUCE
DOZ.

$ cr.

79C

W11014 MIT
BRE111-I IL 1111
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FUSE MINCE
GUM 011015

nay BRICE

j BROCCOLI

US BED
RADISHES

41/sP°
.,119c
EL39c

A.1 GUTTERS

1

'
GRAPEFRUIT:
A i$100(
1
,""
•Ar
SWEET VIDALU1

ONIONS
LOOSE WS FLORIDA

SWEET CORN
111111 I IL US
SLAW MIX

Quality Work at a fair price
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential 1
—Vinyl Siding
—Replacement Windows

4/100
LB.

'Lifetime Guarantee'
FREE ESTIMATES

99c
,

CALL
753-7020

•
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Classified

1

a

,

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.

•

.1,:siiNtia

010
020
025
030
040
050

IFARNIERS II:11110%1

1.‘11.\ In.

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
----------------Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

Farm Equipment
190
370
Livestock & Supplies
390 ................ Poultry & Supplies
Produce
400
Food & Seed
$50

060
070

Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare

410

Public Sale

540

For Trade

Situation Wanted
Busin•ss Opportunity

560

Free Column

110

Instruction

570

Wanted

Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

470
480
485

490
495
500
510
520

Nodes

Murray Calloway
County pool on
sale during month
of May at the park
office.
10th & Payne St.

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
"ilaffolealt"PargrintaYobt
V11111111,4111 811011111111111 WINLCOIND

ALLIANCE
TRALER TRAMIG'XNTERS
LIDAIMON,1 N

Phone:
762-0325

NOTICE
THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL WILL
MEET ON THURSDAY,MAY 13,1993
AT THE RESCHEDULED TIME OF
5:00 P.M. COUNCIL CHAMBERS,
CITY HALL BUILDING. AGENDA
INFORMATION 762-0350.

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

Mobile Homes For Sale

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

365

For Sale Or Lease

300

Business Rentals

420

Home Loans

310

Want To Rant

330

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

360

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale

060

Ward

OPEN 70 THE PtlEil

753-0466

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O.Boi 1033

Murray

New selection of herb wreaths & swags, southwestern
afghans & more afghans, placemats & napkins, copper,
pewter, lamps. graniteware, cow & apple kitchen
accessones, silk geraniums & sunflowers. Come by for
the "unique" Mother's Day Gift!
(
•CU% certificates & Bridal Registry)
121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
Wed.-Sat. 10 AM-6 PM Sun. 2-5 PM

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65V2,
according to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be.
1. Price. 2. Company stability. a. Service. We
represent 7 'A.M. Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year.- We have
been serving West. Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings, Building
7th at Main
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free
1400-455-4199

100% investment
grade assets!
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal.

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY
753-4199

060
Lost
And Found
LOST Billfold at 4th & Sycamore at the gas station
Reward will be given
753 3359
LOST
in the
South
tates

1407 W. Main Murray

Female Beagle dog
vicinity of Hwy 121
& Lynnwood EsCall 753-8809

DANCERS waitresses
$500 plus wkly 642-4297
after 6pm Doll House Hwy
79E, Pans, To
DO you need a JOB, or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people between the ages of 16-22
years, if you are not in
school Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
8 00am-3 00pm We are an
EOE This protect is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry Council
JTPA

((),..•

-We are seeking full
and part time sales
positions for Ladies
Department. Experience preferred.
Must be personable,enjoy working
with the public.
Apply in person at
Downtown Murray.
No phone calls
please.

LOCAL home health care
company has immediate
full time opening for person
to file medical claims for
medical equipment & related supplies to Medicare
and all private insurances
Computer experience required Send resume to PO
Box 1040 H Murray. Ky
42071
NOW hiring all shifts Apply
in person at Sonic Drive In,
South 12th Murray No
phone calls please
IMM?
.exp
Ap
Tire
St, Murray,

opening for
hanic
my

The Murray Board of Education is
currently accepting applications for the
position of Secretary/Receptionist at
the central office.
QUALIFICATIONS
High School Diploma
College preferred, with emphasis in
business area, successful work related
experience, successful experience with
computers includixig Word Perfect, Lotus and Graphwriter software. Typing,
50 WPM.
Interested persons should apply to:
Murray Board of Education
814 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071
ATTN: Willie Jackson or Bob Lewis
Deadline for accepting applications is
Friday, May 21, 1993.

WANTED
Coaches, Teachers, Non-Profit &
Civic Groups.
Short term big $ working with Freedom Fireworks Available every
summer Get in on the
Call
ground floorKathie
(800)2584490
PA-F 9-6

a.

,e)
(01.1e,C 'ffalf?le

Calloway County
Judge ExeputIve
Christian. Honest, Capable
Common Sense
Champs for She

3111$07

lad Oa•?moor Sas MOM IN a ISA alma lb OM

A JOB AT YOUR AGE?
ITS POSSIBLE WITH HELP FROM THE
SENIOR EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM!
FREE TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE IS AVAILABLE IF YOU'RE 66+ AND
QUALIFY FOR JTPA. FOR MORE INFO, CALL
763-0929
Funded by the JOB TRAINING PARTNERSHIP
ACT through the WEST KY PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCIL in cooperation with the DEPARTMENT FOR EMPLOYMENT SERVICES and the
PURCHASE AREA DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT.

America's Second Car

1
.11glp Duckling
i_TAILIEGICIE12111

***POSTAL JOSS***
Start 611.41/hr. + benefits. For application .%
info, call 1-(216) 3246228 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.
7 days.

Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

EXPERIENCED auto body
technician Salary & benefits Commensurate with
experience Send resume
to PO Box 1633, Murray, Ky
42071

Incase Vote
BUSINESSWOMAN

,

Apply in person
Owens Food Matte(

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 420'

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

GAME wardens, security,
maintenance, etc No exp
necessary For info call
(219) 769-6649 EXT 7159,
8am to 8pm 7 days
GUARANTEED Home based positions available'
Easy work Excellent pay'
benefits Full/part time No
Call
exp required
1-800-238-1363 est 187-7
M-F 9am-5pm CDT
PARK Rangers, Game
wardens, secunly, maintenance. etc No exp necessary For info cal (219)
769-6649 EXT 7159 Beni
to 8pm 7 days
STRAWBERRY pickers
needed 753-0195

OPERATIPS
111:113112
Kentucky
Prete,
Cenitication. but will
wean. Alapti in person.
Soak 441,
Wales Oleldel
Mink Ky.
1$
May 1.
•am...11 Noels
I M4 M
1011

$5.00 Column Inch
Diapplay Ads
40% Discreet Ind lbw
Dismeat 3rd Rea.
(All 3 Ads Must Ran Within 6 Day Pinot)
$1.75 per colas.inch ton far Tuesday(Shop
ping Guide).

Reader Ads:
25t per word 65.00 minimum let
day. 51 per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Thee. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid
A •2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

060

Monthly income
available!
100% reinsured!

, By Way of the
Grapevine
Antiques & Gifts

DELI HELP
NEEDED

Computers
120
For Sale Or Trade,
130
Want To Boy
140
Articles For Sale
150
155 ..... ..... ........__Appliances
Horne Fureushirsgs
160
-Antiques
165
170 ...................Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
180
195
Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
Musical
220
240
Miscellaneous
260
T.V. & Radio
Pets & Supplies
380

Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

\\Ds

Guaranteed 5 years

.........Real Estate

435 ......................... Lake Property

Apartments For Rent

Full Tone & Part Time

KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq. Hale Road, nght on Sq. Hale Road 1/4 Mil*

430 .............

320

A JOB Announcement
93-66(A) Date 4-14-93
Position Park Worker (Part
time) Kenlake State Resort
Park, Hardin, KY Grade
Elkins and salary, Grade 4, Salary
4 765/hour Minimum re753-1713
quirements None. Apply
by submitting a state appliAURORA Pizza Magic. Ge- cation (which can be obnuine hand tossed pizza, tained at the local Departfresh salads, sandwiches, ment of'Employment Sergyros Open all year at vices or any other state
5pm Closed Mon and government office) to Ken474-8119 - tucky Department of PerTues
1.800-649-3804
sonnel, Room 384, Capitol
Annec, Frankfort. KY
FOR AVON'S "ANEW" and
40601, Attention: Job AnSKIN SO SOFT Bath Oil
nouncement No 93-66(A)
Call
Avon Service
Job announcement num8am-8pm
753-1915
ber should also be placed in
LOOKING for good 9 ball the upper right-hand corner
players, 64 available slots, of the applicabon in the
sign up now to be assured "Special Announcement
of slot Game date June 13. No " blank Official docu1st place $200+. 1st eight ments verifying education
places pay. Call Break must be submitted with the
Time Billiards, Dixieland current application e orShopping Center 759-9303 iginal college transcripts,
original high school dipfor information.
loma, or original GED certiMRS. THERESA, Reader ficate) Original
documents
& Advisor. A true born will be returned if a selfphysic gifted from God
addressed envelope is in554-7904 call for cluded. Deadline for applyappointment
ing You must qualify, test,'
ROGER Hudson Hauling and be placed on the regisHudson Horse and Clo- ter by May 14, 1993. 'Test
not required Filling this
thing Supply 753-4545
position is subiect to any
To
buy
or
TUPPERWARE
state government hiring resell Call Christina New- strictions An Equal Opporport (901) 498-8687 Pu- tunity Employer M/Fin
ryear. TN

Knights of Columbus Hall

INIES11111=IMIN

REAL IESTA1F: SALES

270

‘licrimm is
lI
Repair BR

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
7.25%
INTEREST

ESTATE RENTAL

280 ....._.Mobile Homes For Rent

060

020

Pre Season
Pool Pass

ILEA!.

SNSPOR I AlloN

100

090

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday' 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

230
250
290
530

MISCHA-A:sit:MS

ENIPLOY.NIEN1

Advertisers are requested to check the
first inst./too oftheir ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
iamitidiately so corrections can be
made.

753-1916
SERVICES

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

.9D111151111EN1S

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES

Dames*
Childcare

Net

Waned

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable4 exper
ienced, references Call
Linda 759-9553

JOB
OPPORTUNITY

TRUCKLOAD
CARRIER
with lots of

WANT to babysit in the
Coldwater area References 489-2771

FREIGHT
AND MILES!

WILL clean houses references 437-4064

Wanting
Experienced

WILL do house cleaning
Call Betty 474-2131 leave
message

OVER-THE-ROAD
DRIVERS
28,000 to '31,000
First Year Earnings
* Late Model
Equipment
* Weekly Pay
* Excellent
Benefits
* Fuel Bonus
* Actual Miles,
Not HHG
For More Information
Call Us Now!
1-800-848-0405

1E-AALIr_.
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES INC

Hwy. 641 South
Murray, KY

JOB Announcement
93-65(A) Date 4-14-93
Position Park Worker Kenlake State Resort Park,
Hardin, KY Grade and Salary Grade 4. Salary
$4 765/hour Minimum requirements None Apply
by submitting a state application (which can be obtained at the local Department of Employment Services or any other state
government office) to KentuCky Department of Personnel, Room 384, Capitol
Annex, Frankfort, KY
40601, Attention Job Announcement No 93-65(A)
,Job announcement number shouTd also be placed in
the upper right-hand corner
of the application in the
"Special Announcement
No blank Official dikuments verifying education
must be submitted with the
current application e original college transcript, original high school diploma.
or original GED certificate)
Original documents will be
returned if a setl-addressed
envelope is included
Deadline for applying You
must quality test,' arid be
placed on the r#,gister by
May 14 1993 'Test not required Filline
position
state gov
is subject to
ernment hiring restrictions
An Equal Opportunity Employer NI'F'D
•

SEWING lobs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061
110

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUE & Art Pottery
primitatives oak furniture &
hull McCoy Roseville pot
tery 435-4327
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

VASCULAR TECHNOLOGIST
Lourdes Hospital is now accepting applications/resumes for a full-time Vascular Technologist. Applicant must be a
graduate of AMA approved program in
Vascular Technology and registered by
ARDMS for RVT/eligible; or RN with at
least three years vascular experience;
or Diagnostic Medical Sonography graduate registered by ARDMS with previous vascular experience.
This position is full-time Monday-Friday, days, with holiday and call rotation.
For more information contact Amaryllis
Chandler, Recruiter, at 444-2877 or 1800-633-1178 (In KY) or 1-800-6265435. ext. 2877.

LOURDES HOSPITAL
1530 LONE OAK ROAD
PADUCAH, KY 42001
EOE

H IC Henry County
M I C Medical Center
SIGN-ON BONUS
Dynamic, progressive medical center invites
you to join a team of professionals who are
committed to providing high-quality healthcare. With state-of-the-art technology, we
are able to offer a challenging work environment that will allow you to realize your
potential. We have the following openings:
Critical Care Unit seeks experienced RNs on
the 7A to 7P and 7P to 7A shifts. $2,000
sign-on bonus.
Med/Surg unit seeking RNs for the 7P to 7A.
$1,000 sign-on bonus.
OR department has an LPN opening for a
surgical scrub nurse on the 7A to 3P shift.
$250 sign-on bonus.
We are also looking to increase our nursing
staff with committed PRNs.
We offer a competitive salary and a comprehensive benefits package.

070
Domestic
Childcare
WILL clean houses Have
references 753-8995

,Wurray-Calloway County **spool a leader in
',melding quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee announces
the following ph openings

For more information, contact: Judy Farris,
RN, Acting Director of Nursing at (901)
644-8257.

HOSPITAL STAFFING
Lourdes Hospital now has positions available for the following:
Full-time, Part-time, PRN
SURGERY
RNs
&RNAs

REGISTERED NURSES
House Supenneor: Full-lime weekend positions
7A - 7P II 712:7A

RN

UTILIZATON REVIEW
RADIOLOGY

Full-time
Part-fame (Monday-Friday Days)

Critical Cars Unit: Full-line 3-11
Mental Health Unit: Part-time 3-11
Cardiac C

Lab: Pirl-tinte days
Cordite experience required

Long Term Care Unit. FuN-lime 7-3
PAN pool posilions ewilebiemiSt flexible scheduling Salary is 15% above bees

liw details reelect
1%, le%
N
v •..
•{11,4 r
in

7#*

I

111

Ft -time, Part-time, PF1N
OR TECHS
TECHNOLOGIST
Full-Ime, Part-lime, PRN
MEDICAL
VASCULAR TECHNOLOGIST
NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST Full-lime
Part-time
MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTIONIST
Excellent salary and tonsils. For ow inlormallon Mut Arner011s
Caandlsr, %maw at 4444877 1100433-11Th On Kris 1100410.
SQL est 1477.

SAUXEM
WIL:NTY
WM&

mfr.-, • /44••rwa#

Keough

4.
107 I

III

HOSPITAL
MS LONS OAK NOAD
'S.
PADUCAH..KT 410111
SOS

)r
3

r*, •
—

''
• ;
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CLASSIFIEDS
tan

150
Want
To WY

Apartments
For Rent

ANTIQUES, used furniture. LET us make your clothes.
quilts, glassware
alter and repair,. Uniforms
753-3907 or 753-5852
and sportswear, rentals.
gowns and tuxedos. Ruth's
good,
used
paid
for
CASH
See and Sew, Country
shotguns. and pisSquare, 1608 N 121, Murtols Benson Sporting
ray 753-6981
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
160
USED 10ft bush hog
Home
436-2689
Furnishings
USED Nordic Track
759-1576

4 PIECE bedroom suit Cal
759-1687 after 6pm

WANTING to lease 3br, 2
bath home with option to
purchase after first year.
Call 759-1028 after 7pm.

BLUE, carnet back sofa,
$125, tan. Lane recliner,
$75; deep freezer, runs
great,$50 Great condition!
759-4411 after 6pm

150

Ardeles
For Sale

CALL now Moving! Uke
new couch, wing-backed
chair, dressers, table &
chairs, plus more
753-0013

107, ACRES 4 miles horn
Murray on blacktop road in
North school district, all or
excelpart 1983 30ft Al Jo cam- QUEEN hide-a-bed,
per with full bed, stereo, lent condition, $250
microwave, N. a/c, sleeps 753-8361
6 8N Ford tractor with new
tires, good condition.
THELIOS BARGAIN BIN
45WD Allis tractor, wide
1109 Pogue Ave.
front end with 3 point hoo759.4940
kup Call 753-3785 after
C Nan Used Furniture, Agii6pm
pkances, and Mac Items
Our Layaway Plan
Use
only
like
new,
A/C,
110
furniture.
buy
We
used 1 summer 437-4969
BOGARD trucking and ex
cavating, inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828
CERAMIC equipment, 3 USED 2 row tobacco setter
kilns over 250 molds, racks, 492-8424
shelving. etc Over $15,000
invested will take $5000 Or
obo 901-642-8031
FOR sale_ New bicycle,
white Murray women's 12
speed, 585. 436-2261.
HEAT pump' Trane, 27,
ton, nearly new, $1095
436-5018
WOLFF suntan beds.
Sales service, bulbs &
parts Financing available.
753-9274.

FOR SALE
110 gallon
tobacco sprayer,
4 row with
pump. $200

Call 492-8566
after 5 p.m.

ax

320

320
Midst'
For We

NEW Powerbilt Grand 1,2, 3,4BR apts furnished,
Slam golf irons, 3-pw, very nice, some with
washer & dryer, near MSU
$200 753-3577 after 6pm
No pets. Also room for rent_
SAVAGE 270 high pow753-6111, 753-1252 days
ered rifle, model 110 with
753-0606 after 5pm
Simmons scope.$350 obo
492-8394
Hazel Apartments, Hazel
KY. now taking applications. You must be 62,
210
handicapped or disabled
Rent based on income
Firewood
Equal Housing OpportunA FIREWOOD for sale ity 527-8574 or 492-8721
437-4667
1BR apts near campus,
partial utilities. 759-9980
220
1BR furnished apt Nice
and dean, close to camMID-SOUTH Musicians' pus $175 per month
Network. Get listed in & L753-7276
receive a directory of area 1BR & studio apt available
musicians & technicians of appliances furnished Coleall shapes & sizes (pros/ man RE 753-9898
amateurs) Phone for free
1 OR 2br opts near downbrochure! (901) 642O773
town Murray 753-4109 ,
PIANO tuning. John
2 lbr large apts with carGottschalk, 753-9600
port, water & garbage included 1 turnLsbed, 1 un2.10
furnished $225/mo
753-7662
11111C111411114/CAN
2BR, 1'4 bath, Wel hookup,
carport & deck, $350/mo.
$350 deposit 753-6266.
Steel BuLlehngs, Factory
437-4855
Sale On 24x24, 30x40,
4000, 50x100 Can de
2BR apt in Northwood,
liver & erect.
$270/mo 759-4406
Sam Underwood
2BR apt, large rooms, very
(502)758-1503 i•
near MSU for up to 4 students, washer, dryer,
stove, refrigerator furnished Coleman RE
250
Business
753-9698Services
2BR apts, spacious, all
appliances including
KEN-TENN Investigations,
washer & dryer $4504no
owner J B. Wilburn, specia753-4573
lizing - in criminal, civil
domestic and insurance in- 2BR duplex, central h/a,
vestigations 14 years law appliances furnished
enforcement experience Available now in Westwood
Bel Air Shopping Center Subdivision Coleman RE
5 0 2 - 7 5 3 - 3 8 6 8 753-9898
502-436-6099. Licensed in
Kentucky and Tennessee. 2BR duplex, appliances
furnished, $395/mo plus
deposit No pets 753-1266
270
before 5pm
Mobile
!Aisles'

For Rent
Or Less,

NEA
niversity 2 room
fui
t Irving MOM,
combo with
dini
cious bedlutch
bower &
f00,11
Os it,
tub $
$150/mo 753-

SHOP located at 406 Sunbury Circle, overhead
doors gas heat Call
753-0839 or 436-2935

NEW 2br duplex, central
appliances, carport
$400mo 1817 Ridgewood No pets 753-7457
NICE 2br duplex central
gas h/a, stove. refrigerator
& dishwasher furnished
Washer,dryer hook up 1'7
yrs old on North Wood Dr
$400/mo plus deposit No
pets Days 753-1953
nights 753-0870
NICE 2br duplex central
h/a, satelitte. $375/mo No
pets 753-7457
NICE 3br,stove & refrigerator furnished, carpet
throughout. central h/a,
available May 1 $450/mo
plus deposit No pets 105
No 16th St Days 753-1953
Nights 753 0870
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southsicle Manor, 906
Broad St Extended be
tween 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed
rooms handicap aocessi
tile Equal Housing Oppor •
tunityrrApply Hilldale Apts
Ky or call
Hardin
502 437 4113
VACANT nice 1br apt
No pets
$195 mo
753 5292

2BR 641 South 1", miles
from city limits $325/mo
753 6156

3BDRM convenient loca
2BR duplex with central lion $500mo, lease re
14x70 2BR, 1 bath mobile h/a, w/d hookup, carport guyed no pets 753-3293
home, $6900 Days No pets 753-9741
3BR 2 bath central ha,
753-2922, evenings
2BR duplex. 1601 Olive, appliances furnished car
753-7124
small 3br house 1603'6 port fenced yard in good
16x60 1992 3BR, 2 bath Olive, 2br duplex 720 Syca- neighborhood Coleman
country blue & mauve, more, Murray 492-8225
RE 753 9898
underpinning, appliances,
2BR near MSU Central 3BR 474 8222
deck, central air $16,500.
heat & air, available now
Must sell 527-5629 leave
$300/mo, appliances & 3BR brick with garage
message.
lawn maintenance turn stove & refrigerator furnished 306 Woodlawn
Embassy Apts
1989 CONCORD 14x70 'shed
$350/mo deposit & lease
mobile home. 2br, 2 bath 753-9898
required 759-4665 after
with jacuzzi, catherdal ceil2BR recently remodeled 6pm
ings, large deck, landscapRequires 9mo- lyr lease
ing,on approx 2acres overLocated at 901 Sycamore, 3 or 4BR 2 bath rear deck
looking pond Lynn Grove
5250-$285/mo No pets al- & storage building 1005
area, extremely nice
lowed due to location, refer Olive $450mo plus depo
753-9959 9am-5pm, after
ences required 753-8355 sit 759 9800 days or
6pm 489-2068
759 1509 evenings
before 5pm
2BR mobile home & lot,
2BR. Sherry Lane Estates NICE 2br, 1 bath lake view
water, sewer & electric
New & very nice All ap- home full basement large
474-8702 for appointment
pliances furnished, central kitchen & living room fire
BEST Home Center, Hwy h/a, quiet neighborhood place, deck garage corn
munity boat ramp Lakeway
45E, Milan, TN. New gov- Coleman RE 753-9898
Shores Subdivision Refer
ernment money available
3BR unfurnished apt, reences, deposit required
for mobile home loans Bad
frigerator and stove in759-2085
credit in the past but have
cluded. Clean and nice
re-established, we can help
to
$300
a
Close
campus
you buy a new mobile month_ 753-7276
home. Call toll free
1-800-282-3781. Credit ap- EFFICIENCY apt near
CREEKVIEW Self storage
plication taken over the campus
No pets
warehouses on Center
phone.
753-5980
Drive behind Shoney's
COMPLETE mobile home MUR-CAL Apartments now 520-$40/mo 759-4081
services. Phone and cable accepting applications for
installation. Gallimore 1, 2 and 3br apartments NORTHWOOD storage
Phone 759-4984 Equal presently has units availElectric. 759-1835
able 753-2905 for more
Housing Opportunity
CUMMINGS Meter Poles.
information
Specializing in mobile
home electric services. 200
amp. $375. 100 amp $325
435-4027.

15 1HH Quarter horse.
chestnut. 9 yrs old, experienced rider 437-4969
BRANGUS bulls out of re
gistered sire 12-16 mos
old 753-3146 435-4646

frig3

TM-MI-FOUR CIRICIT

Kentucky's premier and oldest country
music FM is looking for an advertising
sales representative for Murray and
Mayfield. Salary plus commission, gas
allowance, and health insurance. Great
future for someone who absolutely loves
radio and can sell! Applicant must have
previous sales experience and be "personality plus".
BACKGROUND CHECKS WILL BE
CONDUCTED.
Apply in person at WICYQ in Paducah.
Equal Opportunity Employer

Saturday, May 22, 1993
1:30 p.m.
Big Sandy, Tenn.
Auction held on Kentucky Lake in
Harbor Town Subdivision, 2 miles
northeast of Big Sandy. WATCH
FOR AUCTION ARROWS!!
7 beautiful wooded acreage tracts in Harbortown
Selling at Absolute Auction
Lakefront and Lake view lots on Kentucky
Lake's blue water
Perfect for your custom-built home
Restricted area for nice homes
Auction held on lots 73 and 74
FREE FISH LUNCH BEGINNING AT 1200 NOON

All Lots Sell From One Location
And Held On Lot #73 and 074
Lot No.
65
67
73
74
59
D44
93

Water Front Lot
Water Front Lot
WORM VW/ Lot
Water View Lot
Level Lot
Hillside Lot

Frontage
496' on S Branch Lana
$21'S Branch Lane
29921 on Brand i Loop Rd
1207 on Branch Loop Rd
1051 on S Branch Lane
100' on Shady Lane
113' on Rand Road

REAL ESTATE TERMS:
20% down day of sale - Cash, Cashiers
Check or Caddied Bank Chock to Alexander Auctions & Roil Estate Escrow Sales
Account Balance due within 30 days
upon delivery of deed.

Doug and Lue Haig, OWTMIrS
Big Sandy, Tenn.

21)0
Mobile
Homes For Rent
28R, furnished in Hazel,
available May 1. 492-8526,
7 MILES east of Murray on
large private lot. Call Linzy
Beane
residence
436-2582.
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college. 753-5209.

IT
Rentals
4 CAR dmart-up shop, office, paved lot air
753-4509
BUILDING to lease For
mally Walter's Pharmacy,
519 So 12th Murray Call
Benson's Sporting Goods
753 1342
FOR Rent Business Retail
or Office Space in S Side
Shopping Center
7534509 or 7535612

RELOCATING to Murray
area In immediate desp
erase need to rent water
front nOue• with 1 yr Safe
with Noon to buy Prielier
4bvladulesi have excellent
rwiereriess It anyone could
help us prow call Sane
am 631 3147 lit 124
WNW 4pra or p09367 UM
Sarn

For Sale
by Owner
Southwest Villas
2111 Southwest Dr.
One year old, two stories on large lot, four
bedrooms, three full baths, living room, formal
dining, kitchen built ins, breakfast room, playroom,cedar fence, 10x12 outbuilding, professionally landscaped. Lots of Extras. 753-3351

AKC male Pelungese,1
yrs $75 obo 527-5629
leave message
DALMATIONS. AKC regis
tered 435-4414
FREE puppies and kittens
Call Richard 474 8748
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858

POMERANIAN puppies
AKC $200 ea 924-5522
SWEET loveable kittens
long & short haired variety
of colors Bring your own
box $15 753 9390
WANT to buy Blue Heeler
or Australian Sheperd
puppy or young dog
489 2375

Now Open

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON
Dog Grooming
All Breeds, All Sizes

South Side Shopping Ctr.

739-1768
410
Public
Sale

West Kentucky's

Murray, Ky.
Sat., May 15
7 a.m. - 3 p.m.

For detailed descriptions of yard sale
items available and a
map of various locations, come by the
Murray
Tourism
Commission office,
805 N. 12th St.
For more information
and an application,
call 753-5171.

Yard Sale
1634 Hamilton Aye corner of 17th
Sat., May 15
7 a.m-12 Noon
Bed frames, household items, etc. Many
prices at or under
$1.00.

Gigantic
3 Family
Yard Sale
1622 Collso• Farm Rd.
Thurs., Fri. &
7 am. dN 7
Country collectibles, milk
cans, porch swing, X-mas
decorators, decorative
items, wreaths exercise
bike, heaters, wo,ens clothing size 4 thru 16, men's
S. 14 L 30 pair 14-16
wornens ear's Too much
to lot

Minimum 3 years experience

•SET UP/RECONDITION

300 So. 6th
Wed. 8 a.m.-3 p.m.

Agrlcutturd background needed

Thurs. 8 a.m.-Noon
Hourly rate based on experience.+
overtime, good beneftts crid insurance
Uniforms provided. new modem facitty

Furniture, clothes. ap
pliances. et

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
Apply In porson only at:
/
5
4
6
11141
Ag Equipment

Hwy. 46 South, Mayfieid
411111111MINIMIMINIMMESL

Fri. & Sat.7 a.m.
408 S. 16th

Huge
Moving Sale
Hwy.94E about6 miles
to Purdom Rd. 2nd
house on left.
Sat., IAay 15
7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Bedroom
suite,
3
couches, exercise bike,
weight bench, cast iron
weights, stereo, fish locator, car radio, clothes
& lots misc.

Moving
Sale
Lot 202 Rived.
court- Murray
Thum, May 13
8:30-5:00
Lots of things priced
to sell. 1975 Buick
$100

YARD SALE
Thursday, May 13
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Take 64 East 5 miles to Duncan's
Med Turn right on Todd Rd. and
go I mi. Watch kr signal
Jenny Lind style baby bed with
manses and ?retching bunm
pads, cantons,. sheets.
and diaper hangs, ($OO). Fiher
Price Workshop (corrt%),;
Fisher Price Laundry
(corrpiste), Little Tyke's..Saw,
many other nice toys. Rile girls
clothes 5.Want boys cloths uP to
18-24 ma... erred and large size
worner,s clothes (all nice and
many only 2551. shoes. Wither+
OMB, and Ors of Mac. Sem
CANCEL IF RAINII

Biggest Citywide
Yard Sale

Garage
Sale

•MECHANIC

YARD
SALE

PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

HELP__WANTED
SHOP PERSONNEL

Public
Sale

Pets
& Supplies

Homes For Sala

RARE OPENING

.170

.110

Apartmonts
For Real

Motorcycles
3 ACRE farm with new well
2 out buildings. driveway
completely fenced, camper
optional $10,000 Located
lust oft Hwy 280 on old
Murray -concord Rd
436-5744 or 436-2528

1981 YAMAHA Champ
with 59 miles. $375 Call
753-5870
1990 YAMAHA 80YZ
436-5598

.160
Homes
For Sate
2BR country home, centre
h/a vinyl siding, 1Y, car
garage, extras, clean and
well maintained 437-4023
3BR. 3200sq ft Ranch,
overlooking the #10 green.
tennis courts
pool at
Oak's Country Club 2 master bedrooms, 22x28 recreation room. 2 large decks,
3", baths, new oak kitchen,
custom decorations & landscaping ,,$175,000
753-4569

1964 CHEVROLET Im
pale, 327 automatic, surface rust, $650 753-2171
1977 %/RD 4dr Tornado
good condition, one owner,
53,XXX 753-1385
1979 OLDS, runs & looks
good Also 1979 Mercury,
runs good Can be seen at
2111 Coldwater Rd
Murray
1984 CHEVY Capri
Classic, good condition
$2100 Phone 492-8150

1984 FORD Tempo
3 OR 4br, 2 bath brick
air,cruise. auto $1400
tri-level located in Southwest Villa Built in 1990 436-5697
deck, built in appliances, 1984 FORD Tempo, needs
central hie, second garage work, $500 obo Call
& driveway, lots of extras 753-5350 after 5pm
Priced at less than the appraised value_ ,Call 1984 VW Scirocco. drives
fast, alc. p/w,
orb, am'
753-4985
fm Must sell $1995
BRICK ranch 3br. 2 bath 753-2941
home with central h/a, lo
cated on large lot lust 1985 CADILLAC Coupe
southwest of city limits, in DeVille, excellent condi
lovely area MLS14724 bon, $4600 753-6705
Just reduced to mid 570's
1985 NISSAN Maxima sta
Contact Kopperud Realty
bon wagon, sun/moon roof,
753-1222
loaded, local owner,$4500
753-8096 after 5 30pm
BY OWNER SAVE $$$$
3br, 3 bath brick, central
1986 NISSAN Maxima
gas hi/a, appliances, cus
automatic, sun roof,
drapnes, fenced yard, low V-6,
locally owned like
loaded,
utilities, many amenities'
new,$4400 435-4264 after
Owner moving. By appointment 753-0788, 759-1839 5P(31
OLDS 88 753-6705
CHARMING 2br, 2 bath 1989
home, central h/a, de- 1990 FORD Taurus GL
tached garage & extra out- 96,XXX road miles $4700
building Close to town, obo, excellent condition
county
location. 753-8747 or 492-8595
MLS/4729 Offered in the
$40's through Kopperud 1990 MERCURY Topaz
air, stereo, p/b, auto, excel
Realty 753-1222
lent condition. $7500
CHARMING older home lo- 753-0440 days, 436-5059
cated on Olive Street Fea- nights Ask for Randy
tures 4br, 2 bath, fireplace
TOYOTA Camry,
in living room, central gas 1990
white,
V6. DX, auto
heat, central electric air
excellent condition
Close to school, shopping loaded,
26,000 miles, $12,500
& university A real bargain
Phone 753-9404
at $45,500. MLSI4776.
Contact Kopperud Realty 1991 CAMARO RS, excel
753-1222
lent condition 753-2041
FIFTY-TWO lovely acres
would make a nice cattle or
horse farm Almost completely fenced with a pond
Call Julia Givens at
1-800-489-4684 realtor
MTG Real Estate, Benton.
Ky or 502-527-2959 at
home

FOR your real estate
needs, contact Wilson Realty at 302 So 12th,
753-3263 Wayne Wilson,
753-5086, broker: Pat Coleman, 753-0818, associr FOR Sale by Owner
ate, Dan Miller, 435-4144, House on 1'4 acres with
associate & auctioneer
30x40 metal building. 3
KOPPERUD Realty has miles on Hwy 94 East
buyers waiting to purchase 753-0926.
homes-all price ranges If FOR Sale by Owner Brick
you are thinking of selling- house, 3br, 2 car carport,
contact one of our courte- patio, gas h/a, in town.
ous and professional clean, well maintained
agents at 753-1222 or stop Owner moving 759-4620
by office at 711 Main St

1991 SEDAN DeVille Ca
dillac, extra nice 7534509
1992 Dodge Daytona
loaded 9,500 Call
753-5350 after 5 pm
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boule
yard Music, Murray's Al
pone Car Audio Specialist.
Dixieland Center, 1 block
from MSU dorms
KENWOOD car stereo am/
fm cassette $125 obo
527-5629 leave message
MUST sell 1989 light blue
Toyota Tercel 2 door
hatchback 4 sp, am/1m ra
dio, 59,XXX original miles
sharp, $3200 759-1512

RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey
Center
Bel Air
502 753 SOLD,
1-800-369-5780

PERFECT home for first
time buyer. 3br, 2bath imd95
maculate condition, move
right in. Beautifully decorVans
ated in the Kirksey area.
$40'5.
in
the
Priced
conver
1989/90
TOYOTA
ROBERTS Realty Callosion van, raised roof, color
way County's oldest and 489-2801.
most reliable real estate PERFECTLY suited for a N, dual air system, loaded,
agency For all your real couple or a single. This excellent condition, $9300
estate needs call them to- sparkling new home offers 753-8500 or 436-5371 after
day at 753-1651 1 Syca- loads of livability in a small 5pm
more and 12th St
space. With 1 large bed- 1990-1991 DODGE mini
room, loving room, kitchen van, $9500, 25xxx miles
,13.5
with oak cabinets, sun one low miles, one high
Lake
room. It offers quality space miles Call 753-0603
Property
with minimal care & up
keep.
Unique in the market' 1991 MAZDA MPV van
1 ACRE for sale on Ander$83,500. Con- dual air, excellent condi
MLSIt4899.
son Shores,$2500 PO Box
Realty lion Call 759-9703,
Kopperud
tact
1542, Murray, Ky 42071
753-6425
753-1222

BY owner Large '4 acre lot
located in Woodgate Subdivision on CUL-de-SAC
Special restrictions apply
Call David King at
753-8355 days or
759-9854 after 5pm

CUSTOS/ POTGNEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
AM Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
&
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

LOT with trees in Southwest Villa.size 100'x140'or
150*x140' 753-3488

-Drop by & see our shoiwaem
sl iliegog away gong)
.
. sea SUNOURY 1AUR7Rive
11)

CLASSIFIED

Elect Dallas Willoughby Magistrate, Dist.#4
2 Fair, Honest, di

Determined

2 Hard Working
10 34 Years Business and
Management Experience
0 Resides Near Central Area
of District

YOUR AD
COULD BE
7RM6

2 Has Needed Capabilities
gi Able to Madge Tough Decisions
0 Fairness to All Precints in
District

Times;

Tinto For A Chang*
"Changing
lime roe str CANDIDATE tOUII vOrt 040 Stoney mom oars°
OM W.11110..

CLASSIFIEDS

FREE

$30

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

VALUE

Sem**
Wend

1975 GMC
489-2101

pickup

1979 150 FORD, loaded,
mint condition, $3850
753-0144
1984 GMC S15 truck, gold,
6 cyl, 4sp. 117,000+ miles.
$2500 753-3577 after
6Pm
1987 S-10 CHEVY Blazer,
Tahoe package. 2 wheel
drive. V-6 engine,5sp overdrive, loaded, super dean
Call 753-1372 MondaySaturday ask for Jack
$7250

1 A A-1 Hauling, tree trimming, tree removal, cleaning out sheds, atbcs, & odd
Free estimates
lobs
436-2102 Luke Lamb
1A Al town/country yard
mowing, landscaping, tree

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

trimming, tree removal,
light hauling Free estiTim Lamb,
mates
436 2528

1965 DODGE motorhorne,
fully equipped. 52.XXX
excellent condition.
$4500 neg _ No trades
474-0115
1977 ELDARODA motorhome. 24ft, 48,000 actual
miles, microwave, tv & vcr,
newly remodeledexcellent
condition 753-8663

WANTED cheap boats &
motors All kinds Tom Lee
436-5811

appointment

NOW!

M=

NM 111=

759-1116
1=11 1=1 11=1 MEM IMM MMI MIN

EMI NMI MEM

11

CALL NOW.
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU
em am gm
No.

0P:A
Walk For Life!

Any Way You Do It
When?

MULCH, pick up loads
Murray 436-5560
PAINTING, exterior. interior. Call Charlie Rains
753-5754.

Why?

May 15, 1993
The Walk: 9:30 a.m.
The BBQ: @11:30 a.m.

Where? The Walk: All around Murray

lawn
care & maintenance service Very dependable &
free estimates 436-5443

To celebrate the joys of life
and the accomplishments of
the ministry the past 10 years.

How? Pledge Sheets and Tickets for
BBQ available at the LifeHouse.

Meet at LifeHouse
The BBQ: at LifeHouse

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
PROFESSIONAL

Chimney

Please bring your own lawn chair.

REFINISHING, stripping,
custom woodworking
753-8056

COUNTERTOPS. custom.
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery. Murray
436-5560.

Invite family, friends, neighbors,
churches to get involved.
7

RESPONSIBLE 13 yr old
male would like to mow
grass in Murray Call
753-0569 after 5pm

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and serCall Gary at
vice
759-4754.

RICK'S Roofing. All types
of roofs and repairs. Torchon modified and rubber
for mobile homes 17 years
experience, guaranteed
work Free estimates
phone 502-437-4559.

flower
beds or gardens, etc
Phone 489-2995

CUSTOM T1LUNG

For More Information:

\\I
Pc\

EXPERIENCED drywall
finishing, new construction,
additions. blown ceilings
435-4036

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured Estimate available.
759-4690

FORREST Construction
Remodeling, additions, repair. countertops. and general carpentry 753-9688
15 years experience

VCR-NINTENDO REPAIR:
Wood VCR Service Center,
cleaning- servicing $15;
most repairs $35. New location: Route 1, Almo.
Open 9-12, 1-5. Mon.-Fri.;
753-0530

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642

Crisis Pregnancy Center
(502) 753-0700

Murray,ACY 42071

1506 Chestnut Street

1093 EAGLE VISION ESI

'16,898

WANTED: large yards to
mow. 753-8908 call early in
morning. Reasonable.

SEWING machine repair
DEPENDABLE 13yr old Kenneth Barnhill
willing to mow yards, cost 753-2674
depending on size of yard
Trimming extra If interest SHEETROCK finishing.
textured ceilings Larry
please call 753-6519
Chnsman 492-8742
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night.
753-5484

"lotiive e(Wrscw_j,

LIFEHOUSE

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

DRYWALL finishing repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753 4761

SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS,
installation, repair, replacement Backhoe service
BRENT ALLEN 759-1515

Services
Offered

FREE

To report local news call 753-1916

MULCH hauled to your
house 759-1588

10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

1989 BRIGHT red 16ft
Laser Ski boat, 1989 Mariner 90hp engine. excellent
condition $6500 firm
753-6996

sme sem mim aem

MOWER repair Same day
service, 7 days week. Most
repairs at your home Factory trained, 15 yr$ experience 502-753-5299.

CARPET and vinyl installation and repairs Glen Bobber, 759-1247

1985 HYDRO Sport boat
with 1986 90hp Mercury
motor 15,, ft long motor
guide trolling motor Eagle
depth finder, excellent condition $4000 489-2247

your

301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071

VALUE

MOBILE home roof coating. Call Robert Prescott
753-9504.

BUSH hogging, large or
small 753-7457

1984 BAYLINER, Fish &
Ski model, excellent condition Has 1985 70hp Evinrude engine and also motor
guide trolling motor Coll
David King at 753-8355
days or 759-9854 after
5pm

This entire examination is FREE
If you want more care and treatment
we do all the paperwork

LICENSED for electric and
gas. 753-7203.

14FT. V-bottom, Polar
Kraft, $300 753-2953

1969 OZARK Fish &
Ski 17. 110hp, loaded, like
new, garage kept, low hrs,
trolling motor. 3 batt, 2 fish
finders, 2 livewells Perfect
for fishing or skiing, like
new trailer 502-354-6607

Dr. Dinrils L. Hoskett, D.C.

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

$30

us for a free estimate
753-5827.

care and maintance Free
estimates 753-4591

CHIN Chim
Sweeps has

CALL for

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Spring cleaning? Call

BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Professional lawn

16FT Aluma Craft & trailer,
foot controll trolling motor.2
depth finders, steering column,65hp Evinrude, 2 high
rise bass seats very good
condition 437 4004

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FREE.

LAWN mowing service Insured. Coleman Benefiel
phone 759-4564

BOBS Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran
753-1134 or
teed
436 5832

16' FOUR Winns 1989,
Model 160 Freedom, Cobra
30 Litre, like new Call
Chris 436-2292

13
14
15.
16.

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

OR BE
DiSCLANER:OUR OFFCE POLICY PROTECTS YOU 'THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY,CANCEL PAYMENT
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SE RVCES. EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
'
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVCE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgram formica, all colors. Free estimates. Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560.

BLACK top sealer Need
sealer on your driveway?
Robert Prescott 753-9504

14FT Jon boat. 6hp Evinrude with trailer, good condition, $450 436-5002 if no
answer leave message

5.
6.
7.
8.

and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

K.B. ASSOCIATES. General construction, remodeling, garages, decks, patios,
interior trim. 753-0834.

BAILEY'S MOWING &
LAWN CARE mowing, fertilizer. aerating & leaf removal. 99% customer retention rate Free estimates Call David Bailey
753-6986

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches

HAVE a small job no one
wants to do? We do minor
repair work Carpenter
work, electric, plumbing.
lawn work, some tree work,
hedge trimming, cleaning &
cutting of rence rows, light
hauling & other small jobs
Robert Prescott 753-9504

BACKHOE SERVICE
RENT ALLEN septic tank
Ilation, repair. replacement 759-1515

Campers

1
2
3
4

and general repair
753-0596

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
red,
S-15,
GMC
1989
estimates 753-0906 after
5sp,
37,XXX actual miles,
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
no air, excellent condition
or will trade for mini van or ALPHA Builders- Carpencar 753-5865 or 753-5108. _try. remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveafter 5 30pm
ways, painting, mainte1990 BRONCO XLT 4x4 2
nance. etc Free estimates
tone, auto. 351 engine, 489-2303
equipment
all
with
loaded
Will sell for $2000 under APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
loan value 753-7275
Whirlpool 30+ years ex1991 MAZDA B2200. one perience
BOBBY
owner 753-2615
HOPPER. 436-5848
SMALL backhoe, 648 BACKHOE Service ROY
Case, $4500 Also 1964 1 HILL Septic system, driveton Chevy truck, $1500 ways. hauling, foundations.
OBO 759-1102
etc 759-4664
510

DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:

HANDYMAN will doplumbmg, electrical, carpentry

Al, AL'S hauling, yard
work, tree removal, mowing Free estimates
759-1683

EXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16

30

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 436-2701
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WILL mow lawns, trim or
remove trees & do light
hauling. Reasonable rates.
Call 753-2772 ask for
Donnie

SAVE

560
Free
Column

CLASSIFIED

2,124

FREE puppies to good
home Call 753-1134

Stk. #93470

What would you like your
significant other to do to add more
romance to your life?

Dual Air Bags

AM/FM Cass. w/6
4-Wheel Disc Brakes
Speakers
Cruise Control
Tilt Steering
4-Wheel Independent
Choice of Warranties*
INI 3.3 Liter V6 (153HP)
Suspension
Power Windows/Locks
State of the Art Cab Forward Design

Men Say

Women Say...

Wear a special

Give or send me

outfit

Bowers vaespectedly

or herance

Also In Stock:
1993 Chrysler Concorde, 1993 Dodge Intrepid & The All New 1994 Chrysler LHSI
Legal Wiliam A/101W Mame are OW lie, Ills & Neette. 'See warranty dolmas and realnellene at dude:.
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Bowers weempectedly
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movie
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Today II i History

Looking Back
Ten years ago

Today is Wednesday, May 12, the 132nd day of 1993. There are
233 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 12, 1943. Axis forces in North Africa surrendered during
World War 11.
On this date:
In 1820. the founder of modern nursing, Florence Nightingale, was
born in Florence, Italy.
In 1937, Britain's King George VI was crowned at Westminster
Abbcyslong with Queen Elizabeth.
In 1965, West Germany and Israel exchanged letters establishing
diplomatic relations.
In 1970, the. U-S Senate voted unanimously to confirm Harry A.
Blackmun as a Supreme Court justice.
In 1975, the White House announced the new Cambodian govern-.
ffient had seized-an American merchant ship, the "Mayaguez," in
international waters.
In 1978, the Commerce Department announced that hurricanes
would no longer be named exclusively after women.
In 1982. in Fatima, Portugal, security guards overpowered a Spanish priest armed with a bayonet who had tried to reach Pope John Paul

Ethel Lassiter's award for 30
years of service to MurrayCalloway County Hospital highlighted the hospital's fifth annual
Employees Service Awards dinner held May 10. She was one of
42 employees honored at the
event.
Becky Rutledge, Teresa Bazzell, Fran Hudson and Delle Frazier are pictured as art Winners of
Spring Pot Pourri held at Calloway County Public Library.
Murray High School Tigers
beat Hopkinsville 3 to 1 in first
round of regional- playoffs at
Christian County High School.
Mitch Grogan and Rusty _Wright
were Murray pitchers.
Births reported include a boy.
to Mr. and Mrs. Daniel R. Lane,'
April 18, and a boy to Mr. and
Ten years ago: The Senate Appropriations Committee voted 17-11 Mrs. Roland Page Alexander,
to approve the release of $625 million for development of the M-X April 25.
missile that had been blocked by Congress.
Five years ago: Secretary of State George P. Shultz and Soviet
:Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze, meeting in Geneva, resolved
nearly all remaining questions on an intermediate-range missile treaty.
DEAR ABBY: When I read„the
One year ago: Four suspects were arrested in the televised beating
letter
from Mrs. Dow who was
Los
start
of
the
of trucker Reginald Denny, which had occurred at the
amazed at the number of people
riots.
Angeles
who mispronounced and misspelled
Today's Birthdays: Actress Katharine Hepburn is 86 (according to her name,I had to smile.
her memoirs. Some references list her age as 83). Journalist Howard
I sympathize with her.- Then I
K. Smith is 79. Critic John Simon is 68. Baseball liall-of-Famer Yogi read the letter from Mr. and Mrs.
Berra is 68. Composer Burt Bacharach is 64. Talk show host Tom Solomon, who tried to explain that
Snyder is 57. Comedian George Carlin is 56. Former White House their name should be easy to
press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler is 54. Singer-musician Steve Win- remember' because of King
Solomon; then they started to get
wood is 45. Actor Emilio ,Estevez is 31.
mail addressed to "Mr. and Mrs.
makes
Thought for Today: "One face to the world, another at home
King."
for misery." -- - Amy Vanderbilt, American etiquette expert
Well, My name is Andrea Gnats(1908-1974).
tadisegni, which is not easy to spell

Twenty years ago
Vernon Stubblefield Jr., the
only charter member who has
maintained continuous membership in. Murray Rotary Club since
its establishment in 1924. was
honored with an "Unprecedented
Vernon Stubblefield Day" program at the club meeting on May
10.
The Swann Super Market
budding and two adjoining lots
arc being purchased by First Baptist Church to provide for expansion program in its adult and
youth Bible teaching activities.
Donna Potilson, Debbie Miller,
Craig Klein and Danny Thompson were winners of the essay
contest on "How Should Kentucky Celebrate 200th Birthday
of USA" by Zeta Department of
Murray Woman's Club. New
officers arc Mrs. Purdom Outland, Mrs. Edward Watson, Miss

Vivian Hale and Mrs. Max Beale.

between jobs at the
moment."
DEAR ABBY: Concerning
engagement rings: An engagement
ring is considered a gill to a womaii.
conditioned on her marrying the
giver. Once the condition is fulfilled
ishe marries the man the ring
uiiiii:iii
becomes the priiper!y i it t
— no strings attached.
If the woman breaks ifle engagement. she must return the ring. II
the man breaks the engagement.
the woman gets to keep the ring
not just a generous ge,-t ore,
DEAR GRANNY: Simply say, This isthe
law in most states ..
it is
including Illinois.
my"
)N snAFFER,
-LAW.
r Ili '.-1( )
ATTORNEY-AT

children. Due to Anne's religious
convictions fwe are Catholic), she
has supported this lazy. irresponsible deadbeat for many years. The
situation makes me angry.
My problem, however, is how to
respond to the people in this small
town when they ask,"What is Sam
I not his real name I doing now?"
I don't want to give a rude
answer, but the question is very
embarrassing. How should I
respond?
GRANNY

BLOND1E
HE 50.0.06 LIKE
HS RECORD

NN\

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

5-12

CALVIN and HOBBES
V)IINT TO SU.
ME JUGGLE.?
I CAN KaP 11,

IXZEH EGGS 01
WE AR AT ONCE!

11-lIS RUG MOST
NOTICE I
-R
NEED A TIAtcv,,
%NT 5ki
PAI)
I COULD
DO IT VERY i
LONG )

4‘i

Fifth

Dear Abby

Daily Comics

\c

Preparations for the

Annual North-South High School
Charles Fennel, son of Mr. and
All-Stars Basketball game to he
Mrs. Homer Fennel, is valedicto- played on June 12 at Murray
rian. and Shirley Futrell, daughter State, College gym are virtually
of Mrs. Edd Maddox, is salutato- completed, according to officials
rian of 1963 graduating class of of the event, sponsored by MurCalloway, County High School.
ray Chamber of Commerce and
Ronald W. Churchill, fund
MSC.
drive chairman for "Stars in Mr.
Ronnie E. Hayes. son of Mrs.
Crown" fund drive, said that the Ermine Stewart, has graduated
drive has exceeded the goal set of with the rank of ensign at .Navy
S10,000 with several contribu- Officer's Candidate School at
Newport, R.I.
tions still coming in. It will
J.M. Marshall, executive vice
staged at Kenlake Amphitheatre.
president of Dees Bank of Hazel,
Jere Washer was named Junior
Queen afid-Gclievieve Humphreys was elected secretary of Group 1
as Senior Queen at the of Kentucky Bankers Association
Sweetheart Music Banquet held
at a meeting held at Kenlake
by Murray High School Music
Hotc.
Department at Murray Woman's
Mrs. L.E. Owen, president ol
Club House. Mrs. Joan Bowker is
Murray Woman's Club. is
director of choral music at the- attended the meeting of Kentuck.s
school.
Federation of Women's ('tubs at
Forty years ago
Louisville.
Thirty years ago

__thing over the telephone and - requested that it be sent to my
home. I asked the salesperson if she
was writing it. or putting it in a
'computer. She said she wa): writing
it, sol said.-"Please write small
because my name is long." Then I
spelled it for her.
Sure enough. a few days later. I
received the merchandise addressed .
to "Mrs. Long."
ANDREA GUASTADISEGNI
DEAR ABBY: I have a son-inlaw Who has never worked steadily;
consequently he has never provided
or pronounce. I once ordered some- for my daughter A11110 I and their

TtpfXDQROW NIGHT, RAIN,
WAVY AT TIMES... Ft2i DAV
12AIN,I4EA1Y AT TIMES.
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DEAR READERS: I'm getting
a lot of flak from readers objecting to my advice to "Brokenhearted Wife" — married 5 1'2
years to a man she dearly loved.
Hubby is a big basketball fan.
she is not, and since he had season tickets (for two, he asked
his wife if she objected to his
taking a female co-worker to a
'game. Although the wife was
hurt,she said it was. OK.
When the next basketball
game came up, hubby said he'd
like to take the same female coworker, so I advised "Brokenhearted Wife" to have a long
talk with her husband, tell him
how she felt about his taking
this lady to another game. and I
suggested that they see a marriage counselor, or it could be
the beginning of the end of their
marriage.
Well ... did I get letters telling
me it was perfectly OK for married men to have female friends,
and there was no reason for 111V
to assume that this could be
damaging to their marriage.
OK, perhaps my reply was-a bit
old-fashioned and distrustful:so
for those who think a "mea
culpa" is in order, will this do?

CATHY
teINT /1410LI TO SE MARRIED (
ITS TOO HARD TO INCLUDE A
LIKE I Arn SO WE CAN DO
VW WHEN YOU'RE SINGLE.
THINGS TOGETHER AS COUPLES, .1 NEVER KNOW YOUR DATING
CATHY. THERE. I SAID IT.
STATUS. I NEVER KNOW
WHAT PHASE YOU'RE

I CAN 8E CONFIDENT MAKING
PLANS WITH SOMEONE LIKE
SHEILA BECAUSE HER RELATIONSHIP fS SOLID! IT'S SECURE!
ITS A MARRIAGE!

Dr. Gott

CARL AND
I AREN'T
SPEAKING TO
EACH OTHER
THIS WEEK

;.t..V!

itayiwa_

/
fit
,42

The magnificent Lippizaner cows

14J

Crosswords
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

1 — -a-pie
4 Domestic
pigeon
8 Facts
12 Tint
13 Region
14 Black
15 Vase
16 Portray;
depict
18 Heavy clubs
20 Eye
amorously
21 At home
22 Before
23 Flower
27 Lubricate
29 In music,
high
30 Iron setting
31 World org
32 Limb
33 Dance step
34 Note of scale
35 Long-legged
bird
37 Short sleep
1

2

iitiE5 WE
5uOLLO 1.4AVE COME
YE5TERPAY

•

1 Pal colloq
-2 Subtle
emanation
3 Writing
implement

12

13

15

16

Id

21

BALANCIN6 ROCK" NM
Ri60 UP AMEAD YOU'RE
601146 TO SEE TI.IE
SEEN PERCNEP ON TW IS
FAMOUS'8ALANCIN6 ROCK' CLIFF FOR TEN MILLION
YEW,

DOWN

4

3

lil

PEANUTS

38 Fondle
39 Civil injury
40 Bunk —
41 Man's
nickname
42 Unemployed
44 Follows
orders
47 Went onward
51 River in
Scotland
52 Nobleman
53 Turkish
regiment
54 Long, slender
fish
55 Pintail duck
56 Gull-like
bird
57 Period of
time

5

6

20

7

Answer* to Previous Puzzle
AMAH
DATA
FD
TOL E
ODA
alliIOS
M Eill ER
L I TIRE R

121 [11 R
LADES
ERIE
HARE
NIL
MARSLAIN
1 A0
MEI
ill
LEG STGED ALE
INEU OA L T
U0 T E D
CIA M
R
ASLEEP LIEVEGIE
NEED
EGO ESUE
PATS MOW ST El

DEAR DR. GOTT: My friend has
been diagnosed with CREST syn
drome. She's been on steroids but still
has a great deal of difficulty breath•
ing. Can you put some light on this
subject since her doctors don't give'
her much hope?
DEAR READER: Actually, your
friend has seleroderma, of which the acronym CREST is a part: Calcinosis
(calcifications in certain body Os-• sues), Raynaud's phenomenon
(blanching of the fingers and toes),
Esophageal dysfunction (difficulty
swallowing), Sclerodactyly (tense skin
over the fingers); and Telangectasia
(dilated small blood vessels in the
skin). Scleroderma also may cause
arthritis, skin ulcers, heartburn.
intestinal infection, lung scarring.
heart failure and kidney disease..
The cause is unknown, the prognosis is unpredictable. Because scleroderma is basically marked by inflammation, it is believed to be an auto
immune disease. For this reason, cor

tisone steroids are often used to treat
symptoms (by reducing inflamma

tion). Other drugs, such as nifedipine
improve circulation) and cimeti(to
5-12 ® 1993 United Feature Syndicate
dine (to relieve indigestion), are pre10 Measure of
scribed to relieve symptoms. The disweight
4 Prohibits
ease may remain limited for decades
11
Pismire
5 Exist
17 Spanish
in some patients, whereas in others.
6 Rumor
article
7 rlatlung, heart and kidney complications
19 Printer's
bottomed
cause early death
measure
boat
Your friend's doctors are probably
22 Shade tree
8 Sandy wastes
24 Faroe
-'having a hard -tilde- helptng- -her-9 - Vigoda
whirlwind
because there is no one drug that is
11
10
8
9
,*
25 Identical
appropriate land consistently useful)
26 Send forth
for treating scleroderma Perhaps she
14
27 Eject
should seek another opinion from a
NU
28 Involved with
rheumatologist at a teaching hospital
29 Wooden
17
Because lupus resembles scleroder
vessel
ma, I am sending you a free copy of
30 Weaken
32 Magazine
my Health Report -Lupus The Great
piece
Imitator " Other readers who would.
33 Cushion
like a copy should send St 25 plus a-36 Alternative
long, self addressed, stamped enve.
word
lope to PO Box 2433, New York, NY
Sewing
37
iois3 He sure to mention the title
impiemeni

AmeII illWmdi
41
hid
NM
34
id
Ill
ill
WIuu
II ill
ill
W
Id
Mil
II
ilia
ddIU••U dUl
illI.
II
Id
MIMI WINNE d

38 Promise
40 Farmyard
noise
41 aaabrieas
nnonth
43 Down gleeful
14 Norm god
45 TvaeNal
monew
44 battalions
17 Foolliee Pet
40 Mao sham
411 /Seam meta
50 tlassone

wee^

SWAIM
SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
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Searcey is continuing her education
Kimberly Searcey is getting an
education. Not just out of school
books, but in life. The 32-year-old
single mother of a teenage son says
that coming to Murray State has
opened her eyes to a lot of things.
"I was very naive about what
college meant," she says. "I was a
good high school student and going
on to school was something I had
always wanted to do. The pressure
and the workload in college was a
surprise. I thought it would be a
little bit harder than high school,"
she explains with a sheepish grin.
The Paris, Tenn., native goes on
to share that becoming a teenage
wife and mother put a stop to those
dreams for good,she thought. Searcey got a job in a local factory after
completing high school and settled
down to live her life along routine
lines, until a bout with carpal tunnel
syndrome finished her on the plant's
assembly line.
Searcey and a girlfriend kicked
around the idea of starting college,
going so far as to attend an adult
education workshop on campus.
Searcy says that she began filling
out papers and presto, "I was in
school before I knew it." She's
complimentary about the program
Murray State has for helping adult
students cope with entering college,
and remembers with a laugh that
"registration almost cracked me. I
was spoon-fed up until that time."
Diligent and hard working, she
commutes from Paris daily, takes 12
hours each semester and works 13
hours per week in Murray State's
admissions office. She says she was
pleased to see that her own study
habits are rubbing off on her son,
15-year-old Corey. "I've noticed
that he'll go get his books when he
sees me with all my books and
papers scattered around." In fact,
she goes on,"he tanses me that we'll
be in college at the same time."
She says that putting herself
through college has been tough
financially. She recently won a
scholarship through the "Celebrate
Women" program and has just been
named recipient of a Harry Lee
Waterfield Governmental Studies
scholarship. She also hopes to work

full-time this summer. She's adamant about her college education.
"Whatever it takes, I'm going to try
to stay in school."
Soon after Searcey's first semester, she and her husband separated.
Feeling depressed because her marriage had ended and she'd lost her
job, Searcey coped with the stress
by throwing herself into her school
work. "It helped my self esteem,"
she comments. "The better I did in
school, the better I felt about myself."
"I've had a lot of encouragement.
My son helps out,and my mom and
my three younger sisters help me
out at home," she stateS.
A chink appears in Searcey's
armor of good humor when she talks
about taking care of her son and
what her return to school has meant
to her home life. "I didn't realize I
was so materialistic. I've always
been able to give my son the things
he wanted," she notes, a stray tear
rolling down her cheek. "Now he
has what he needs, but I'm not ablg
to give him some of the extras.
Sometimes when I'm sitting in class,
I feel like I shouldn't be there-I
should be out working instead.
"I may cry sometimes, but I keep
going," she said. Currently carrying
a 3.71 grade point average, Scarcey
says she loves learning. And she
believes a college education
broadens tolerance. She'd like to see
more minorities attend college.
"At Murray State, I've had several
instructors who urge us Lobe accepting of other races and lifestyles,"
she mentions. "I think college helps
us to see past pcuy things and not be
so narrow minded."
"I've noticed in some of my
classes I am the only black student.
It doesn't bother me to be the only
one," Searcey says,"but I wish more
minorities would take advantage of
education."
She says her experience at Murray State has been very positive,and
she finds the instructors to be
helpful and understanding. "When
the professors sec that you are
trying, they will work with you,"
she said.
There are several programs on the
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Kimberly Searcey and her son, Corey, try to spend as much time
as they can together. Both have busy schedules filled with homework and household chores. Kimberly commutes daily to Murray
State University from Paris, Tenn. Corey, a 10th grader at Henry
County High School, is actiye in both basketball and baseball.

campus that have benefited her in
her educational pursuits. She has
taken advantage of tutoring in the
learning center in English and math.
"I still use tutors," she mentions.
"It's a really good program and it's
free."
A criminal justice major,Searcey
says she would like to work with
juvenile delinquents, or state and
local government. "Government is
fascinating," she says. "It's good for
minorities to get involved.

"Prejudice exists both ways," she
comments. "As a matter of fact,
there are many different prejudices-not just blacks and whites."
Searcey says that's one thing she
owes to her Murray State education
already."I found out that it's notjust
us. College has really opened my
eyes to that."
"People are people," she states in
a soft, yet firm voice. "I really talk
education up in Paris. I want more
minorities to look into it. I think
Murray State is a good school."

To Exercise All Duties
Fairly and Courteously

S•T.U-D I 0

Grand Opening Special!!
Call for a portrait appointment this month & get an

8x10 for $199
Limit One Per Household Or Family - Offer Ends 5-31-93

Dixieland Center (In The Breezeway) • Murray • 753-7050
Owners. Ken and Karen Andrus

Family & Childrens Portraits-Seniors-Weddings-Home
Portraits-Clamour Portraits-Old Portraits Copied

Good Used Vehicles

Julia Maddox (second from left) presents Foreign Language Club scholarships to five Murray State
University students. Funds for the scholarships were raised form the sale of bratwurst at last year's
MSU -Homecoming Tent City. Pictured it the students are Dr. Michael Waag (left), associate professor of foreign language; and Meg Brown, assistant professor of foreign language and faculty adviser
for the Foreign Language Club. Receiving scholarships are (front) Camisha Pierce, Dyersburg; (back
from left) Greg Gierhart, Murray; Jamon NIcElrath. Paducah; LaDawn Cook, Murray; and Janice
Fulps, Oensboro.

SUBSCRIBE

Call on us
anytime.

BE BOLD.
; Illifghten your future. Make a
bold move wtth proheakmel hair
Illiorks. train JCPenney. For a
Sew our 10% OPP ads
smile It easier then over.

•Life
•Home•Car
•Farm•Business
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Pick-Up
UPS
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Motorists need
to watch smog
WASHINGTON IAP) — Federal and regional officials are
calling on motorists to change
their driving habits in an effort to
cut auto-generated smog by 50
percent.
The Environmental Protection
Agency and Northeast air quality
officials launched a campaign
Monday to urge motorists to use
car pools or mass transit, get frequent tuneups and change to
newer, less polluting models.
The commission plans 16
months of advertisements in the
Northeast and mid-Atlantic regions to increase awareness about
the threat from auto emissions
and to teach people what they can
do to lower them.
Nearly half the emissions that
cause smog are from automobiles: the rest come from factories, utilities and smaller sources
like lawnmowers, construction
equipment, bakeries and dry
cleaners.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

ihe now nearest you.

Pal
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1993 Nissan Hardbody
4 Cyl., 5 Speed, Air, Chrome Package,
13,000 Miles
1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
Blue with Blue Leather, 19,000 Miles
1992 Cadillac Sevillqr%
Dark BItg tkiBlue Leather,
9,000
1992 Chevrolet Cavalier
Four Door, Automatic, Air, 12,000
Miles, Red
1992 Pontiac Grand Prix SE
Two Door, Aero Package, 12,000 Miles,
Teal Metallic
1991 Cadillac Seville
White with Burgandy Leather, 45,000
Miles
1991 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
Blue with Blue Leather, 30,000 Miles
1991 Dodge Dynasty LE
33,000 Miles, Full Power, 1 -Owner,
New Car Trade
1991 Chevrolet Caprice
36,000 Miles, Full Power, Grey with
Burgandy Cloth
1991 Chrysler Fifth Ave.
White with Blue Cloth, 49,000 Miles
1990 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport
Blue with Blue Cloth, 53,000 Miles,
Four Door Sedan
1990 Ford Taurus GL
43,000 miles, Full Power, 1-Owner, New
Truck Trade-in
1989 Chevrolet Suburban
6.2 Liter Diesel, Silverado, Creme with
Beige Cloth, 45,000 Miles
1988 Chevrolet C1500
68,000 Miles, V-8, Automatic, Long
Wheel Base
1988 Ford E150 Starcraft Conversion
47,000 miles, Raised Roof, 1 -Owner,
Sharp
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